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RULES AND REGULATIONS
Passed at Four Special General Meetings of the Members, held

at 27, Harley Street, W., on February 7 and April 3, 1876,

on January 6, 1879, and on December 6, 1S86.

OBJECTS AND CONSTITUTION.

Tims Association is called the " Musical Association" and
is formed for the investigation and discussion of subjects con-
nected with the Art, Science, and History of Music ; and is

intended to be similar in its organisation to existing Learned

It is not intended that the Association shall give concerts,
cir undertake any publications other than those of their own
Proceedings, or the Papers read at their Meetings.

MEMBERS.

The Association shall consist of practical and theoretical

musicians, as well as those whose researches have been
directed to the science of acoustics, the history of the art, or

other kindred subjects.

Any person desirous of being admitted into the Association

must be proposed by two members. Foreigners resident

abroad and distinguished in the Art, Science, or Literature of

Music, maj be nominated by the Council for election as
Honorary 5lcm ber 1'. of tbc Association.

Elections will take place by ballot of the members present

at any of the ordinary meetings, and one adverse vote in four

shall exclude.

No newly elected member shall be entitled to attend the

meetings Until the annual subscription he paid.

SUBSCRIPTION.

The annual subscription ti; the Association is one guinea,

which shall be com l- ibie on the rst oi November in each year.

Any member may, upon or at any time after election,

become a life member of the Association by payment of a

composition of £10 ios. in lieu of future annual subscriptions,

but in addition to any annual subscription previously paid or

due from such member. Such sums shall from time to time

be invested in legal security in the names of Trustees, to be
appointed by the Council.



RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Should members desire to withdraw from the Association,
they should give notice to the Hon. Sec. on or before the

31st of October,

MEETINGS.

An ordinary meeting shall be held on the first Monday in

every month, from November to June inclusive, at 5 p.m.,

when, after the despatch of ordinary business, Papers will he

read and discussed.

An annual general meeting of members only shall be held

at + p.m. on the last Monday in October, to receive and
deliberate on the Report of the Council, and to elect the

Council and officers for the ensuing year.

Special general meetings may be summoned whenever the

Council may consider it necessary; and they shall be at all

from five members, specifying the nature of the business to lie

transacted. At least one week's notice of such special

meeting shall be given by circular to every member, and ten

members present at any general meeting shall constitute

a quorum.
Every member shall have the privilege of introducing one

visitor at the ordinary meetings, on writing the name in a
book provided for that purpose, or sending a written order.

COMMUNICATIONS,

Papers proposed to be read at the meetings may treat of

any subject connected with the Art, Science, or History of

Music, Acoustics, and other kindred subjects.

Papers will be received from or through any member of the
Association.

Experiments and performances may be introduced, when
limited to the illustration of the Paper read.

All communications read will become thenceforth the pro-

perly of the Association (unlt-ss there shall have been s-Jiuu

previous arrangements to the contrary), and the Council may
publish the same in any way and at any time they may think

REPORTS.

A Report of the Proceedings of the Association, including

the Papers read or abstracts of the same, and abstracts of the

Discussions, shall be printed and distributed to the members
as soon as possible after the end of each session.

This Report will be arranged and edited by the Honorary
Secretary, under the direction of the Council.



COUNCIL AND OFFICERS.

The management of the affairs of the Association shall be
vested in a Council, to be elected by ballot at the general
meeting of the members on the last Monday in October,
The Council shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents,

and ten ordinary members of the Association.

The Honorary Secretary of the Association shall be ex officio

an ordinary member of Council.

The ['resilient, Vice-Presidents, Auditors, and five ordinary

msmbers of the Council shall retire every year, but shall be
eligible for re-election.

At the annual general meeting in October, the Council shall

present a ballot i >i ^ list, slliuvii^; llle names of llifc persons

whom they propose for the offices of President, Vice-Pre-

sidents, and ordinary memhers of Council for the ensuing
year. A copy of this list shall be given to each member
present.

In voting, each member may erase any name or names
from the balloting list, and may substitute the name or names
of any other person or persons whom he considers eligible for

each respective office , hut the number of names on the list,

;.:ter v:.;h erasure ..; snlisi.tutiiwi, mvist not exceed the number
l.i be elected V< the respective offices as above enumerated.
Those l:Hs which t'.o r.ot accord with these directions shall

be .ejected.

The Chair:n;m of The meeting shall cause the balloting

papers lo be collected, and after they have been examined by
himself ar.l two scrutineers, to he appointed by the members,
he slmli report to tile meeting the result of ouch examination,

and shall then destroy the balloting papers. Auditors shall

be appointed at the annual general meeting by the members,
and the statement of accounts shall be sent by the Treasurer

to the Auditors, and be remitted by them to the Secretary in

time to enable the Council to judge of the prospects of the

Association, and to prepare their report in accordance
therewith.

The Council and officers shall meet as often as the business

of the Association may require, and at every meeting three

members of Council shall constitute a quorum.

ENACTMENT OR ALTERATION OF RULES
AND REGULATIONS.

No rules and regulations can be enacted, altered, or re-

scinded, except at a special meeting of members summoned
for the express purpose, the summons stating distinctly and
fully the matter to be brought under consideration.
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MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.
TWELFTH SESSION, 1885.86.

REPORT.

The Annual General Meeting of the Musical Association was

held at No. 27, Harley Street, W-, on Monday, October 25,

1 886:

Dr. W. H. Monk in the Chair.

Tkt following Report of the Council aai rtad by tht Han. Sicritary:—

In accordance with the Rules of the Musical Association

the Council presents to its Members its Annual Report of the

Twelfth Session.

During its course the usual series of eight monthly

meetings has been held, and papers have been read by the

following gentlemen : Rev. M. E. Browne ; E. Prout, Esq.,

B.A.
; J. S. Shedlock, Esq.; Rev. Sir F. A. G. Ouseley,

Bart. ; F. Praeger, Esq. ; H. C. Banister, Esq. ; D. J.

Blaikley, Esq., and A. J. Hipktns, Esq.

The Council, in connection with the subject of the attend-

ance at the Meetings, desires to remind Members—Country

Members especially— of their privilege of introducing a friend

at each Meeting, either by written order or personally.

The Twelfth Volume of the Proceedings of the Musical

Association (which has been forwarded to every Member)

contains a valuable addition to current musical literature and

knowledge. The Council strongly urges upon the Members

generally to make the existence and scope of the Association

more widely known, and desires to remind them that com.

munications or papers will be received by, or through

Members, subject to the approval of Council.



The Balance Sheet, duly audited, lies upon the table for

inspection. The Council congratulates the Members on the

fact that a further sum of £iao has been invested, and that

the accounts show the probability of an additional investment

of a like sum during the present session.

The attention of Members is again called to the incon-

venience that results from irregularity in the payment of

Subscriptions. At the beginning of each Session the Council

has to undertake certain necessary liabilities in good faith

that the Annual Subscriptions will be promptly paid ; when,

however, the Members forget this necessary duty, additional

expenses are incurred which are an objectionable expenditure

of the funds.

In accordance with the Rules, five ordinary Members of

Council retire ; Messrs. Stephens, Praeger, Gladstone,

Cobb, and Crawford. These gentlemen are eligible for

re-election, but Members are reminded of their right to nomi-

nate other gentlemen to serve on the Council.





NoVEBBEB I, iSge,

MR. SOUTHGATE
In the Chair.

THE REGISTERS OF THE VOICE.

An Extempore Lecture by Emil Behnke.

I have to say a few words to you this afternoon on the
Registers of the Human Voice.

.
My definition of the

registers is this :—A register consists of a series of tones
produced by the same mechanism. If we were to hear two
men outside playing a scale, one commencing on ;i double
bass, and the other continuing, say, on a violoncello, with,
out the scale being interrupted, we should know exactly
where ihe one left off and where the other one came in. In
a similar way several series of tones are produced by
different mechanisms in the human voice, and each of such
series I term a register; the mechanism of some of the

registers may be seen just the same as the tones of these
registers may be heard.

There are two ways of seeing the mechanism by which
the registers of the human voice are produced. In the
first place, you may see it in the usual way by laryngoscopy
observation, and, in the second place, you may see it by
" through-iilumination." Sn for ,-.s iaxj-ngoscopic observa-

tion is concerned, we have heard a great deal about that

of late, rather more than some people care, and I think it is

pretty well known by this time how these observations arc

carried on. You have a little mirror, which is warmed, so

that it may not be dimmed by the moisture of the breath.
You hold that in a person's throat, throw a strong light upon
it, which is reflected down into the larynx, and then, by
means of this mirror, you see what is going on in the larynx

—

to a certain extent. You see what is taking place on the
surface of the vocal ligaments; but cannot see below them.
You see ri);ht into the wind-pipe under certain favourable
circumstances ; but you cannot see what is going on below
the vocal ligaments, and you cannot see what is going on
in their bulk.

Talking first about the results which are to be obtained by
means of the laryngoscope, suppose we look down a person's

throat, and let that person sing. Then wc see three different

n
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The Registers of the Voice.

appearances in the larynx. I am not now speaking of minor
appearances, but simp!v of broad facts. We see, first of
all, while- ;l man is singing his lowtr tones, tlie two vocal
] LL,';Li--.i.:ii!s more or less firmly held together, and we see them
agitated by full, loose, vibrations, through their entire thick-

ness. That is one mechanism, and while a man sings with
Ibis kind of median ism we. speak of him as singing in the
" thick " register.

_
Now he goes beyond this mechanism

—

where he can go no further without making tremendous
efforts, and if lie wishes to sing higher still he has to change
the mechanism ; he has to put on one side this instrument
upon which he has been playing hitherto, and he has to take
up another. When he performs upon this new instrument
we see a different picture. The vocal ligaments do not any
longer vibrate through their whole thickness ; the vibrations

disappear altogether. The vocal ligaments seem to stand
almost still, and what little vibrations there are, are confined
to the thin inner edges of the vocal ligaments, and there
is an elliptical slit between them. When a person sing:; with
this mechanism, then wo say he is singing in the "thin"

Now, if we allow a lady or a child to take the place of our
imaginary male singer who has been singing so far, and lot

litis female singer 01 the child imminence: where the male
singer left off, and sing up the scale again, then we shall find

that these new singers also, afler a certain time, will come to

a point where they will be slopped, beyond which they could
only I/O by making a very great effort ; and here if you wish
them to sing higher still thev also will have to put away this

second instrument, as it were, and take instead of it a third.

Whenever that takes place we shall see a new picture ; we
shall no longer see the slit between the vocal ligaments
extending from one < nd of (hem til the other, but we shall

see it confined to the anterior part of the vocal ligaments

—

that is to say, we shall see the posterior part of the vocal
ligaments held very firmly together, and we shall see a

little oval orifice in the front part of the vocal ligaments,
the inner edges of which are vibrating, and which, as the
pitch of the voice continues to be raised, will get smaller

and smaller. 1 shall never forget the impression which this

third register, commonly called the head register, but which
we prefer to call the " small " register, made upon me when
I saw it for the first time. It is a good many \ ears ago now,
and I was then only beginning these investigations, so
that I had really to discover a great many facts for myself,

or to re-discover for myself a great many facts which had
been really ascertained by other people before; but this

makes the whole thing, in my estimation, none the less



The Registers of the Voice. 3

valuable. I remember meeting, some eighteen or twenty
years ago, a little Cathedral boy from Berlin, in one
of our German forests, where I happened to be spending
my holiday. At that time I always used to carry a laryngo-

scope in my pocket, and I was in the habit of laying hold of

any one who was patient enough to submit to me, and to

place my mirror at the back of his month, to try what 1 could
see; of course there is nothing like sunshine fur operating,

and of that sunshine we had at that time furtiiiiatelv a ^ri.-at

deal. This little boy happened to be a very favourable
subject. There was no difficulty to overcome with him.
The throats of some people are so sensitive that the moment
you touch them with a mirror you find it is useless to

experiment with them. That was not so with him ; from
tile begijsnirij.; lie bore it well, Si) (hat aftel ;i very shot: lime

he was able to sing up and down the scale as though he had
no mirror in his throat at all. Now my idea up to that time
had been that the voice was fundamentally tin.

1 result of the

vibrations of the vocal ligaments. That is, of course, per-

fectly true, but when I came to look down this boy's throat

the moment he sang hifh [ones, I was startled in- discovering

that there seemed to be a slice, as it were, cut out of one
of the vocal ligaments. A crescent-shaped piece appeared to

be cii!" out, and that, to my mind, seemed altogether to upset
the fundamental notion of the production of the voice, and I

could not understand it at all. I continued to operate upon
him, and presently saw. by shifting my mirror a little, that
the same thing took place on the other side. Then I further

noticed that this did not take place at all pitches. It did not

take place in the middle part of the voice, but the moment
[he boy sang above For Ft on the fifth line of the treble

clef, this appearance took place. It then dawned upon me
that that must he a new mechanism. Since then I have
made these observations on many hundreds of people, and
whet ever 1 have had an opportunity of Seeing the mecha-
nism of these hie,h tones, I have invariably fouud il to l e

the same. So that I assert with all confidence, and with-
out any fear of contradiction, that regarding the appear-
ances in the throat, so far as they mav lie obsei veil by iiit'ans

of the laryngoscope, we can speak of three mechanisms in
the human voice; the " thick" register, in which the tones
are produced by vibrations through the whole thickness of

the vocal lip.:.! merits ; the thin " register, in which She In ties

are produced by vibrations confined to the thin inner edges
;

and the " small " register, in which the tones are produced by
the vibrations of a small part of the vocal ligair.er.'.s only.

So far, so good. That has shown us a great deal we did
not know before, and when we compare the data at which
we arrived by means of these investigations with all that we
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4 The Registers 0/ the Voice.

If, 1111 through lh(.' ear, (lien we shall lie able; to base .1 very
satisfactory theory upon that, which will at least enable us
So teach without any fear of doing mischief. We may not

all be able to produce Farinellis or Jenny Linds, but we
shall certainly he able to avoid ruining voices wholesale.

This is one way of looking at things, when we try to

ascertain the mechanism of the human voice. But there

is another way, and that is by trying to get a view of
the vocal apparatus by means of " through-illumination."

That is not so well known. These experiments were first

niacin some twenty-five or thirty yn.'irs ago by Dr. Czcnnack,
of Pesth. He did not carry them on to any great extent,

but 1 think very little has escaped him with regard to
the human voice; and those experiments have also been
repeated by Dr. Storck who now, I think, lives in Vienna,
but who then lived in Stuttgart. With the exception of
those two, 1 do not know of anyone who has carried on these
experiments. I was anxious to do everything which was
possible to get at the real truth of the matter, and to satisfy

myself as to how things were really done. I, therefore, with
the assistance of nty friend, Dr. Lennox Browne, constructed
an instrument containing an electric light of ten thousand
candle power, which was enclosed in a box lined with
iron, so that, although there was this terrific light, yet the
moment the gas in Ihe room was turned down i; was pitch

dark. I dare say you have all noticed before now the light

of the sun shining through a person's ears making them semi-
transparent ; also how the edges 01 the fingers become trans-

parent if we try to shield our eyes from tiie light of the sun.

In a similar way we can " through-ilhiminale " the throat,

the subject, tin.' better wt shall succeed.
Now let me explain to you how the experiment was carried

on, and I hope: this may be interesting to you, because we
certainly have learnt a great deal from it. I had, as 1 said
before, an electric light of 10,000 candle power, which was
enclosed in a case, so that you could sec nothing of it in the
room. Supposing I had that case here on my right hand ; in

the front part of that case there is a lens through which the
light is shining ; it does not shine into the room, but into

cylinder, and the cylinder, just where it comes opposite

to me, is bent at right angles, and the second tube
touches r:y throat with something like the mouthpiece of

a speaking-trumpet. At the angle where the two tubes
meet there is a mirror, so that this enormous light,

which is concentrated and shining through this lens, was
thrown on the slanting mirror, and then, by means of

that mirror, on to my throat. The mouthpiece was put
against the throat just below the larynx, and a piece of
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black cloth attached which was tied round my neck, so
that when I stood in that position I had a most intense li{;l)l

against my throat, but the room itself was pitch dark. I

regret I am not honoured by the attendance of Dr. Dundas
Grant, who. with Dr. Lennox ]:iinvi)i:. happened ir> lie

present at this experiment, because he would have bein
able to confirm what I am going to tell you. I had this

enormous light on my throat although no one could see any-
thing of it, the room being quite dark. The moment I

opened my mouth, any one looking into it wotdd see in the
act of breathing, for which the glottis is open, the light

shining through and illuminating the tipper part of the
throat. I then look a laryngeal mirror and held it at the

back of my throat in the orthodox way, just as is done in the
ordinary Jaryr.gc.jsc.orHC observation. It was warmed SO as
not to be dimmed by moisture cif the breath ; I liad a second
mirror facing me in which I could m i: any image that might
be reflected in the laryngeal mirror, which, however, did not
interfere with the view of anybody facing me, so that a
person standing opposite me and I could simultaneously see

any appearances in the mirror at the back of my throat.

While I was singing in tile thick register very little: was
seen. Of course, at the time 1 took an inspiration, tl:e glottis

opened, and there was a great stream of light which was
reflected in the laryngeal mirror. Then we also saw the out-
line of the vocal ligaments; but the moment 1 closed my
glottis again in the act of singing this light disappeared, and
we saw very little, it was almost absolute darkness

;
only

just the outer edges of the vocal ligaments being discernible.

If you imagine the vocal ligaments cut through, the section

would be triangular
;
they are broad at the outer edges and

narrow at the inner edges, so that at these inner edges some
light was shining through, but at the outer edges we saw very

little in the act of singing. When 1 went beyond the " thick"
register, commonly called the "chest" register, the moment I

put away that mechanism and sang in the " thin " register, or,

as it is commonly called, the "falsetto," we saw quite a
different picture. We then immediately saw that the bulk
of the ligaments had, to a very great extent, collapsed ;

whereas they had before been opaque, they now became
quite transparent. We could see right through them, and
the higher I sang, the thinner they appeared to become, and
the more transparent they were. We saw the intensity of

the light I had in my throat as distinctly as possible, and
that snows very clearly in another way the mechanism of

the " thick " register, and of the " thin " register ; and it also

shows at the same time the great appropriateness of these
terms.

So far as terms are concerned, I think it is a very great
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pity that there are bo many, the majority being really

meaningless ones. I find invariably that when I want to

have a discussion with anyone on the subject of registers,

it becomes necessary, first, to define- terms, localise one man
means one thing by a given term, and another man means
quite another thing by the same term, and I frequently find

that while two people are using the same term they are

v;:aUy talking about two totally i.Ii detent tilings- Now these

terms, "thick" register and "thin" register, are most
admirable, because they are absolutely true. What can
you find more to the point than the term " thick " register,

when we now know for a certain fact that the vocal
ligaments actually are very thick while producing that

series of tones ; and what can you find more appropriate
and more to the point than the term " thin " register, when
we now know for a certain fact that the vocal ligaments
neariv collapse in that register and become quite thin? That
is a point which the inventor of these terms, the late

lamented Mr. John Curwen, did not know. He was a great

educationalist, as you arc aware, and was dissatisfied with
the existing terms, which arc very vague, being based on
fancies and sensations, and he tried to substitute for them
terms which should mean something, and have a scientific

basis. Uy thu light which he then had, he selected these
terms, "thick," "thin," and "small," but, as I said just

now, he did not know himself at the time how true these
terms really were; we have only found that out since his

death, ;iy means of the investigations which we carried on
with "through illumination " of the throat, I hope these
investigations will help to introduce the term "thick,"
"thin," and "small" more generally, because then there
will be no difficulty in one jiorson understandi ng another.

When I had done with these demonstrations by means of
" Ihrougu-iiliiminatinn " on myself, 1 gut my daughter to lake
:ny place. 1 1 er throat is very favourably constructed for

these experiments, and it is very easy to see the mechanisms
tn it; in fact, easier than it is in mine. At the same lime,

she has had the advantage of being trained to these things
from early childhood, so that she never hail any difficulty to

overcome. When we put her in my place, and made the
same investigations upon her, we saw something will] which
I had been previously familiar, and of which a great many
other people have been cognisant, but which was nevertheless
deniOTistratcd once more m the most striking manner. We
had an ocular demonstration of the fact that 'the great break
in the human voice takes place exactly at the same point in

pitch in women, children, and men. It is a very great mis-
take to speak of the soprano voice as simply a reproduction
of the tenor voice an octave higher, and of the contralto
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voice as a reproduction of the bass voice an octave higher.
Consequently it is also a great mistake to speak of the great

break in the human voice as taking place relatively at the

same place in different people. It does nothing of the kind ;

it takes place at or about the same absolute pitcli in men,
women, and children—namely, at middle F. That is a very
important point in the training of voices. It was found that

while I sang in the •• thick " register up to F , above the

second ledger line of the bass clef, and then changed into

the " thin," it was exactly the same with my daughter ; she
sang up to the same F in the •' thick " register, and then she
changed into the "thin" register, the only difference between
her singing and mine was that she was able to sing very
much higher in this " thin " register than I was, and there-

fore we could see very much more of the high tones than
we could ever hope to see in a man. In her case the vocal
ligaments became so thin that eventually there really seemed
nothing but a film covering the light.

Everything I have told you so far goes to prove that the
frequently received idea of a soprano being nothing but a

tenor an octave higher, and a contralto nothing but a bass an
octave higher, is a mistaken one. It also proves that the voice
is a diapason which, so to speak, has been distributed amongst
children, women, and men in such a way that the upper part

of it has been given to women and to children, and the lower
part has been given to men, and the great break between the

upper part and the lower part of the voice takes place
exactly in the middle portion of the voice. I have here a

diagram, by means of which I have endeavoured to make
that clear. The column on the left represents the male
voice and on the right the female. Up to F, the first space
in the treble clef, is the "thick" register; above it is the
" thin " register. In the female voice that goes up to the F,
the octave above, and then the register abovt; is ilic " small

"

register. There are also some sub-divisions, but the great

break between the "thick" and "thin" takes place in all

singers at about the same point in pitch.

The sub-divisions shown on this chart indicate minor
breaks. That is a point which some people do not believe in

at all. I believe in it very strongly, and I am fully convinced
that there is not only the "thick " register, kit s lower "thick"
and an upper "thick," and not only a "thin" register, b-'.t ;i

lower " thin " and an upper " thin." In point of fact, so far

as I am able to judge, and so far as experience has aided me,
wc have really, taking the human voice as otic instrument,

five registers and five mechanisms, the " lower thick " and
" upper thick,'' flic " lower thin " and " upper thin," and the
"small." Now these sub - divisions are very difficult to

demonstrate by means of the laryngoscope, as well as by
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means of " through-iilumination " of the throat. The
changes are so exceedingly minute that the subject is

open to argument. The changes are so very small that
one roan may really fancy ho sees one thing, and another
man may fancy he sees another thing. It is very difficult

rciilly lo i.iy down anything like a law here. Yet some
ciiiiiijjfs do take place, and if we listen very carefully tn a

variety '>f voices we shall have no difiioulty in recognising

them. I may tell you that frequently you find these five

registers in one single voice. 1 have repeatedly had an op-

portunity of demonstrating live registers in one single voice,

and I had hoped to have that opportunity here this afternoon.

Unfortunately the young lady who was to have come has
been prevented, so that I cannot give you the demonstra-
tions ; but I remember some years ago giving a lecture in

Edinburgh, at the invitation of a committee of musical men,
some of whom I met afterwards at a ladies' college where
they had older girls than you generally find in schools, some
from sixteen to eighteen years e f a(i

Cl and amongst those

girls there were two in wiiose case we found all the five

registers. They had contralto voices ; they still had their

head register or "small" register, which, in after life, is

generally lost as the voice settles, so that in the case of those

two voices, we could heat the five registers just as plainly and
distinctly as we could have seen five different colours, and
the gentlemen who were there to meet me and to hear this

demonstration were all perfectly satisfied about the matter.
Of course it is quite useless to talk about registers as

demonstrated in the case of accomplished singers. Why,
the singing master who is not capable, when he gets a fair

chance, of blending the registers in any given voice, and of
equalising -Jie:n so that you cannol distinguish one from the
other, is not worth his salt. That is one of the very things
which he must be able to do. If he cannot do it then he
does not understand his business. Therefore, I say, when
you want to ascertain the registers, or to demonstrate the
registers, it is of no use to refer to accomplished singers. In

fact, I have no hesitation in saying that the more accomplished
they are, the more equal their voices are naturally from the

beginning, and the more afterwards they have learnt to blend
the different registers, the less you can recognise them.
You do not hear any difference as the si user g'-es up and
down the sca'.o, and if you conic to look down the throat by
menus of the: laryngoscope, of course you cannot see any
difference. How can you expect to see a difference in the

mechanism when there is no difference in the voice itself?

It is quite unreasonable to expect that. If you take a young
voice, in which the registers are as marked as possible, so

that even the uneducated ear shall recognise them without
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any difficulty, and then look down such a person's throat

and—given a throat that will at all stand the touch with
the laryngeal mirror— you will have no difficulty in at

least discovering without a shadow of a doubt the three

mechanisms—the " thick," the " thin," and the " small."

I do not know whether there is any need for me to refer to

these diagrams furl her. In the case of the male voice, I may
say the point where the chan;;e takes place from the " lower
thick " into the " upper thick " is variable, but in the case of

the female voice these changes ;ire very much less noticeable,

and the great break between the "thin" and the "small"
takes place almost invariably at the same place, at all events,

it is quite safe to say it takes place at or about the same
place. Now, by way of illustration, I will just tell you one
thing. This is the newest illustration that has come under
my notice, and it is only a few days old. I may tell you
that, in my own teaching, speaking of women's voices, i

commence in the middle of the voice. I confine them to
the compass of a fifth from £ to B, no more, and in that
compass they are taught to do everything with their voices
that it is possible to do. When they have learnt that, then,

octave in that way, and in the case of contraltos I go down
from B to the lower B. First of all I develop the " lower
thin " register, and then take in the " upper thick " register,

and in that way I have the octave. The other day I had
taken a lady, for the first time, into this " upper thick

"

register, so that she had, for the first time, been singing

from B to the lower B. When she came to me the next
time, she said, " Oh, Mr. Behnke, I want to ask you a
question—this is a very curious thing ; I can sing that low B
in two totally different ways." Of course that immediately
made me smile, because I knew what was coming. I said,

"What was the alteration, just sing it." Then she sang
that B in two different ways, and, of course, she sang the
one in the "lower thick" and the other in the " upper thick."

That was the explanation of the whole thing, and the B is

just about the plan- where the voice changes from the "lower
thick "into the '• upper thick." When she had gone down
to that B she found she could either sing it in one register

or in the other, and was immensely startled, though to

me it was perfectly plain. When 1 explained it to her

she a'so understood it. That is just one of those iittle

illnstratinrs which one comes across frequently, which are

so poweiful as a stimulus in convincing one of the correct-

ness of one's theories which have heen built up in the course

of years. The same thing takes place in the "thin" register,

you find the same change from the "lower thin" into the
" upper thin " very frequently.

the case of E, taking the
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I do not know that I have anything further to say; in fact,

1 am afraid, as it is, I have exceeded the time usually allotted

to these lectures. Just let me sum up, in a very few words,
what J wanted really to bring before the Association this

evening. I wanted to emphasize these two facts—first of all

that the human voice is a diapason which has been distributed

amongst mankind in such a way that the upper part has been
given to children and women and the lower part to men,
and that the great break between the " thick " register and
the " thin " register occurs in all voices, whether they be the

voices of children, of women, or of men, at or about the same
place—namely, middle F. That is one of my great points.

In the second place, I wanted to emphasize the fact that the
soprano is not, as is frequently supposed, a tenor an octave
higher, and the contralto a bass an octave higher, and that

there are not only two registers in the human voice, or, as

some people would say, three, but that there are, in point of

fact, really five, although out of those five, by means of
laryngoscopy observation, whether with reflected light or

with " through-illumination," we can only demonstrate three.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Ladies and Gentlemen, it will be our
first duty, which I am sure will be heartily admitted,

to return a vote of thanks to Mr. Behnke for his very
interesting paper. It may be asked what good are these
investigations, but it continually happens that research of all

kinds adds something to the stock of human knowledge;
in this case I think we shall agree that the information
he has given us will tend to preserve and help nature in

her most perfect musical instrument, the human voice. I

will put the vote of thanks, and then invite discussion on
this interesting lecture.

(The resolution was carried unanimously.)
Mr. j. S. Cukwen.—I limit myself now entirely to the

practical view of the matter. I do not take up the physio-
logical or scientific points, but I have very ample experience
in going about the country and observing the results of this

system of voice training. In its essential features it is the

same as that which is employed by the Tonic Sol-faists

generally, and you know that the teachers of that system
have under their control a very vast number of young people
and adults. I can testify by experience that the consequence
of adopting this plan of voice training is that the voices

are conserved, that they last well, that they develop in
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strength and in sweetness, and it seems to me that that is

really the proper test of any system of voice training. ' 1 The
proof of the pudding is in the eating," and there is nothing
like; bringing a system of voice training to a practical test.

I find this system meets most fully the demands of the choral

trainer, and I believe also of the teachers of solo singing.

Mr. Dunstan.—My experience has been chiefly confined
to voices from the age of about seventeen to twenty-four,

and for about ten years past I have been directly and in-

directly concerned in training such voices. They come to

me as teachers
;
they have been pupil teachers, and come to

the training college for a course of training in order to
prepare for the work of teaching in elementary schools, and
so on. My experience with regard to both sexes has shown
me that what Mr. Behnke has told you to-night is entirely

correct in every point. I have now no less than four contraltos,

in whose voices I could pick out distinctly the four registers,

a:ul in one tin; fifth roister also. The small register is missing
in four out of the five—that, no doubt, through age, as Mr.
Behnke said, has disappeared ; but in the majority of cases,

we do distinguish a very groat break indeed between the duck
and thin registers. From a practical point of view it is some-
times very difficult indeed— especially with female voices—to

notice any change ; but as far as the great distinction between
the thick and the thin is concerned, f believe in all the
hundreds of voices I have ever examined, there it was. Of
course the amount of training they have had before—they
are not entirely untrained, and some have given some little

attention to the subject before—tends to obliterate the dis-

tinction somewhat. As to the tenor voices, there is a
distinction between thin and lower thin, which may be
noticed perhaps more than in the female voices, f tried the
experiment with a class of sixty men from eighteen to

twenty only a week ago. I asked all these men to sing me
first of all middle C. Then I said, sing C, E, G very softly.

By that means they all sang G, some of them very in-

differently indeed. I mean they all sang it who could, some
could not get it at all, but all who could sing that G sang it

ir. the thm register. 1 made tlicin sing it pianissimo, so thai

the notes were not forced from the thick register. They all

took it on the register marked by the lighter shaded portion

of the diagram. The contrast between the voice was very
marked, and instead of the fortissimo notes of the lower
register the quality was very thin and small indeed, in fact,

one trained tenor would be able to give a better G than the
whole sixty of. them. Those men have only been under my
care a few months. Those I have had another year I tried

the same experiment with, and I found that a good many of
them could sing that G fairly well, and even A and B with-
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out much trouble. I was suspicious thai some were using

the upper thin, that they were really singing in what is called

the falsetto voice, instead of the lower thin register ; there-

fore, I asked them all to define the register by the sensation.

It is well known that if the lower thin is employed the tone
seems to come from the throat itself, but if the upper thin is

employed, it seems to come from some part of the roof of

the mouth, though, of course, we ail know it is not generated
there. About half of them told me the sensation they ex-

perienced was different from the othrr half. Half seemed to

have the tone come from the roof of the mouth, and the

other half from the throat. With those who used the upper
thin register the volume of tone was very much better than
those who used the thin falsetto, and cained it down lielow

its pruiK-r place. All along if. my teaching 1 have been
groping at these farts, but never had them stated c:!ear,y

untd i read Mr. Hehnke's book. Since then 1 have been
able, with much less trouble to myself and less fatigue to my
class, to secure this singing in the thin register.

Mr. McNait.ht.— So far as the physiological aspect of

this question is concerned 1 should like to speak with
wliijjv riii,; humbleness and hated breath. My expert :.<

of it is as a practical teacher. This theory, which has been
enunciated by Mr. Heh-ke to day, is so familiar to me that I

should as soon deny that the world goes round the sun as

deny its truth. 1 have got used to it, and it fits in with
all my experieners for many years past. It is espwiallv
useful. I may say, for training the tenor voire of choirs, and
the teno:s as a rule are amongst the trouMes of the chou
conductor. They will shout ar.d rave, and this theory of

using the thin ri,; -.:< r .iv.d the d i~:'er of forcing up the thick

n-gister, and the fact that the th:n register can be uied at

the upper part of men's voices, has been exceedingly useful

to us in training our choirs . in fart, I might say, in a word,
that this theory has reduced voice training to a science.

Dr. Pearce.— I do not pretend to have the experience of

either my friend Mr. Dunstan or Mr. McNaught, or, indeed,

Mr. Curwcn, but I should like to say a few words from the
composer's point of view. No doubt this confusion of

the register is in some degree due to the way in which com-
posers look at the human voice in writing for it. We are all

told in learning how to write a fugue that we must consider

the soprano part as being to a certain extent an octave above
the tenor; for instance, if the subject is announced in the
soprano, you will have the very same notes sung by the
tenor an octave lower, and the tame thins will occur with
respect to the contralto and bass voices. I cannot help
thinking that this fact in some degree may help to explain

the confusion into which this matter has fallen.
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Dr. Lennox Browne.— I feel. Sir, that it is almost an im-
pertinence for me to say anything here this evening; but as
everybody may well imagine, I, from my point of view as a
doctor, am able to confirm everything Mr. Behnke has said.

In fact, it has been by working with him and seeing his

splendid auto-laryngoscopic demonstrations, as well as by
examining the larynx of others, that I have some idea of
what the registers of the human voice are. It has been
said that Mr. Behnke has somewhat indecently exhibited his

larynx, and it Las been asked what good lias come of ii, 1

beg leave to ask—How were the investigations of the in-

ventor of the laryngoscope made, by the man whom you
all ought to be very proud of, whom we as doctors delight

to honour—Manuel Garcia? They were by examination of
his own larynx ; and in his paper at the Royal Society

—

which has never been disputed—he taught the use of the
laryngoscope, I say that an immense amount of modern
teaching in singing is due to the investigations of Garcia,
and that was done by auto-laryngoscopic examination.
When the great Professor Czermack sought to apply this

discovery of the musical professor to the healing of diseased

throats, how did he carry out his work ? Why he travelled

through the whole of Europe and demonstrated his own
larynx. What Manuel Garcia did with his paper at the
Royal Society, what Czermack did for the advancement of
the laryngoscope and its application to the healing of
diseased throats, Behnke is now doing by his enthusiasm,
by the control he has obtained over his own larynx, for all

those who are teachers of music and trainers of choirs.

Mr. Klein.—In view of what Dr. Browne has said, I would
like very much to say this, that as a pupil of Manuel Garcia
for four years, I had the privilege of hearing from him
demonstrations, oral rather than practical, of the use and
value of the laryngoscope. I would, however, like to add
that those demonstrations were practically useless lo me
until I saw Mr. Behnke and Dr. Lennox Browne's book.

The Chairman.—Before calling on Mr. Behnke to reply,

I should like to say that I was very glad to hear the name
of Manuel Garcia mentioned with the respect and honour
that it should be by all English nii:sici?.:is who have trained

voices. There is just one other point I may say a few words
upon. I take it that this question must have a practical

outcome, and the query which musicians will ask is:—Can
Mr. Behnke distinctly say what is the note, or the various
notes at which the breaks of the voice occur

; because, if so,

then we can assimilate the two registers together, and a very
great deal will have been accomplished,

Mr. Behnke.—The Chairman has asked one or two
questions which are very important ones. When he first
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got up he said it would naturally be asked —What was the
good of these investigations? It is a question which is

continually asked, and I myself, enthusiastic as I am in the

matter of these investigations, am always most ready to

admit that if there were no practical outcome of all this,

then, however interesting it may be, it would be of very
little good, But, as a matter of fact, it is really of the very
highest practical importance in the case of those who have
at all grasped the facts which are brought out in these
investigations. When I commenced teaching I found it was
all guess work, I was continually in mid-air, I had nothing
to stand upon ; that was a most unsatisfactory state of
affairs to me ;

and then I turned to science and commenced
reading scientific books. I have v.o hesitation in saying
that the more I read books—which, of course, were never
intended for my perusal, they were intended for medical men
—the more hopelessly I got into a fog. At that time the

auto- laryngoscope was not to be bought. I had to make my
own instruments. Now-a-days it is all plain sailing. It is

very easy for any man who wishes to cany on in vi.-E>tigations,

because he can buy an instrument, and the whole process

is described. It was not so in those days, and I had to find

out everything for myself. I had the limelight laid on, just

the same as you have gas in your houses, and whenever I

had time I turned the limelight on and commenced operating
on myself, or on any other unfortunate individual that I

could lay hold of, I can assure you that I would not in my
work as a teacher be without the basis which I have obtained
by means of my investigations on any consideration what-
soever, because 1 find that I have no difficulty at all, where
I had the greatest difficulty in times gone by. My mode of

proceeding is simply this: I sit down before my laryngo-

scope, and show my pupil what a good tone depends upon,
and what is the position of the soft palate in the throat

in the formation of a good tone. Then I produce a nasal

tone and show the action of the soft palate in the nasal tone.

I now ask the pupil to take my place, and to sing before

the laryngoscope, as I had been singing previously- Then
the pupil would see immediately where the difficulty lies,

and all I have to do is to give this pupil control over
his soft palate and the difficulty disappears in a very short

time. So much in reply to the question of what is the
gouil (if it. One iiiort; remark in reply to r.a observation

which fell from Mr. Dunstan. He said that the registers

were not always equally clear, particularly the sub-divisions.

Of course not, and undoubtedly in many voices they are

not at all clear. In fact, you cannot hear them. Then I

say: It is not the teacher's object to exaggerate the
registers. I always say in reply to people who ask me
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tha particular question, if you do not find these breaks
in the voice be thankful that they are not there, because
then you will not have to equalise them ; do not try

all you can to pull a voice to pieces, but do, on the
contrary, all you can to make the voice the one great
instrument the Almighty intended it to be. With regard to

the exact point where the change occurs, the fact of the
matter is, it is quite impossible to lay down an exact law.
You cannot fix the limits of the different registers within a
semitone, nor yet within a tone, very often not within j. third

;

but, broadly speaking, you may take it that, as 1 have put
it on the diagram, the great break between the thick and
thin, or chest and falsetto takes place at F in the first space
of the treble clef; of course when sung by a tenor it is

written an octave higher, but that is the F he really sings.

There is the great break ; below that you have the thick,

and above that you have the thin, and another octave higher
above the same F you have the small. I believe that the fact

of the break from the thin into the small in a soprano voice
occurring exactly where the break occurs between the thick

and the thin in the tenor, only an octave higher, has had more
to do with mixing up the two voices—with the idea that the
soprano is a reproduction of the tenor— than anything else.

Then you will find if you listen to the majority of male
voices, that there is a change at about A or Zi, between the

lower thick and the upper thick. The change varies, it is

a little lower in low voices, and a little higher in high
voices. I find, as a rule, that a low bass changes on the G,
from the lower into the upper thick, a baritone on the A,
and a tenor on the B. In contralto voices I find tlic change
is very much the same. In the vast majority of cases the
change takes place on B. Then there is another change
at about C\ from the lower thin to the upper thin, and
finally a change on F 2 from the thin into the small.

Mr. McNaught.— I forgot to say just now that Mr. Behnke
has said nothing whatever about the fact of the registers

over-lapping
j perhaps some of the audience who have not

thought about the matter may think that there is an arbitrary

break, but, in fact, there are some notes whicli exist side

by side.

Mr. Behnke.—That is a very great point, and one which
I have not mentioned, because it really does not come under
the head of my lecture to-night. It would come under the

head of how to develop or how to treat the registers. But
since the matter has been mentioned, I may say that I set

my face against screwing the registers up. Of course, that

is, as we know, a very common thing. There are teachers

who are absolutely proud of being able to extend a person's

voice ; it is nothing but a screwing process. It is a case of
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either bend or break, and I am satisfied that is the reason

why, of all the thousands of young people who go into

vocal training, there are so very few, comparatively speaking,

who survive the process. They simply cannot stand it. They
break down before they have ever had time to come before the

public. I always go on the principle of carrying each register

downwards. To take one illustration, if you talk about a
tenor, you may take the thick register, and screw it up to

A or B flat, or whatever the case may be. He will sing

those tones, and make the rafters ring, but he could no
more sing those tones softly than he could fly. It is a case
of forcing, and if you were to look down his throat at the
time you would see that his larynx was in a state of most
terrible tension, it would be all red and inflamed. If, on
the Other hand, you take the thin register and cultivate it,

and carry it down a third, so as to give him two or three

optional tones at the break, which he can sing either

in the one register or in the other, you overcome the
difficulty. That difficulty is even greater, I have no
hesitation in saying, in the case of contraltos than in tenors.

In the case of contralto voices, the break takes places at the

same place, at the F. It is one of the commonest things in

my experience that contraltos try to screw their upper
thick register up to A or B flat. What is the result ?

The result is that, when they do change into the thin

register, the contrast is so obvious that by no manner
of means can you ever get over it. The consequence
is that in such voices you always find a big hole. You
can do what you like, but you will never iill it up. Now
I, on the other hand, take the thin register and cultivate

that. I commence with the thin register from B to B, and
keep the pupil for months and months singing nothing but
in that register. I do all I can to make that strong and
bring it out. Having carried it down to begin with to E, I

then commence to join it on to the thick, and the difficulty

has disappeared. That thin register has then become very
much stronger, and I have not allowed the thick register to

be forced up, and the difficulty of equalising the registers

does not exist.

(Mr. Otto Goldschmidt proposed a vote of thanks to the

Chairman, which was carried unanimously.)
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I take it for granted that I am in sympathy with the object
of this Association in bringing before you one phase of

musical work, which is of national interest, for discussion

—

viz., " The higher training of church organists, choir-

masters, and choirs." So large a proportion of our musical
youth aspire to enrol themselves in the service of the Church,
that the training they receive becomes a momentous question
for our future as a musical nation.

A sincere desire to emphasize the importance of this

subject induces me, at the request of your Council, with all

humility to bring it before yon. I am most anxious not to

hurt anyone's feelings. You will take what I have to say for

what it is worth, and 1 trust discuss and turn my theories

inside out, so that we may get a really valuable expression of

opinion from the wisdom and experience of those here
assembled, whom 1 have the honour to address.

To plunge then in ttudias res, advance, progress is vital to

artistic life, and "Excelsior" (or more properly Excdsius)

must be the motto of every true artist, were it not that in

tke:;e days of keen competition stagnation is becoming
almost impossible. We cannot all, however, be great

geniuses, and there are many who, even if they had the
talent, can never have the opportunity of rising beyond a

certain level ; therefore the musical culture of the nation
must always be a question of degree, according to the aims,

abilities, and opportunities of individuals.

1 cannot b:it feci that our insularity has a baneful influence

upon the musical growth of our young church musicians
;

art cannot be insular ; It is broad, universal. It seems to me
that we are prone to go on in a narrow groove, and are not

very disposed to sec what others are doing. I refer specially

here to those who are brought up in the country. There is
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a want of breadth and comprehensiveness in the education

these men receive; they aim too low, and the result is that

dull routine crushes out the divine spark. The training that

a student gets at a foreign Conservatoire is so comprehensive,

he hears so much, he comes into contact with so many that

excel in all branches of the art, that he is daily assimilatii

g

fresh knowledge a:id developing the powers of an attist.

These privileges are not within the reach of most of our

students, and the average youth who wishes to make church
music his profession has only two aims in life—to be an
organist and to have a degree.

Now, I venture to say that this is not enough, and that the

pursuit of the quest turns out many very dull creatures
;

narrow-minded, with but little knowledge of, and sympathy
with, the great world of art beyond their narrow ken,

gradually losing interest in what they do, and so failing to

interest oflaus, ;md 1 etna i ri ing always inediocrt.!.

The causes of this result seem to me to arise— first, from
youths being encouraged to make it the object of their

ambition to be organists only, instead of aiming higher—viz.,

to be artists, complete musicians in the highest sense ;
and

second, from the want of breadth and comprehensiveness of

Let us glance at the career of some country pupils of, say,

cathedral orgm l^t s. The pupil's mu.-.ieal horizon is limited

to the church services, a little old world piano music (if the
teacher happens to lake: that instrument under iiis patronage,

at all !), and a very occasional concert of possibly not very
high class music iv:;:t; some passing company of musicians.

After five or six years of travelling along this level plain, he
is qualified to play a service and some organ music, and is

ready to fill any post that may offer ; with the fountains of
love for music end higher aspirations dried up in his heart
from weariness of the cathedral groove, the uninteresting
listless performances of the choir, the tedium of theoretical

study; with nothing to stimulate him to put his theoretical

knowledge into practice, hearing nothing that quickens his

spirit to a real love of the noble art for its own sake; having
no eigher aim before hlai, from the narrow basis of his educa-
tion, from dearth of novelty, life, companionship in art,

sympathy, from want of anything to excite his ambition to
rise; and from moving in a little, carrow circle, the enthu-
siasm he once fedt is apt to sink into apathy, and he gradually

resigns himself to his fate and becomes a commonplace,
spiritless drudge.
The responsibility that rests with the masters in these

cases is manifestly great. If they do not instil into their

pupils' minds a high ambition, enlarge their views, and, by
sympathy, encourage them in their arduous career ; if they
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have not Catholic sympathies in art, let them be ever so
good as theorists, their st-lu ilarshi]-. ever so classic, that love

of art which is vital will wither and die in the pupil's breast,

and the higher aims and aspirations once awakened in him
will become callous am; fide a Way.
The training a man gets at a cathedra' is vcrv good i-'. its

way up to a certain point. It is an experience every church
tin i sit in 11 should have, fur it is only thel c he tan liiut untidy
leare. liis business

; but the mistake is to limit un j studies to

the music connected with it—to stop there. I feel sure that
when men are encouraged to aim higher than being merely
orgiiuists, tn make thel nsclvos nrtiatf, tlmi'im^li musicians,

when ecclesiastical studios are only part ol t lii- scheme of

education, they are more likely to preserve their vitality, and
to put out feelers into '.lie higher realms of art in the future;

perhaps, some day, blossom into conductors and composers,
Ending fresh fields and pastures new for themselves and
their pupils, and to rise above the level of mediocrity.

It may be urged th;it youths who are articled pupils have
no time for more than they do—all I can say is that men
who have been pupils at country cathedrals have said to me,
"When the cathedral service was over at four o'clock our
music was over for the day, wo thought no more about it."

Imagine the waste of time ! and the way these men have to

make up !

And now with regard to University degrees. There is a
great misapprehension in the minds of the general public as

to the worth and importance of a degree to a church musician.

It is an English superstition that a man cannot be worth
much without one, and that it is a cachet of efficiency,

exactly in the same sense as a degree in medicine. Tt is

nothing of the sort, so the sooner this superstition is exploded
the better, 'Die degree of a physician tei lilies bis pri mcicney
in theoretical and practical knowledge and experience. The
degree in music is, as we all know, purely theoretical, and
as regards practical efficiency a man who boasts a Mus.
Bac. or Mus. Doc. may be, to use a vulgarism, " the greatest

duffer out." A case in point occurs to me. A relation of

mine once said to a member of a congregation, where the

music was remarkable for its utter badness, " I hear the

music at your church is so bad." " Oh, dear no," said the

unmusical individual, " it isverygood.it must be; why Our
organist is a Doctor of Music mid i..nii.' iii;. hood .'

"

joking apart, is it not the case that those Englishmen who
have come to the front as conductors and composers are not

the men who have made an English University degree their

highest aim, but men of wider culture, who have refused to

put themselves into narrow trammels, but have made their

studies broad, Catholic, and versatile ?
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Let it not be thought that I wish to disparage University
degrees, or to ignore the efforts that are being made to en-

courage art in the examinations; but I say it is a bad thing
for a man to make it his summum bonum, the pinnacle he
never hopes to soar above. If a man, having once attained

it, rests on his oars, aims no higher, he has small chance of
ever attaining to the higher walks of art.

It is a good omen for the future that a higher intellectual

standard and a wider cultivation is now necessary to pass
the arts examination ; but I cannot think that a University
degree is desirable for all. The necessary hard work at

theory often saps tin: energies of men for practical work, and
leaves them exhausted ; the time and strength they have to
give to it narrows their scope of study and gives them too
little time to improve themselves in other respects. After

all, it is but a somewhat one - sided view of art (though
it may be a terrihly heretical theory to advance), as it is

proverbial that you must adopt your examiner's or professor's

views and theories 1 And is it not to be regretted that
practic.il eflicifmey is <;ol anteed thereby?

A muni; all ti'.e men who ale lurried out as organists from

there are! It is said to be a rare gift—for my own part I

e.ii'.i'.ot sen why it need In; if a ma:: has a good training, and
is blest with a good ear and a little commonsense.

" Show me a good choir trainer," said a great church
musician to me some years ago, A distinguished cathedral

organist said to me last year, " We want a school for

educating men as choir trainers, and 1 feel the want of it

more and more every day." This is a gospel I have been
preaching myself for years, and feel the truth of it wherever
I go.

At the Royal College of Music, for instance, men are

educated on the broadest possible basis in every branch of
the art ; but this important phase is left out, so that a man
may pass through the whole course there, and turn out an
accomplished practical and theoretical musician ; but the
principal work he will have to do if he wishes to become a
good church musician he will know nothing of from what he
has learnt there—viz., the training of a choir.

I have often thought that if a special department in any
Loiiihm Aeadeiuv- the Roval Cohere, the Royal Academy,
or, perhaps, the Guildhall School in course of time—could
be established, whereby special training could be given to

those who wash to qualify as church musicians, it would
meet a great want. If a diploma were granted from this

institution, which would not only be a cachet of advanced
theoretical knowledge, and at the same time of practical

efficiency, in those branches of accomplishment required of
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a good church musician, it would be a prize worth striving

for, and the possessors of it would be thoroughly equipped
for the ever increasing demands upon their powers, owing
to the growth and increasing popularity of church music.

It has struck me as being extraordinary that distinguished

musicians should not realise that it is one thing to be a good
organist and another to be a good choir trainer.

The special training a man gets in accompanying psalms,

canticles, hymns, and anthems at a cathedral or church, he
does not get at the London Academy, and the training in the

fulness of the art that he gets in the London Academy he
loses at the country cathedral. But even at the country

cathedral the student gets but very limited experience In

choir training. Cathedral singing is, after all, very little

mure than quartet or double quai;et sineing, as distinguished

from atoms sb'.ging—f tjii^rrL.-ij. ^ t sinking is hardly taken

into account—and as regards the quality and voice produc-

tion of the boys, for my own part, I have but seldom heard

anything passable in this respect in a country cathedral,

judging by [lie standard of excellence that 1 know can be

attained by boys.

Let us now turn our attention to what the qualifications

for a thoroughly efficient church musician really are.

A man nuglit to lie ambitions—art is a great and imperious
mistress, she will have all or none. The devotion of a life-

time, and all the energies we possess is not too much, If it

is taken up in a half-hearted negligent way, nothing great

will ever be accomplished, and mediocrity is tiie inevitable

The first thing is the spirit in which the work is under-

taken, and the life devoted to the shrine of art. It isnotthe

man, or the manner, the performance, the discourse, or

whatever the undertaking may be that really influences

people; it is the spirit that underlies what is said or done,

the motive that actuates that makes itself felt through all,

and is the real power.
The artist who desires to devote the first fruits and the

best of his energies to church music, feels that it is a privi-

lege while he is working for legitimate success and advance,
that his work is at the same time a benefit to mankind, and
derives new strength and energy from the reflection.

The question of remuneration underlies all other con-

siderations naturally, and so perhaps it is as well to mention
it here. As a rule, the pay is poor and niggardly in the.

extreme, and this cannot be too often said. Pay, less than a
servant's or day labourer's is often offered for a good
organist and choirmaster. More than this, so much more
work is expected from the musician than the miserable
stipend in any way warrants, that if he did not do far more
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than oven the clergy require of him, he would be con-
sidered inefficient ami probably be cashiered. The more
publicly this is emphasized the better.

pared to ' mhndy tin; positions ot iir!;;i r. 1st and choirmaster.

To divide those offices scorns to me a prima fnrit argument
of incompetence on the part of each officer, and an clement
of weakness and discord. I think I am not wrong in saying
that it is the rule in most cathedrals and college chapels for

the organist to be choirmaster ; so I think it should be
alwavs. I ca:i only conceive (if one arrangement which could
work really well where two officiate, and that is where the
choirmaster is supreme, and the organist cither his pupil or

one who acts entirely under his instructions, and carries

them out to the letter.

The choirmaster-organist should have a very large dis-

cretion in the e.hoiee of music within [lie limits fixed by his

cleigv. lie- should show so much wisdom and tact in this

respect as to make his position i.massailable. It appears to

me bevond question that when a man has the ability to teach
a eh nil upotl deli nil e pi nicipies, that he is '.he best person to

accompany them, when he can give point and emphasis to

his toticehi!:. His playing and teaching are consistent, a

definite effect is aimed at and attained, which both choir and
eongn-yation will co-operate with willingly if a man
manages well.

Theological knowledge and perception is essential that his

interpretation of (he psalms, canticles, and creeds may bo

appropriate, that his music may fulfil its highest function

—

the reinforcing, the. ( so to speak) fresh revciation of I lie great,

truths of religion, which makes it come with unspeakable
power upon his hearers ; that his choice of music, vocal and
instrumental, oa all occasions, may be in harmony with the

(Ikarc.h's teaching ;
that the rationale of Ins toacinn;.' to his

choir may make litem perceive and know the meaning and
power of the words they sing, and so deepen the impression
made upon themselves ami their hearers.

As to his education, he must begin with the piano and go
from that to the organ (not vice rend}, Good execution and
tcdr.itquc a: the piano will pul a wide field of organ music
within his grasp, bring him into sympathy with the greatest

composers, and be an ever new source of delight and refresh-
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ment. Duet playing is very improving for sight reading
and steadying the time of the young player, also pianoforte
trios and chamber music where possible. It is good for the

mind and a useful accomplishment to acquire early the habit
of committing music accurately to memory.

As an organ player, to be really artistic, lie must be eclectic.

The wider his scope of study the better, only he should make
a stand against descending to the vulgar and trashy, while
he is careful not to place himself out of tune with his

audience by always flying over their heads. The attention
of an :<udience must be a wakened before they can be led 10

listen to thoughtful classical compositions. It requires
dogged determination and hard work to master the difficulties

of advanced organ music, and when this is done I submit
that the chief benefit that will menu.- to a goo:: chinch
musician will be not that he can at all times make a parade
of personal display, but that the command lie has acquired
of the instrument makes him so free of trammels at the
keys, that his attention can be fixed on the choir he is con-

ducting with his accompaniments, hold them well in hand,
and make the effect of what is being performed definite,

prompt, and harmonious.
The " choirmaster-organist " must be the •• conductor-

aceouipaaist," and must have 111 himself the instinct of the
conductor as well as the sensitiveness of the accompanist.
The power of starting a choir well together, initiating and
maintaining the correct speed, is a rare and valuable quality.

There are two essentials to attain tins— one. intuitive per-

ception of what the speed should be at first sight, which may
be cultivated by careful observation; the other, hands that
are not glued to the kevs or feet to the pedals, but ready to

mark the rhythm and accent of the music as occasion mav
require, care being taken not to mar that smoothness of
effect which is a beautiful characteristic of organ tone.

His conductor's instinct and sense of time and rhythm will

be developed by conducting orchestral services and oratorios.

Here his aequaintar.ee with cathedral scores will assist him
;

further, he must have some knowledge of instrument;. lion,

and this branch of study must not be neglected. An
incidental study in connection villi this is transposition,

which should constantly he put into practice.

If he can learn some orchestral instrument, so much the
better, so as to get into the band, and have some expei ience

of being " well conducted "
; it will also quicken the sense of

accuracy of pitch and intonation.

The more he knows of harmony, counterpoint, orchestra-
tion, form, acoustics, history, literature, the greater interest

he will feel in the upper regions of the art, though, as he is

drawn higher the summits above him yet to be scaled may
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seem insurmountable—to some tliey may be. But what shall

be denied to earnest work and ambition ?

It is the contemplation of religious subjects that has
brought out the greatest masterpieces of artists, and the

greatest musical geniuses have, by their complete knowledge
and control of musical ideas and forces, rendered high

service to religion by their grand and immortal sacred

We come now to that which so many good players are

deficient in, and are in consequence poor choir trainers

—

the art of singing. It is lamentable to go about and hear

the wretched tone of men and boys, because there is no one
to teach them how to open their mouths and use their voices.

The pica that the material is bad will seldom hold good—the

saddle should be put on the right horse, I have known the

most admirable tone produced from the commonest ill-fed

agricultural boys, and have in twenty years' experience as a

teacher proved abundantly that the finest and most superb
effects of vocalisation can be produced from common
material, especial! v t:.>m Londun bays.

Of course there are difficulties, which a man who has made
a study of voice production can get over with patience-,

such as cockneyism or provincialism. Incidentally, one may
remark that unless the teacher's own English is above
reproach, il is fatal (o his ever aitainiu!; the best results from
his pupils. Aslightknowledgeof Italian will assist the singing
icasiei in pnnl'.irin;; fik! round open vowels, and in forcing

open those tightly closed Liuglish mouths and throats. To
my mind the only possible style of singing is the old Italian,

upon winch I was brought up. I cannot sec, however, why
English men, who have within them the nature and tempera-
ment of artists, should riot be able to teach and learn singing

as well as lorcipncrs, if they arc put cm the right lines.

This review of the different demands that will be made
upon a church musician is a formidable array, but those who
desire to be complete artists must turn their attention to all

these points. My deduction from this inference is, that it is

a mistake to be too much engrossed in any particular study
at first, as, for instance, theoretical study. When this is the
case, the weightier matters, those qualities that will be re-

quired of a man in daily practical work, will be neglected.
It is essenlhd to an artist to keep life, enthusiasm, and

vitality about him
; it is the secret of his power, and it is only

by making his studies broad, varied, and interesting, that

these qualities can be preserved alive in him, through all

the fatiguing, deadening influence of daily drudgery in after

life.

When one thinks of how short is life, and how long is art,

how high, how great, one feels that it is only by exercising
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the limited powers of ordinary mortals to the utmost that
even an approximate mastery can be attained. The natural

talent of one man is conspicuously greater than another, but
every hard worker knows how far painstaking conscientious
work is the secret of what is popularly taken for genius.

However plainly the church musician's hand is visible

(metaphorically spenking) i:i the effect of the music, it takes ils

tone from, and is powerfully influenced by, the clergy. I feel

(especially as our President is in holy orders) that I am now
treading on delicate ground in speaking of the clergy.

Their influence is so powerful, however, that it is im-
possible to avoid dealing with it in connection with our
subject. We take it for granted that where good music
is required, the clergy wish that the music should have free

course, and do its beneficent work without let or hindrance.
Here we come again to what underlies all—the spirit—the
intention—the motive.
We all know how plainly the views and character of each

parish priest or body of clergy may be perceived in the
general tune of the services, and the attitude and demeanour
of both choir and congregation, whether devotional or

otherwise.

The organists, choirmasters, and choirs must feel that

they have the clergy working with and for them (not

against them), neither should they be oppressed or unduly
domineered over, provided they are duly qualified for the

posts they occupy.
Where there is sympathy everything is possible; without

it no got>d results can be attained, because then: nan be no
heart it: the work. I am sotry to say that from time to time
su<_h reports do reach me, and i feel the pity of it.

h"or my own part, 1 do not like to see a clergyman, 01 a
rule, interfering generally 111 musical matters. 1 feel that

they are going out of their own province and trespassing

upon ours. It is not their ration d'etre, they cannot have
had time for the special training we have received. It is

best for each, as far as possible, to keep to his own hr.e and
his own proper work, bothwi;h the same high object in view,

but harmoniously, mutually aiding and assisting one another.

If some of the younger clergy would only condescend to

study the elements of ranging, declamation, and elocution,

and cultivate a sense of pitch, before they take upon them-
selves the most solemn public functions, it would be more in

keeping with that spirit of reverence and humility which
they preach, to say the least of it, instead of (which is far

too commonly the case) being totally unprepared, and buying
their experience at the expense of the congregation.

Discipline there must be, and any well-disposed artist will

always bend a willing obedience to it—of course, humantim
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tit errare—and it is (he clergyman's duty on nil grounds
to maintain an undisputed authority and comm., which, if

rxernsrd with consideration and good feeling, is never full

to Ik' tyrannical or unjust.

Again, here tlir genuine aitist will assert himself, for in

spite of the jealousies, heart buntings, and unworthy motives
that may temporarily annoy or thwart him, his power will

be recognised and command respect, the importance and
influence of his ministrations will be felt to be invaluable.
To attain the highest ends the clergy and musicians must

have in view a common object

—

not self-glorification, but the
edification of the congregation, and even higher motives.

1 once served under a vicar who was snpp-osed to be
unmusical, but soon after I had got the choir into shape,
he said. ")Iv dear Sergison, that anthem was worth ten

sermons," and before he left the benefice on another occasion
he said, '• Why, my dear Sergison, that was worth forty

sermons," and I quite agreed with him.
A church musician's life is not a bed of roses altogether,

it is up hill work ; but so long as he is going up hill it is

well, he will get to [he top sonic day.

Let us now turn to the choirs. One of the worst things
they have to contend against is the vvearisomeuess of routine,

which lias such a deadening influence on the mind and heart.

Cathedral choirs feel this most where antiquated, colourless

services and anthems are in vogue. My own feeling is that
it has a bad moral effect upon men and boys to have to sbg
through a service twice a day, Sundays included, i think it

is too much for human nature. The men are paid to do it,

and the hoys are made to do it ; but they have too much of
it, and the inevitable result is a careless perfunctory perform-
ance, which makes the music that is performed fab aitoj;e:her

short of the effect it was intended to make. 1 am certain

that once a day, on week days, is as often throughout the

year as any set of men and hovs car. be expected to sini>; with
spirit, interest, and good effect.

I believe that the system of double, daily service mars its

own objects by putting too great a strain on the. performers,

and that as long as it goes on, peculiar to England alone as

it is, the same perfunctoriucss and tameness will be felt and
deplored. I always feel that whether it is a song or a
service that is sung, or a piece that is played, unless it be
done with the whole heart and soul it is better both for

the performers and audience that it should not be done at

all.

Life and interest is a special characteristic of the volunteer

element, and if their enthusiastic service could be super-

added and infused into the cathedral choirs it would be a

great gain.
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In forming large town parish choirs paid members are

essential. The volunteers, however well intentioned, have
a habit of being always otherwise engaged j"st when they

are wanted, and there must be four parti that can be
reckoned upon. The spirit of individual showing off should
be discouraged in every one, and the higher motive always
kept to the front. Leaders are always necessary for both
mm in 1 !• •;. * tt< >t Jf» e.irti«*l, r-.-.i-Jy. s a si- hintf. &ti-j

on the spot. No one can estimate the value of a good,
zealous hon. sec, who will work with the choirmaster, help

him in countless details, writing letters, sorting music, seeing

that everything is ready, and working up men to attend

A supplementary rehearsal with a piano is often necessary
for the whole choir, lor correction ai'.d learning; parts. I: is

a good plan for a clergyman to attend to assist in keeping

order—of course, without interfering with the choirmaster.

The principal points which must be dwelt upon at rehearsal

are the starts, pitch, rhythm, accentuation, time, phrasing,
breathing, :;!;irks of expression, and distinct enunciation of

syllables. Nothing should be left doubtful between the

organist and the choir, so that all starts are made with
precision. Care should he taken not to weary the choir by
overtaxing them

;
often the salient points only can be touched

upon at rehearsal. Their attention should never lie allowed
to flag for an instant, and conversation should be suppressed.

The worst effects are produced by gi\ ing a choir mare music
to sing than they can rehearse, and more difficult than they

can render properly. If a choir attempts what is beyond
them it has bad effects in various ways— it makes them
careless, it interferes with the devotion of those of the con-
gregation who know what music ought to be, and, worst of

all, it debases public taste by passing of:' upon a promiscuous
audience flashy, imperfect performances for what is reputed to

be fine singing. Aspirates and bad pronunciation should he

constantly the burden of the choirmaster's song at rehearsal;

his aim—firmness, decision, and point in performance.
So much depends upon personal influence; a man can

either bind his choir to him or have no power with them at

all. Let ars celare artem be the organist's watchword at the
organ, and while really guides the choir and congregation,
the less it appears to do so the better; and never be obtrusive

. in accompaniment, while it should always be dramatic.
Ripe- experience and judgment even may err here, where the
border line between the sublime and the ridiculous is often so

very narrow.
I:i agricultural districts g:rls have o:ter. to be uliLsed in-

stead of boys, who are always "scaring crows," and have
consequently verv little voice I To go from small things to
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great, on hearing the splendid effects of the female chorus at

the Three Choir Festivals, how often one wishes that this

material, which is so generally available (as Mr. Parratt sug-

gested at the Wakefield Church Congress), could be more
utilised for festival services. This brings us to the question

of congregational singing. If the women (who are by far

the most constant attendants), if those who sing were en-

couraged to attend choir rehearsals, so as to get a knowledge
of the choirmaster's system of singing Psalms and hymns,
they could assist in keeping the congregation generally with
the choir, and, further, they could form a nucleus to reinforce

the choir for a festival chorus. Congregational singing may
be a distasteful subject to some musicians, but it is an
integral part of the Church's system, and can be guided.

With skill and care, not only very broad, grand effects can be
produced in Psalm and hymn singing, but actual refinement
and intelligence. When choirmaster, choir, and congregation
understand one another, the whole mass can be made to go
fast or slow, sing fortissimo, and sudden'y hush, according
to the sense and spirit of the words and the will and good
sense of the organist, like one great choir. When this is

attained, the congregation will be led up to appreciate the

singing of the trained choir in the inure elaborate portions
of the service, and so realise the beauties of musical worship.
The training of boys is perhaps about the most important

part of a choirmaster's work. I wish to mention a point
jn connection with choir schools. In days gone by the
education, or neglect of education, of choristers by the

cathedrals was a standing scandal, and there is a feeling

abroad now that poor gentlemen's, particularly poor clergy-

man's sons, are the best to educate at a cheap rate at a

This is, to my mind, and especially in London, a fallacy

and an injustice to the boys People often say—" I don't

see why boys of a superior class should not have better

voices than those of a lower." I always say-—" Neither
do I, except that they haven't!" The gift of music and
the con struction of the vocal organs is not dependant
upon birth or breeding, whether high or low, and my
ex^erienci: is that Loudon middle and lower class bovs
afford a far finer timbre of tone, when well trained, than
the poor pale delicate creatures who oiler themselves
from the country (often the sons of the poorest clergy) can
ever approach to. Again, if you get a choir of gentlemen
boys, they arc supposed to go out into professions

;
by

putting them into a choir school you are doing them an in-

justice, for the time that is taken up with daily services and
practices, whether church or cathedral, leaves them, at

fifteen or so, two or three years behind others of their own
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age and position
;
they arc, in fact, handicapped. If the

school work, in addition to their choral duties, is made too
hard, it is too much for the boys, and they lose heart all round.
Whereas, if your boys are taken from a lower strata, you
make them feel that a benefit is being conferred upon them,
by giving them higher aims and objects, and by helping them
to rise in life—then you gain their enthusiasm, which is so

important. I speak not only from my own experience when
1 say that the best results have been attained by encouraging
this class of boys, both while in the choir as choristers and
in after life as men. The relative positions and authorities

of the choirmaster and the master of the boys* school is often

a vexed and vexing question. Here discord has the worst
effect upon the whole choir. I know how organists have to

suffer sometimes from this. If a schoolmaster is appointed
who has no interest in the church music, only in the school,

he will probably become jealous of the organist's power and
influence, and put difficulties in his way, which has a bail

effect upon the boys.

The greatest care should be taken in making these
appointments. The man who has the greatest powei in this

world is the man who can make himself loved, and if a choir
trainer can gain the affection and enthusiasm of his boys
and men, while maintaining good discipline, he can do any-
thing with them, they will work cordially with him.

I do not believe in corporal punishment in choirs, what-
ever may be done in the schools. I have had experience of
lads of all sorts for many years, and have never failed to
maintain perfect discipline, even n-rAcx very difficult circum-
stances, and yet 1 never remember having struck or caned a

boy in my life. If you once lose your temper, of course your
influence is gone for good. Harmony must prevail, and,
where it is possible, all discords must be resolved ; rules

must not be transgressed without correction, and all licenses

fully justified. The pervading spirit should be love of the

music, its object, and of the master.

It is disappointing to take boys too young, for their voices
often go off, do not fulfil their promise, and they are so
subject to childish illnesses.

I have no knowledge of the Tonic Sol-fa system, which
doubtless has its merits ; but the old staff notation is good
enough for me.

I have said before in former papers on this and kindred
subjects, that I believe the fault lies rather with the teachers

than with the system. May 1 be allowed to quote as an
instance of this branch of work, that the other day the
younger boys in my choir, who have been taught on the old
system, anil who have many of them been less than a year
with me, read through, with very few faults, the whole of
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the very chromatic music of Spohr's "Last Judgment" at

sight.

The teacher, to be successful, musl be enthusiastic about
his work, and while ho makes boys feel that he is their friend,

they must recognise in him their master. I believe the best
way of maintaining order is by appealing to that sense of

honour which we are proud Io boast as a national charac-

teristic. People say that boys' singing is not emotional ; I

have found it otherwise. I only k::uv» Unit niv own feelings,

as ;i boy. wore as profound (perhaps more sol as they are

now. Give boys credit for all yon can, descend to their level,

be painstaking and patient, and you will often be surprised

with the result. Careful instruction ;:i the elements of har-

mony, interval, iVc, must bu persevered in ; the teacher must
always In; explicit and careful to express himself so that they
understand bis meaning. I have found a small hand-book
useful (Hiles'si. and scales and exercises must be worked into

the system of teaching.
liomdily speasm::. boys should not be allowed to sin;; hem

[heir clients above (' [third space}. All false productions,

nasal and throaty, &c, must be carefully reformed, slurring

and affectation avoided, intervals taken clean, vowels properly

pronounced, imtia! and linal consonants distinctly enunciated,

the meaning of the words and the dramatic c.i'lec.l of the

music carefully pointed out and explained to them. Boys
appreciate; good, careful teaching, and one never knows how
far it appeals to their better instincts, or encourages them
to advance in the art in after life.

To keep them up to a high standard of excellence, boys
should have at least to sin;; the Psalms, and have a practice

once a day. The singing of the Psalms brings up the
question of Gregorian and Anglican chanting. Personally

I feel it to be a curious contradiction in terms, when I

think of those who ijride themselves on the Catholic charac-

ter of their services, when they are so narrow in their views
on this subject. The advocates of Gregorians only seem to

prefer a rough and ready style of music, and refinement

seems to be at a discount; hearty congregational singing is

the professed object, and it must be conceded that for an
uncultivated congregation unison singing is obviously the

simplest and best. To harmonise Gregorians then appears

to me to defeat this professed object, and to out-Herod
Herod.

I do not concede, however, that Gregorian singing is the

only possible method of getting hearty congregational effects.

The art and science of anisic, which has grown up and
developed side by side with the Performed Church in England,
has left us a glorious heritage of chants, services, and
anthems, strictly national, born and bred of the national
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church, expressly written for, and well-suited to, its require-

ments, and I fancy that the main body of Anglican Church-
men prefer them. Where it is desired to have purely con-

gregational singing, it is easy, from the enormous mass of

chants, to select those, both single and double, which have
low reciting notes, which meets one difficulty at least.

Time does not permit me to go fully into the discussion.

As a musician, when I listen occasionally to Gregorian
Ch.'.:rch Services, I am always struck by three crave faults.

The first, owing to the frequent use of unbarred melodies in

hymn tunes and chants
;
rhythm, time, and accents, the es-

sentials of music, are unknown; and that the performance
of communion services and anthems suffers in consequence
to a painful extent. For instance, to hear an ordinary hymn
tune sung as if it were an unbarred melody, in no time :it all.

is simply torture. Second, that the boys' voices are hard and
unmusicai. This may be owing to one of two causes, or

both. The first, constant shouting upon the mitldiu ami
lower registers of the voice render the upper notes shrill,

hard, and Hat. The second, the choir iniiiiers <:i nimnnil

v

either ignore the elements of voice production, or have very
imperfect musical perception. The third fault is one most
extraordinary. How an educated clergy and a cultivated

congregation can submit to the perpetual wholesale slaughter
of I he Queen's English under their neses, when care and
reverence are supposed to be the watchword, passes my
comprehension. I suppose people can get used to anything !

I think it a mistake on all counts to have too constant
changes of chant i:i the Psalms. The rendering of Anglican
chants bv a choir should be crisp and clear, care being taken
not to jabber over the recitation parts of the verses, but to

utter every syllable distinctly on the reciting note, and then
to keep well together in strict time. I5y this means the con-
gregation I t s 1 wees are so lengthy

that it is desirable to avoid any unnecessary drawling. The
nearer the Psalms and Versiclcs approach to ordinary careful

reading pace the better.

I am confident there is no better system of pointing extant
than the Cathedral Psaitcr, which is in such general use.

The Psalms are the poetry of the Church, and the more
closely their varying moods are entered i::(oaml their meaning
reinforced by the accompanist and choir within certain
limits, the better.

A congregation perceives at once whether an organist is

accompanying them in a careless, desultory way, or whether
he enters into the spirit of the thing. On the one hand, he
must avoid the danger of caricature, and of provoking
ridicule ; on the other, he should endeavour to make people
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feel that his accompaniment fits—brings out the sense of the

An old Cathedral organist laid down these rules of thumb
for his pupils for Psalm accompaniment. This is a fact :

—

1.—Draw Great to Principal.

2.—Swell, a Reeds.
3.—Choir, soft stops.

4.—Play the first three verses on the Great, the next
three on the swell, the next on the choir, and then da capo.

In hymn singing, which is so remarkable a feature of

English church music, the most impressive effects may be
made or marred by the perception, tact, and skill of the
organist and choirmaster.

To produce fine congregational effects, rhythm, accent, and
time must pervade the whole body. The power of
initiating and maintaining these rests with the organist, who,
if he has it in him, and has prepared his choir at rehearsal,

can take the congregation with him who, as a rule, have the

It must never be lost sight of that every hymn has its own
peculiarities and requires special treatment. For instance,

the massive character of "O God, our help in ages past,"

and the flowing melody of " Pleasant are Thy courts above "

in Hymns Ancient and Modern, must be sung at very
different speeds and in a totally different manner.

I must beg leave to say aj,-ain hen: what I have said before

on this subject— viz., that if an intelligent rendering of hymns
is to be given, and the phrasing which the sense of the words
require brought out, that atrocious system of stopping at the
end of each line must be given up. It is irritating and
offensive to commonsense to the last degree, makes people
sing the most utter nonsense, and prevents the uneducated
from realising the force and meaning of the words.
The often quoted assertion that "Jesus lives no longer

now,'
1

by a clergyman or choir, illustrates this, and countless

passages can be cited.

To avoid this, a slight pause for breath can best be made,
as a rule, at the end of every second line ; but wherever
there is no comma or stop at the end of a line where contin-

uity is involved with the next, the choir must constantly be
forbidden to take breath at the end of that line, but after any
other word in it which commonsense dictates. If a long
note occurs in the music at the end of such a line, an
accelerando must be made so as to join the lines together and
make sense, which the choir and congregation readily

fall into.

A fault of punctuation, common in England, was once
observed to me by an intelligent American—that we were in

the habit of putting in a great many unnecessary commas.
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This I frequently observe in hymns, tending to obscure
the meaning, and is a point to which the attention of editors

of any new hymnal or edition might be drawn with
advantage.
The questions of breathing, phrasing, and various other

details in singing more advanced music it is impossible to

touch upon within the limits of this paper. One word in

conclusion on the choice of music.

The Church of England choirmaster has a wide field to

choose from, there is plenty of old and plenty of new, he can
choose the best of each, neither should be neglected nor force

the other out of the field ; and if his selection tallies with
and reinforces the Church's teaching in the service for the
day, there is no more powerful means of conveying that

teaching to the minds and hearts of the people.

He should be no less careful in his selection of organ
music in voluntaries.

The charm of music it that it is so human and so divine,

and is a link between the upper and lower creation. Where it

is used in connection with the worship of the Creator of all

it must call forth the highest emotions of men—on the
principle that, what is worth doing at all is worth doing
well. My plea is, that such high service requires high motives,

high aims, and high cultivation : that the more complete
the training of the man whose calling in life it is, the higher
he will rise as an artist ; and the higher his aims, the better
service he will do to his country as a church musician.

DISCUSSION,

The Chairman.—Ladies and Gentlemen, we have heard an
extremely interesting paper and one which might furnish

material for a very long discussion. I see around me many
gentlemen who have had practical experience in the matters
the lecturer has referred to, and I have no doubt we shall

have an extremely interesting discussion. Before calling

upon them I will say one word upon the observations in the
latter part of the lecture, with regard to the difficulty of

dealing with hymns, where a pause at the end of a line-

makes nonsense, which too often happens. It occasionally

happens from hymns being written by persons who have no
knowledge of music. In that very case which was mentioned,
" [esus lives no longer now," as generally sung with a pause

at the end of the line, it involves distinct heresy. I mentioned
the matter to Miss Cox and she informed me that when she

translated it from the German she had not the faintest idea

of its being adapted to music— she wrote it altogether from a
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poetical point of view. I suggested to her a slight re-arrange-

ment of the first two lines, which, at any rate, removed the
heresy, and she has finally adopted that as the text which
she wishes to be used for the future. 1 merely mention that

to show that in some cases these hymns have been written

without any idea of musical setting, and a hymn tune being
a very hard and fast sort of music, it is not always easy to

deal with it, so that the sense is conveyed as it ought to be.

Mr. C. E. Stkphens.—All I have to say would lie merely
confirmatory of Mr. Sergison's very able discourse, and I

really feel (here is nothing left for me to add. 1 feel that he
has hit a very proper chord in speaking about the limited

views of some persons who are educated as organists, and
who look on performance on the organ, and the daily sei vice,

anthems, and chants as almost the finality of ;irt, whereas, as

far as musical construction anil power go, it is merely at the
beginning. I am very pleased, however, to have ohserved
of late years that our young organists have not contented
themselves with being merely exponents of the secrets of
the organ loft; but they have travelled, like our friend Dr.
Bridge, into music that docs not in the least betray (hat the

author is an organist. That is just what one wants to see.

There is a certain sort of music which cathedral organists
of the last century wrote very largely, and which, at the hest,

eioserves the name of very respectable music— it ccrr.nnlv is

that. There is a class of music abroad well known by the

name of " Kapellmeister Music" ; it never travels beyond tin;

appreciation of the Church, and never has any higher aim
than that of just serving the purposes of the congregation
during the lifetime of the man who wrote it. One never
hears of it afterwards. But one can hardly wonder at it

when one looks at it ; it aims, at most, as I have said, at

being respectable music. With regard to the training of
choirs, I have had, in my experience as an organist, a good
deal to do with that, and I have found, as Mr. Sergison has.

that even the poorest boys in London—and when I was at

St. Clement Dane's I had nothing but the parochial children

there—are susceptible of being trained to produce a very
high degree of effect, so far as it goes. It is not to be set

down as material that you cannot train to useful and
devotional purposes. But, as I said just now, I can really

Only corroborate what has been so well advanced by Mr.
Sergison.

Mr. Herbert.— I had charge for ten years of what was
jmii haps one of t ho best choirs in London, namely, the choir

in Farm Street Church, and llic experience 1 gained there

was so large, dial 1 think this assembly will not be sorry to

heat some particulars of it. First of all I entirely a;;ire with

the lecturer that a conductor is absolutely necessary as well
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as an organist to produce the full effect of the; music. I do
not believe an organist rnn conduct Hiiciently with the kevs,

and I, myself, have officiated as organist for years, both
abroad and at home. At Farm Street my principle was
absolute autocracy; implicit obedience of both singers anil

organist ; the endeavour was to make every performance an
individual one, to stamp the individuality of the conductor
on each sepaiw.c performance. My choir was not large—ten

singers ; six sopranos, three first and three second ; two
tenors, and two basses ; but they were trained so perfectly

after a few months that very few persons believed they were
so small in number as they really were. As an Anglican, I

opposed always the introduction of Gregorian music, f said

then, as this gentleman lias said to-night, that the Church of

England has such a magnificent collectioiL of music which
has been the M;:"viv;ii of the iitlest. which 1ms arisen out of

its Kngiish literature, that the introduction of Gregorians was
a mistake. Moreover, I thought then as an Anglican, and I

think now as a Catholic, that Gregorians are best fitted for

Latin, and that Anglican chants are best fitted for English. I

have also opposed harmonised Gregorians. The. harmony
ought to come from the organist, and lie ought to vary
it to the best of his ability. Another thing I quite
agree with is that the less the clergy meddle with the choir
(lie better. There is another point which Mr. Season
did not allude to—viz., deputies in choirs. I never allowed
one. If a singer was unabte to be present that singer
forfeited the amount of the salary for that time. The
consequence was that the performance was never injured

by strangers coining in who knew nothing about the service.

Rehearsals were equally obligatory with the performances,
and equally strict. The organist was equally subject to the

conductor with the singers. I may tell you wc ventured
on the Holy Week music, six-voice masses, Mendelssohn's
eight - voice motetts, Hanptmann's eight- voice masses,
Beethoven in C, ail Hummel; we did not do much of
Haydn and Mozart ; I was against that, they were too long,

the words w ere too often repeated, and I did not consider
they were devotional. Although I had a great deal of
opposition at first, yet after a couple of years I believe f

may say I had the whoie congregation with me.
Rev. Charles Mackeson.— I read a paper some years ago

on this very subject, though I dare say it has been long
forgotten. There was one suggestion 1 ventured to make,
and it was that English Church composers should consider
the possibilities of English worship; that is, that instead of

simply contenting themselves with the perpetual iteration

of single and double chants and tunes and anthems of a
certain sort, they should see whether our worship could not
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develop something more like tlie Lutheran service of song
which we get in the Passim) music and the Christmas
oratorios. 1 am sorry to say that that lias never been done,
but I should like to make the suggestion again. There has
been a movement in that direction. It has come largely

hum those who have not been mentioned betore to-day, but

who, I venture to think, are deserving of a large amount of

credit for the development of worship music—I mean our
English Protestant Nonconformist brethren; because I

fanny that Dr. Gauntlctt and Dr. Allon did more for the
development of grand congregational singing than any
church organist or choirmaster or congregation it has ever
beet; my lot to meet with. I think the same might be said
of Mr. Binney at the Weigh House Chapel. They led the
way in grand congregational effects and showed us how to

do it. But since that time services of song have been very
plentifully produced. There is a Cornish gentleman, Mr.
Child, of Laur.eeston, who has produced some services of

song, and the Sunday School Institute is issuing a large

number more. They are very meagre in their character,
and to a musician their worth may be uncommonly little,

hut they seem to point to something which eoiiiiio,L-is of

hand. If any of them will produce one I°will give him an
opportunity of hearing it sung by a congregation of one
thousand people, and if Mr. Sergison will come up and hsien

to it, I will show him that all he desiderates can be accom-
plished. Last night it was my privilege, "after the service

was finished, to invite the congregation to sing Elvey's
Christmas anthem—" Arise, shine, for thy light is come."
You may say it is not very difficult, but, on the other hand,
it is not very easy for a congregation, and they snug if, and
produced what has been called broad congregation;)

I clieel

with a great amount of success. It seems to me that if that
sort of thing could be developed and extended we might
draw congregations by music, and as the statistics recently
published show thai not one church in twenty has more than
half the number it ought to contain in it on Sunday, it is

just worthy of consideration whether, after a generation of
preaching more or less bad and more or less good, we should
try a generation of musical effort. The Queen's Jubilee
might fitly inaugurate an effort to do what we should do-
make the people musical on the only day when we have the
opportunity of getting the people together, that is, on

pertmdays.

in F^f' Herbert.—Mi^hi I add eaie word on another subject

was sJias not been mentioned to-night ? That is, the regret with

hear sot. I have seen the increased quickness with whidi

the lectuihns are nmv-suag in the English Church. I went into
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a church in Dover some years ago, aud thev were singing that
must glorious " London New" ; I assure you it was some-
thing likij a jig. I asked the otganist after wards, a very
clever mail, how it was, ami in.' said :

" Sir, I cannot help it,

it is the spirit of the age." We all know that in the German
chorales lliey [;o to the oilier extreme.

Mr. Hopper..—We poor organists cannot help ourselves,

we are obliged to play them at that rale because the clergy

will have them so. It is quite a burlesque sometimes.
Mr. Southgatr .— I hardly feel myself in accordance with

what Mr. Sergisou lias said, and also Mr. Stephens, i:; repaid
to I he quality of voice of the lower dashes, or those just above
them. My experience in choir training points to this— that

you have very great difficulty in training boys of that stamp.
You may take all possible pains with them in church in train-

ing them to pronounce their words properly, and to sing
correctly, but it seems to rue when they are away from the
church (and you only get them about once a wccki they go
to their own homes, and there the old evils are still before
them, and not very much good has been effected. I must
confess that I much prefer to have the sons of those who
live in a higher grade of life, with whom one does not have
to labour so harii to get them to sing in a proper way.
The Chairman".— I shall just make one remark before I

call on the lecturer to reply, with regard to the question of

University decrees. The whole origin, of these is exceedingly
obscure, but 1 believe there is very little question that i: was
originally a branch of mathematics, and it was strictlv from
the mathematical point of view, the Pythagorean point of

view, that music got into the Universities. Tilt. 11, sonicwhets
about the fifteenth century, it seems to have broken off a
little from the purely mathematical point of view, and then
ilie Ku;;lish Universities began to give degrees 111 it ; but all

those earlier degrees, I have satisfied myself, must be looked
upon as purely honorary. There was no such thing as a
musical education at the University, but when a man
attained certain eminence as a cathedral organist or com-
poser, he was decorated with tke degree of Bachelor or
Doctor. So it went on for some little time, until the seven-

teenth century, and it was then that the professorships were
first established, and music, in the more modern sense of the

word, became something like a sale fcrultv, or began to stand

on its own feet in a kind of way. But even then there was
a gtea'. deal of humbug abo;:t it, for t hnaly believe that to

a large extent, even in mod< rn times, the professor was simply
a gentleman who received a certain fee ; he looked over the
exercise, as it was called, and recommended the gentleman
who sent in the exercise to receive the degree, the fee being

the principal part of the business. It was not, therefore,
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until actually our own time that iousio, considered as an art,

has been recognised by tlie ( niversities. There is another
point—University degrees of all kinds are, to a very large
extent, not practical, but theoretical, it is not quite accurate,
I think, to say that a medical degree from a University is a
practical one. Sonic Universities, no doubt, have a school of
medicine, but the practical part of the education is given by
the College of Physicians, or by private study. The Univer-
sity famines, and every University degree is merely the
recognition of the attainment ot a certain standard. I look
upon the present movement in the Universities as of the
highest possible value in this way, that before giving degrees
in music they ought to insist upon a certain amount of quali-

fication in arts. I think that is absolutely necessary, not
only for the dignity of the degree, hut also to place it on the
same footing as the other faculties in which the art qualifica-

tion is required before you proceed further. 1 will now call

upon Mr. Sergison to reply.

Mr. Sergison.— 1 have to thank you very much for the

kind way in which you have received my paper. There is

one point in which, I am afraid, I have not made myself very
clear. I did not wish to convey that the organist required a
conductor

; 1 meant to convey exactly the opposite-—namely,
that the organist was to ticqiiirc such power at the keys, and
10 have in himself ;ha! instinct of the conductor, that he
would be able to hold ihe choir together j ust as we.'.", as if he
were waving the stick. That is to be done by careful

rehearsal and very careful preparation. As a case in point—
i do not want to son:;d my nwr trumpet, but all I can say is

thai I have myself done lliis very often. For instance,

Bach's " Matthew Passion," which is in eight parts, and has
a most intricale organ accompaniment, which is so very in-

dependent ot' the voice parts, and there is very little connec-
tion with one another, that it is a very hard test for a choir
;o- si..;; without a conductor

; yet, maay times at my own
church, with a choir of some sixty voices, we have done the
" Mat' hew Passion " so sharply and so accurately—all those
double choruses without a conductor simply hj taking pains

at the rehearsal beforehand, that wc have never had the
slightest flaw or hitch. Therefore, I venture to say it is a
power which can be cultivated, and it has this great benefit,

that if the performance takes place in the chancel, it does
away with any motion of the hand, or anything of that sort,

which so distracts the devotion of the congregation. When
the tiling simu.y flows out, with nothing to attract the eye, it

has a much better effect. I am sure I am thoroughly in

sympathy with lite gentleman who talked about congrega-

tional music and congregational anthems. I have heard
often what has been done, and I often wish I had the oppor-
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tunity of doing more myself in that direction. As for com-
posers, I do hope our English composers now, who are

coming to the front, will try to devote their attention to

writing really good works for performance in church. As to

the lower class of boys in London, I really have hardly the

face to tell you, but I can only quote from what 1 have done
myself. I could tell you a great deal that has been said to

me by the very highest authorities on the effect produced by
boys of quite a low stratum in London. I think the evil of
their being constantly connected with low associations is,

probably, to a certain extent, done away with by having a

day school for the boys. It can often be managed without
any great expense. That avoids their associating every day
with low boys in school, which, of course, undoes the

master's work. One other thing strikes me, which might be
interesting to mention, about the question of musical degrees.

One musician, whose name is very well known to all—the late

Mr. Turle, of Westminster Abbey— I know as a fact always
refused the honorary degree of the University, because he
felt he had not been through the arts examination, and,
therefore, he never would accept it.

(The votes of thanks were then passed to Mr. Sergison
and the Chairman.)
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THE MUSICAL FORM OF THE HYMN TUNE.

By J. Spencer Curwen.

I chose this subject, when your Secretary asked me for a
Paper, because I felt it to be one of general interest. We
all of us have to listen to hymn tunes ; most of us have to

play them, and we are compelled to think about them,
whether we will or no.

Let us first remind ourselves that the hymn tune is subject

to the weakness as well as the strength of all vocal music
written in the stanza form, that is, which repeats the same
music to successive verses of the poetry. The weakness
of this form is that the composer cannot take account of the
changing sentiment of the words; its strength—and for

popular purposes this strength is of overwhelming im-

portance—is that the frequently recurring tunc impresses
itself upon the memory, and helps to keep the words in mind.
When—to Anglicise the convenient German word dutch-

campmitt—the music is "composed through," it bends
entirely to the words, and the most intimate expression
becomes possible. This is no doubt the form of setting

lyrics to music best calculated to please the musician,

whereas the stanza foim is that best calculated to please the

populace. The hymn tune is even more shackled in regard to

verba! expression than its secular counterpart, the ballad. A
Ijjilad singer can v.iry the length c,f notes from verse to

vtrsi\ so ,is to improve t:i« elocutional force of tin- wonis.

Metrical irregularities can be accommodated. Hut in the
case of the hymn ti::ic this is ::nt possible. The hymn t>:nc

is for the c:uiigri'i;aticii, a vast unyielding lna>s, whirh
would be perplexed and confounded by attempts to accom-
modate the music to the poetry.

I take the following as a good specimen of the old style

of hymn tune. It is the work of a living composer,
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Dr. Steggall, who has most successfully read himself into

the spirit of the old Psalters :—

The only way in which I should venture to alter this

would be by doing away with the notes of double
length at the beginning of each line, by making the four

lines of equal length, and by throwing the whole into

quadruple time—

*

If this is done, I do not care whether the tune be written

in crotchets or minims. That is merely a matter for the

eye. I confess to a lingering notion that minims are more
sedate than crotchets, and short-sighted people tell me they
arc more easy to read. A tune like the above is after the
solid German type, the chord changing with the beat, the
harmonies fundamental and bold, modelled upon the ancient
diatonic style. For such tunes as this the German word
"choral" may be justly used. It is, however, sadly mis-

• In order to c.ive fpace I have, possible, quoted the melody
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A variation from the orthodox measure of common metre
can be obtained by compressing the tune into triple time, as
in the following, by Mr. J. Baptiste Calkin—

For a hymn of superficial cast of thought, this triple time
rhythm does very well.

Long metre is necessarily heavy and monotonous. Each
line of words, if the tune carries a note to a syllable, and is

in common time, fills four bars, so that there is no space for

pause or breathing place from first to last. Congregations,

however, require breathing time, and it is best to make a

short pause at the end of the second line. To write a long
metre tune, which is really interesting, is a difficult task

;

how much more then to write a double long metre. I quote

the following tune, by Mr. Henry Lahee, as a successful

example of D. L. M.

—
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All art forms have principles in common, and an interest-

ing parallel may be drawn between a hymn tune and a novel.

In a novel the suspense and excitement reach their height at

the end of the second volume ; the third volume is devoted to

pleasurable reunions and the establishment of rest and con-
fidence. In accordance with this principle, Mr. Lahee's
dominant pedal, running through lines five and six, forms an
harmonic crescendo, which sinks again to repose at the re-

appearance of the first theme, three-quarters of the way
through the tune.

The above tune serves also to remind us of the harmonic
characteristic of modern hymn tunes. Quicker singing has
worked a great change ; the harmony no longer moves will:

the beat, it continues through two, and sometimes through
four beats, and cadences between the lines arc often avoided,
two lines becoming one harmonic phrase. Add to this the

free use of modern harmony, and we realise how widely the

conception of the Psalm or hymn tune has changed.
There is a point of contact between the hymn tune and

the Anglican chant. The following tune, by Sir Arthur
Sullivan, has much of the style of a chant

—

g^r rfr r
+PfTr"i

"
1 r

'

r^rr^
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Several composers have adopted the reciting note as a

means of rendering very long lines in hymns less wearisome,
for example

—

^
Slowly and ailh cxfrisshn. Sir John Goss.

Brother, thou art gone be - foie us, And thy saint- ly soul is flown.

The multiplication of new metres by the poets requires an
endless multiplication of new tunes. The Bristol Tune
Linok is a ver; large collection containing 504 tunes, yet the

compiler told me the other day that a collection of hymns
had been issued for public -worship which contained fifty

new metres unprovided for in his large collection. It is

difficult to say where this will end.

The rhythmical balance of lines in hymn tunes is an
important matter. Three-bar phrases, though they cannot
ahy;!vs be avoided, a:e always ^Jisatiskclary to the ear. In

tin- fallowing tune

—

Dr. Bulling ek.

the first line occupies four bars, the second three, the third

four, and the last two. The practical evil oi this ill-propor-

tioned writing is that congregations drag when there is

nothing in the tune to assert its rhythmical form ; on the
other hand, they are quick to respond to evenly measured
rhythm. I should prefer to write this tune as follows

—

In tin: following ti:si(-, three-bar lines are, I think,

unavoidable. The words are, " We speak of the realms of

the blest," It is an eight-line tune, but I quote three lines

as sufficient—
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If this were made into four-bar phrases the pause would
be very monotonous—

On the other hand, Dr. Dykes's tune-

should, I think, have its second and fourth lines prolonged
to four bars each.

Some editors, shall we say tinkerers, of hymn tunes have
a great objection to pa.sM Denotes, and strike them all out.

I have no sympathy with this. Here is a tune by Dr.
Steggall which I give first with the passing notes omitted, and
second with them fully inserted as the composer wrote—
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Other editors have an objection to unison, and I have
seen the line

—

Unison is certainly an allowable device in hymn tunes.

Many of our leading organists would be glad to have
nothing else.

The following tune is an interesting example of the

treatment of trochaic eight-sevens metre in triple time—
Henry Gadsby.

The words are " Praise, my soul, the King of Heaven."
The tune can be rendered in four-four time as follows

—

'ir-;!.
, ; ju . ,;||

but in this form it certainly possesses far less point, and is

much less congenial to the jubilant nature of the words.
It is, however, very difficult to get a large congregation
to sing in triple time of this kind. As an example of

injudicious use of triple time, I quote the following setting of
" Abide with me "

—

io.io.io.io. H. Ward Drake.
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The effect of the crotchets on the first beat of the bar is

like that of a postman's knock, and is very disagreeable.

Composers are very apt to consider only the first verse of

a hymn in writing a tune. The probability is that the more
closely the phrases of a tune fit the elocutional emphasis of

the first verse, the more thoroughly will they outrage that

emphasis in the subsequent verses. Thus in the following

John Gkeih, M.A., Mm. B.

the rhythm perfectly suits the words " Lead, kindly Light,

amtd th' encircling gloom," hut in the second verse we have
" I was not ev—er thus nor prayed that Thou."
Many composers have made lavish use of chromatic

harmony in their tunes. There can be no doubt, however,
that this is usually out of place, and that the true style is

diatonic. Reliance should he placed upon bro.id ejects

rather than upon prcttincss. There is, I am aware, some
ground for the In quoque argument. Hymns of the period

are introspective and dreamy. It has been said that,

whereas Bunyan's Pilgrim shook off his burden with a

vigorous effort, and saw it no more, the modern pilgrim sits

down, takes off his burden, and examine:; its contents one by
one with melancholy interest. Hymns of this kind naturally

invite weak and somewhat maudlin times. Composers are

justified in making this retort when they are accused of not
writing better tunes.

The possibilities of harmonic sequence, or thematic
development in a hymn tune are exceedingly small. Any-
thing that can give unity to a time is pleasing to the musical

ear. Now and then a hymn may be found like " Winter
reigneth o'er the land," where the last verse changes
suddenly from lamentation to rejoicing. This may be
emphasised by a change to the tonic major. In the follow-

ing tune, by Dr. Gauiitlctt, we have something like thematic

treatment ; the subject, one bar in length, is started, worked
at various intervals, and towards the end we have something
like its inversion—

8.7.8.7-8.7.
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In the following

—

we have subject and answer.
The following, also by Dr. Gauntlett, I can only describe

without form and void. It would suit a hymn, if one
could be found, in which every verse commences in a spirit

of despair and unfaith, and only towards the end of the last

line does the Christian feel himself to be on a rock, typified

by the welcome six-four chord

—

One of the most pressing evils wrought by tune book
editors is the alteration of the harmonies of standard tunes.

I refer to such national tunes as Old Hundredth, Bedford,
&c. As an example of this, I have taken Winchester Old,
and compared it as it appears in sixteen or seventeen
collections. Here is the tune in what I consider its best
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The style of harmony is congenial to the period to which
the tune belongs. There are no unprepared second in-

versions, and we have the suspended fourth in the cadence,

t am aware that from the earliest printed records of these

tunes editors have been accustomed to reharnionise them,

but this reharmonising ought always to be done in the

historical spirit of the tune, and, as alterations are in all

cases annoying to singers, as few as possible should be made.

In the " Hymnary " I find the transition made in a weaker
way than in the original model

—

In the " Anglican Tune Book," edited by Dr. E. G. Monk,
the effect of ruggedness is certainly obtained by this string

of root positions, but I fail to see the justification for the

change

—

In other arrangements I find the following variations—
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I leave you to make your own comments on these changes.
I have passed over many minor variations, as matters of
taste. What I protest against is the principle that it is an
editor's duty to impress his individuality upon every old

tune. This principle is a somewhat dangerous one. The
composers of Winchester Old, and the Old Hundredth, are

not in a position to complain of these outrages upon their

work, hut when the process is applied to the tunes of living

composers the unfairness of the result is manifest. For ex-

ample, I found lately in an American tune book the following

derangement of Sullivan's tune to " Onward ! Christian
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It remains only to speak of adaptations from secular

sources. It is held by some that these are in every case in-

admissible. With this I can hardly agree. Music in itself

is neither s«ii!;ir mir sacred, and each piece ni;:st lie judged
upon its merits. Where there arc living secular associations

to a tune, it cannot of course he employed in worship. Let
US take as an example tin; adap-aliou from Mendelssohn's
Pcstgcsang, which we sing so commonly to "Hark! the
herald." This is a song in honour of the inventor of

printing, and at the point where we sing " Hark ! the herald

angels sing," the original sentiment is " Ciilcnhcr^ di.-r

grosser Mann." The change of sentiment is striking and
bold, yet who would object to it ? Many tunes written f a-

hymns are distressingly secular, while we have cases in

which music, originally designed to express non- religions

sentiment, is admirably adapted for hymns of worship.

DISCUSSION. .

Major Crawford.—I have listened with very great satis-

faction to the paper we have heard to-night, and I think
that what Mr. Curwen has said will command general

approbation. 1 will only make a few passing remarks on
one or two points. With regard to the older type of hymn
tunes the difficulty of the recurrence of the same melody in

successive stanzas was got over to a considerable extent

by its not being hampered by bars. All the old tunes of the
latter part of the sixteenth century were written in strains,

not in bars. Composers wrote simply la duple or triple time as

the case might be, and they lengthened the notes just as they
pleased in order to produce variety, or to give a greater
amount of expression. Willi repaid to the seinibreve al [lie

commencement of the first strain, which was commonly used
up to the present century, I think that was employed by our
predecessors frequently for the purpose of getting a good
hold of the chord when they started. With regard to the
variation of harmonies, it must be remembered that nearly
all the old types of hymn tunes had no harmonics at all, they
were all intended for unison singing ; and if you look at the
earliest edition.- of the lin^lisli Psalter you lind merely the

melody and nothing else. The harmonies were added at a
later period, and in fact in the successive editions of that
Psalter, the standard editions, the melodies only were give;;.

The harmonised editions seem to mo to have been private
ventures which were seldom used, except by persons at

home—-such as Allison's and Este's ; they were written, not

in simple counterpoint, but in several cases in rather
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complicated harmonies. In Allison's, I think you will find

that the four parts are printed in such a way that they are
opposed to each other crossways to be sung round a table

;

Este's was not, but no congregation could sing the harmonies
in Este's as they are written. They arc intended for better

trained musicians than you will find in a congregation. I

may say, therefore, that with regard to the harmonies, my
impression is that the harmonies were varied from time to

time at the discretion of the organist, while the congregation
simply sang the melody in unison, and that, therefore, it is

not altogether out of keeping for any musician of the present

time to harmonise those tunes as he thinks best, pro-
vided that he does it in proper conformity to the spirit of

the tune, and does not put exceedingly modern harmonies
into a melody the character of which is of the sixteenth

century. With regard to the variety of metres, we in

England until very rec eritly had a very small variety, because
there were no hymns sung until about the beginning of the

last century, and they did not come into use in the Church of

Ellwand until iiiuc!) Liter. The sinking was entirely confined

to the Psalm versions, the old version first of Sternhold and
Hopkins, and then Tate and Brady. Old Sternhold wrote
hie; Psalms for the express purpose of supplying sacred

ballads in place of the profane ones in use at the time, and
had no particular notion of their being Sung in church
specially. Therefore, they were written in the old ballad

metre, the Chevy Chase luetic, and were sung in that sort

of manner. For a very long time there was very little

variety in the metres beyond the common, long, short, and
their doubles. In modern times of course there has been
much greater variety, and it is perfectly true that it you were
to take, a hymn hook now, and have: to set melodies to it. you
would experience great difficulty in finding ready made
tunes to fit a great many of the new metres. In France and
Germany a great variety of metres existed from the earliest

period. Clement Marot was a great master of metre. He
was the founder of the more modern school of French lyric

poetry, and he used a ;;ri;at variety of metres. In Germany
they did so too, and sometimes also you have metres not
only very difficult to deal with in any way, but exceedingly
difficult to adapt. I will take one of the commonest
German chorales, "Ein feste Burg," that well-known tune
of Luther's, f do not think you ever see that tune
correctly given in any English hymn book, for the very
simple reason that the fifth line of it consists of five syllables

in the original, and for the exigences of our metre that line is

always turned into a hue of six syllables. It is one of the

most difficult hymns to write an English version of
which will fit the English metre exactly. You find in the
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French tunes a great variety, and also in the German

;

but in these cases the tune was nearly always written at the
time for the hymn, and in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred
the union of hymn and tune as produced at the time
remained unbroken, and that has been a very great advan-
tage in many ways. Jn place of having the same hymn set

to a very different kind of tune, and being altered perpetually,
in Germany with very few exceptions the nines and hymns
remained united as they were from the beginning, but the
harmonics were frequently changed, and no one did more in

that way than Bach himself. I perfectly coincide with
what Mr. Curwen said about hymns derived from secular
sources, that every case must be judged upon its own
merits. It is a very bad thing, to my notion, to adapt a
secular tune which at once recalls something totally different

from the words with which it is associated, or to which in

itself it is not suitable. For instance, some time ago our
friend Dr. Monk mentioned that there "as a tune which was
an adaptation of the first chorus in Weber's "Oberon,"
" Light as fairy foot can fall," one could recognise it im-
mediate-) v, and what could be more incongruous than a thing

of that kind ? I may mention that many of our earliest

tunes, and some of the finest, and many of the German
chorales or hymn tunes of Luther's time were of secular

origin. Several of them were Flemish, for it was in Holland
that some of the earliest books of the kind were published.

In one of them that 1 have seen there was at the head of

each tune the first line of the secular words. Some
of you perhaps would hardly imagine it, but I may tell

you that a portion of the Old Hundredth is of secular origin,

but so it is, and so with many others
;
but all secular flavour

has completely passed out of them long ago, and besides, at

that time, there was much less distinction in character between
secular and sacred productions than there is now.
Mr. Shedlock.— I should like to say one word on the

question of adaptation from secular sources, Mr. Curwon
seems to think that no tune should be adapted from secular

sources if it is likely to be known. Then it seems to

me that it would be nlway* dangerous, lot, in a large

congregation, the source from which it is taken may be
known to some and unknown to others. But there is one
thing more serious in the matter. So far as I have knowledge
of tunes adapted from secular origin, the idea of the
composer has always been more or ii ss ch.iu^ed in order to

make it fit the hymn, and, therefore, they all seem to me to

be unprofitable. With regard to passing notes, there are

iiv.nd passing notes and had, but, as a rule, I think they tend

to weaken a tune. One word with regard to worked out

themes. I think the example given to us is one 1 can
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scarcely speak of as a worked out theme, it is rather that
the original theme is repeated in a variety of forms with
different harmonies.

Mr. F. G. Edwards.—The only claim that I can have to
say a word on (his subject is that I have been for fifteen

years organist in a Nonconformist church, where the hymn
tune is the staple commodity. Mr. Curwen has referred to

the long note at the beginning of a tune as giving a sort of
grasp of the note, but my experience is, that if you give that

long note, people have the idea that that is to he the speed
of the tune. Dr. Steggall, my old and respected master,

was very particular about the long notes. I remember
perfectly well when I spoke to him about it on his compiling
some edition of his book, he was very particular about these

long notes.

The Chairman.—He was in favour of thera ?

Mr. Edwards.—Decidedly, and he writes all his tunes in

that way. I asked him about it once, but he so strongly

declared it was the right thing, that I have ever afterwards
in playing his tunes kept to his wishes, but I am quite con-
vinced that it is a mistake. Sir Arthur Sullivan does away
with the double bar, and makes a thick line down, which I

think is an improvement. In some of the tunes by Dr.
Hopkins, instead of writing out the note the full length, it is

written as a dotted minim, and then a crotchet rest is put so
as to take breath at the end of that note, and that tends to

prevent the dragging. With regard to triple time, my ex-

experience is this, that it is much more uncongregational
than quadruple or simple duple time. I have found that

with such a tunc as " Malvern," the congregation will try and
throw the triple time into quadruple time. With rogard to

modern arrangements, I find that the majority of arrangers
are men who have excellent singers in their choir

;
they have

good basses, and they write low bass parts. I think that is

a great mistake, because the sort of bu^oO". wc ordinarily get

are not particularly good in the low register, and it drags the

tune down very much to get a continuance of a low bass.

Another point I should like to have some light upon is—when
a minor tune is written, the Amen always finishes with a
major cadence. In this modern book, by Dr. Hopkins, in

every instance the major cadence is given. With regard to

the secular source, there is one familiar instance in the first

of Mendelssohn's Liede.r— " The brightest and best of the
sons of the morning "—I think it is, and there are little bits

of Beethoven'.- symphonies or ([i:arl<r:s. If (lie congregation
hear this their thoughts nai araily « ander off to St. James's
Hall. 1 only heard (he other day an organist, a man who
is known possibly in this room, who actually played as a
voluntary the Sextet from Sullivan's " Patience." If we begin
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with that sort of thing, one never knows when it is going to

be stopped. I think it is better to keep secular melodies out

altogether.

The Chairman.— I am sure we are all very much indebted
to Mr. Curwen for his excellent paper, and especially for

giving us an excellent text for discussion. To everyone
hymn tunes are a matter of very great interest in one way
or another. We get enormous congregations in St. Paul's

on Sunday evenings, and although I do not always
select the hymns, I do sometime,1;; sometimes they arc
selected by the Canons in residence. With regard to

dragging and pauses at the _ end of the line, it is a very
difficult question. My own impression is, that if I had
a small church and congregation, I should go very nearly

in strict time, but this is absolutely impossible in a
very large congregation. In cases of large congregations 1

strongly recommend the Gen:!!!!', system of making a slight

pause at the end of the line. As regards the word " chorale,"
it is one of the many words in music which is surrounded
with great obscurity. It is somtthini; like the word " band "

for an orchestra, which puzzled Sir George Grove. The
word " chorale," I fancy, you find in conti'i-poriiueous

editions of German music, called the " chant chorale," as if

it was meant to indicate the use of chorale singing as

being different if sung accompanied by instruments in

secular fashion; but it is a subject quite worth looking
into. The treatment of irregular metres is a very serious

thing. 11 poets will lie very irregular in their metres I am
afraid they must be content to be shut out of churches.
People do not always distinguish between poetry and hymns.
We are very glad, of course, to get a poet to write hymns

;

but if he writes hymns, he must write hymns and not poetry.

The sudden interchange of Iambics to Trochaics, in order
to give variety to poetry, becomes a serious matter to the
man who has to set a tune to it. It was refreshing to bear
Mr. Curwen make such a mild attack on modern hymn
tunes ; I was quite prepared to hear an explosion on the

subject. The fact of the matter is, that a very large number
of them are very weak and sentimental; but on behalf of

composers, and being one of the humble scribblers of tunes
myself occasionally, I must say that tune writers are very
much at the mercy of the writers of words. If you give a
man a stupid, sentimental subject, i: is impossible that he

can sit down and rise to the occasion, and turn out a tune of
strength and dignity. It is a very difficult thing to write a
good hymn tune. I have had many thousands pass through
my hands when I worked with Dr. Monk and the late Dr.

Dykes in the revision of Hymns Ancient and Modern. We
worked very hard, and it gave me a great insight into hymn
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tunes. 1 think very few editors can tell, sitting in their

room, or even playing it on the pianoforte, what will be the
success of a tune. I have long given up any hopes of being
able to decide it. It is like the old Latin proverb

—

solvilur

ambulando. You must put it into the mouth of the people,

and see if it answers when it is used—there is no other test.

With regard to the group of three bars, I think Mr. Curwen
will agree with me that the question is : do the number of
bars occur in rhythmical succession? If so, they are right.

Tor instance, four groups of three bars is only a higher order
of compound rhythm. There may either be four groups
of three bars each, or you may have four groups of five or
four, or eight or seven, any of these you may make rhyth-

mical* The only thing is that the form of the tune should
be understood by the people who are playing it and singing

it. As regards passing notes, I think, although I am a great

radical in some things, I am very conservative in others, and
I am often very sorry to find the old notes and twists that

my mother used to sing to me are turned out of such tunes as
" Rockingham " and " Wareham." When we have them in

St. Paul's, I hear a number of the congregation putting

them in just as they used to do in old days. As regards

giving nor.' the old form of old tunes, that is a question

that arises to every editor of a hymn book, and the

valuable remarks of Major Crawford have interested me
very much. A.s lo getting the original harmonies, you can-

not do it—it is impossible. Yon may have any minorities

you like about restoring the old form, lint if you go lo your
library and take down Ksle, Sierulinld, and Hopkins and
others, and put them on the table before you, you will see

it is an impossibility, livery now and then you will find a

repeat, without rhyme or reason, and sometimes a syncopated
note stuck in which would be quite impracticable at the
present day, so that if you wished to return to primitive

simplicity, and to reproduce it, you cannot, Kven a tune
like "St. David's," in the original form, I think, has a

syncopated note right in the middle of the second line. If

that were introduced amongst congregations it would be a
very difficult thing to sing. As regards " Hark, the herald

angels sing," of Mendelssohn, I think we all owe a great

debt to Mr, Cummings for having introduced that as a
hymn tune. It is a particularly fine tune, but I have always
been sorry to find they have altered Mendelssohn's rhythm.

Mr. Gilbert.— It is restored in tin: Cetireli hymn book.
The Chairman.— I am very glad to hear it. As regards

secular tunes, there are some one would be very sorry to

lose; for instance, that magnificent tune of Haydn's, the
Austrian hymn, which is taken out of a quartet. Then there
is another very well-known tune, by Bach, the origin of which
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is a secular melody by Hasler, and Bach, who was much
nearer the time of the composition, must have known it was
a secular tune. I cannot quite agree with my brother
organist about tunes in triple time not being congregational

;

I must say, if it is so, it is partly because they are taken too
fast. I think -all our hymn singing is much too fast.

The Amen to minor times lias nKvays Keen a sore point with
me. I do not think at all it is the right tiling in '* Hymns
Ancient and Modern." I do not think you can get a plagal

cadence fairly after a minor tunc.

Major Crawford.—Does not Bach sometimes use the

The Chairman.—He does, but he does not put on an
extra Amen. If we were allowed to stop with the end of the

tune in minor tunes the difficulty would disappear. I quite

think that is a question which shfml:! be attended to, to

ascertain what is the most proper cadence for the Amen for a

tune that ends in the minor. I must say I have not formed
an opinion upon it. In many cases I would rather leave it

out. Congregations are very troublesome with regard to hymn
singing, as a rule. If they see anybody come into the church
with surplices on they immediately stop and do nothing, and
if you get them to sing il is very unsatisfactory, and they
will not sing the melody—that you may take for granted.

I have sat myself about in different parts of St. Paul's, when
my very able colleague, Dr. Martin, lias been piaying, and I

find that people will not sing the m.:*kniy. they will sing in

harmony, if they know it, and if not, they sing in thirds and
sixths just as it suits their fancy, and will shout as loud as

they can if they are making harmony, because they feel

proud of it. It is a fact that we cannot get English people
to sing melodies, Unison singing, of course, is not adapted
for the human voice ; what is very comfortable for a bass
is exceedingly uncomfortable for a tenor, and what is

comfortable for a tenor is rather high for a bass ; and so with
ladies' voices, what one lady can sing with perfect ease, a
mezzo-soprano voice finds a difficulty in. In conclusion, I

hope you will join me in passing a very hearty vote of thanks
to Mr. Curwen.

Mr. Curwen.-— f do not think that there are any points

that I have to reply upon, but I am very glad to have
initiated an interchange of opinion, which, I am sure, will

he very useful when published in the Transactions. I am
much obliged to you for your patience, and I have to thank
my friend, Mr, Gilbert, for coming to play the illustrations.

Mr. C. H. Challen then exhibited a model, and explained
the operation of the Dulcephone, an invention for modifying

the tone of a pianoforte during the practice of technical

exercises. It consisted of a Jong strip of felt, which, by
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pulling a stop, was brought against the wires immediately
under the hammers. By its use, not only was any annoyance
to iiti^'litiours, or even the performer himself, from the repe-

tition of scales and other technical exercises avoided, but it

also prevented the deterioration of the instrument by con-
constant wearing of the hammers in any particular portion
of the instrument.



February 7, 1887.

Dr. W. H. MONK
In the Chair.

ON THE TREATMENT OF ANCIENT ECCLESIAS-
TICAL MELODIES IN MODERN INSTRU-

MENTAL COMPOSITION.

Bv Charles William Pearce, Mus. Doc, Cantab., and Hon.
Mus. Doc. University of Trinity College, Toronto.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen,
A few remarks of an explanatory nature are necessary by

way of introduction to the subject of the present paper.

The term " Ancient Ecclesiastical Melody " must he denned ;

and certain limits should he assigned to the somewhat broad
idea conveyed to the mind by the use of the words " Modern
Instrumental Composition."

In the first place, it will be as well for us not to be bound
down to mean any definite period of time by using the word
"Ancient," nor to exclusively apply the adjective "Eccle-
siastical " to any one religious source in particular. Hence,
an " Ancient Ecclesiastical Melody " may be said to mean a

succession of musical sounds not put together recently, but
which has existed in some form or other—traditional or

otherwise— for several generations, and has, during that
time, acquired a certain association in the minds of its

hearers, either with a particular set of words invariably sung
to it as an act of worship, or with some particular doctrine,

or season of the year especially set apart for the prominent
teaching of that doctrine.

In the second place, it will be inconvenient to restrict the
use of the term " Modern " to merely the style or manner of
the present day. It will be better if the expression " Modern
Instrumental Composition " be taken to mean any artistic

musical form, historically posterior to the date of the first

known appearance of the Ancient Ecclesiastical Melody
therein treated.

So that, briefly, what I desire to bring under your notice

is this: How certain melodies originally inlcuduii fur vocal

use in religious worship have been, or can be, employed as

thematic material in compositions intended for instruments
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only, for use in the chamber and concert-room as well as in

the religious building.

Manifestly, such a subject as this covers an immense deal

of ground, and would require volumes, rather than one
single paper, to do anything like justice to it. Suffer me,
then, to begin by making these two assumptions :

—

Fits!. That little need be said concerning the necessity or
the desirability of treatmj; such old materia! in [ho manner i

have described. It must be admitted that a very strong,

close, and intimate connection has existed in all times and
in all places between the religious music of a nation ami the

daily life, thought, and feeling of its people. History again
has set its mark upon this kind of music, often in an
unmistakable way ; there being no difficulty, for instance, in

distinguishing a .i'nntan l.'salm time from a Monastic f lymn
melody of the Middle Ages. Accordingly, an old religions

tune possessing anything like a clearly denned historical

character will always he of the greatest use to a composer,
whenever he fmds il necessary or desirable to recall vividly

to the mind in the course of an overture, symphony, or Other
orchestral piece the general surroundings of the period

associated with the subject of his work.
Second. I assume that it would he idle for me to call your

attention this afternoon to what you have been observing all

your lives—viz., the prolific use made by most great com-
posers of those religions melodies commonly known as

Chorals in their works for orchestra, for organ, and even for

the pianoforte,

I am well aware that the ground thus cleared by these

assumptions can be said to be fairly covered by (he title 1

have given this paper ; but I feel, of course, that this is

neither the time nor the place for discussing well-known
matters which may well be dismissed to the lecture-room of

a musical college or academy. It may be said, however,
thiil I have no right to give a comprehensive title to a paper
dealing with a somewhat narrow subject. This objection

might carry weight, if every wide field of artistic labour

possessed no neglected corners, I venture to think that

although most of the field covered by the title of this paper
is already " white unto harvest " in the ripe productions of

great and famous composers, certain less favoured spots are

at present barren and unfruitful. I may be but trying to re-

move a few of the thorns and briars which still encumber
some of the " stony places " even whilst the "good ground

''

is already yielding its "hundredfold." bur 1 desire mv
neglected corner to be included as a real part of a great field

of musical labour; and so I choose a comprehensive title

for describing what is comparatively but a narrow and con-

fined subject.
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It is now time to come into closer quarters with this

subject, and to speak of our musical heritage from the
Mediaeval Church. But here, again, I do not wish to take up
your valuable time by going into well-known details of musical
archeology. All this kind of information has already been
most ably given in many another place, by far wiser and
more experienced workers than myself, notably in the writ-

ings of a prominent and distinguished member of this Asso-
ciation-—the Rev. Thomas Helmore, M.A., whose "Hymnal
Noted" maybe safely accepted as a collection of ancient

ecclesiastical melodies, brought toother with great care and
assiduous attention—the musical outcome, in fact, of the
religious life and feeling of a particular age. Here we have,
at any rate, musical subject matter, closely connected with
the days of romance and chivalry—a period of history whose
pages are dear to every true musician, poet, dramatist, and
painter. Here are melodies which were not merely en.

twined about the religious dogmatism of the Middle Ages,
but were also inseparably associated with those particular

ecclesiastical seasons of the year when the leading doctrines

of Christianity were more especially brought under the im-

mediate notice of the faithful.

It may be urged that all this is very well, but that such
melodies as those to be found in Mr. Helmore's book are

now happily obsolete, buried in the oblivion and dust of past
ages, to be seen only in the glass cases of a modern museum,
or to be pointed at with the finger of scorn by the intelligent

modern verger who may happen to exhibit to a thoughtless

holiday party the treasures of an ancient Cathedral, chapter
house, or library. Nay, more, I may be told even by the

learned Cathedral organist himself that the tonality of such
melodies is vague ; that they are constructed upon old modes
or scales long forgotten, and never likely to again become
popular

;
that their rhythm is as vague—perhaps even more

irregular and uncertain—than their tonality, and that there-

fore they are altogether useless and as unworthy as they are
unfit for any modern treatment, save, indeed, that of an un-
ceremonious push into the nearest ivaslc-iiajn.'i haski-i. It \:~,

of course, easy to raise objections of this kind, which may
be at once cheap and effective where the unthinking are con-
cerned, but every earnest art-lover who realises that in the
highest sense music is unfettered

—

i.e., unbound by any
chains which would tie it down to any one people, period, or
tonality—must feel that any fragment of antiquity which can,
even for a moment, relieve the gorgeous chromai Seisms of

to-day by the diatonic severity of the past, is at least

deserving of notice.

With respect to the charge of vague tonality, so often
brought against old melodies, it may fairly be asked on the
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olhcr side, is all modern music to be fashioned in one
groove, with all its melodies woven from some one particular

thread of tones and sceiiiI; >nes—with all its harmonies duly
catalogued and classified into trimly built chords, to be re-

garded from a business point of view as so much merchan-
dise to be traded with ? because, if so, we must at once close

our eyes to all national or other melodies which may rebel
more or less against the tyranny of the tonic and dominant
rule of the orthodox modern scale. How many of these
characteristic melodies give us pleasure hv the very qttamt-

ncss, freshness, and spontaneity of their tonal construction

—

how glad we all are to find a melody which is a little " out
of the usual run," how we admire the newness of Chopin,
Dvorak, and other writers who bring their national indi-

viduality into their song. These melodies are not regarded
as unpopular, unpleasing, or unintelligible to a modern car,

because, as a rule, we always hear them well performed
;

played too on good instruments, and sung by well-trained
voices. Ancient ecclesiastical melodies, on the other hand,
are seldom presented to the modern ear through the medium
of a good anii effective performance. But too often we hear
them howled and growled by a rough, untrained choir of men
and hoys—yes, and of priests too, who would apparently
seem to delight in sounds hideous and barbaric 'enough for

the religious rites of any congregation of Aborigines on
Greenland's icy mountains, or India's coral strand. Under
such conditions, plain-song melodies are indeed dreadful,

but so, surely, would be any other melodies sung in so-called

unison, unison which, however, agreeth not with itself, nor
by something less than a semitone with the accompanying
organ. To be just to the old church modes, let ail conscien-
tious objectors to their tonality say the next, time they hear
Madame Adclina Fatti sing " There was a King once in

ThiiSc.'' in Gounod's " l'"aust." that it is hideous—that they
do not like the March to Calvary in " The Redemption," and
that they regard certain portions of Sir Arthur Sullivan's
" Golden Legend " as an outrage upon a modern musical

Then, again, who can say that the tunes in the " Hymnal
Noted" are unpopular, obsolete, unknown in the present day,
when several of them are to be found in well-nigh every
modern collection of hymn tunes used by every sect and
denomination of worshippers? Who can say that they are
unintelligible to the modern ear, or do not appeal to modern
sympathy when one ha* heard them whistled by the very
street hoys of Shoreditch, St, Luke's, and other districts in

the far east of this great city ?

Are we, Kngiisb organists, F.n^ish composers, to stand
by and indifferently watch the efforts of German musicians
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who have for the last three centuries elaborated, glorified,

and popularised their Ancient Chorals? Are we to import
foreign Ecclesiastical Melodies i»:o our instrumental works
when we require subject matter of this kind, or are we lo

draw from our own treasuries of sacred sung, from llie

illuminated missals of Old Sarum. York, Hereford, and Other
places, which have been made to yield up their long-

forgotten minstrelsy, and to become again, wherever they
have had a chance of being fairly heard, the real living voice

of the people ? Surely, before we scorn to make any use of

our heritage from the Mediaeval Church, we should at least

enquire what it is.

Speaking roughly, it may be said lo consist of three

distinct divisions :—
1. Chants and Responses.
2. Tunes composed for Metrical Hymns.
3. Music of a more or less traditional nature sung to

different portions of the Office for Holy Communion,
and to the Te Deum.

I am quite sure it would be entirely unnecessary for me to

say anything about the possible treatment of a Gregorian
Chant Theme in any kind of composition, instrumental or

otherwise, after the exhaustive researches of S;r George
Grove, who, in his articles on the "History of a Musical
Phrase," now appearing in the Musical WorhU is showing us

how the intonation common to the 2nd and 8th tones

—

is perpetually cropping up in the works of composers of all

schools and periods, often in familiar passages where wo
have been unconscious almost of its existence.

My time being so limited to-day, 1 propose to speak
merely of possible instrumental treatment of the second <'f

the three divisions just named—the Hymn Tunes
;
although

I cannot, in passing, refrain from just mentioning Khcin-

herjjer's masterly Ir.^atmrut of the S(h G r< 'i;oiian Tori!; in

his Pastoral or 2nd Organ Sonata, and of Tonus l'cregrinus

in his 4th Sonata in A minor for the same instrument
;
nor,

before I leave the third division, should I forget John
Sebastian Bach's interesting Organ Counterpoint to the
whole of the melody of what is known as the " Aii:!irciM;ui

Te Dcum," published as No. 26 in Book VI. of the Peters'

Edition of J.iach's Organ Works. I prefer to deal only with
the treatment of hymn tunes to-day, for at least two
reasons :

—

First, Because, by their having been originally intended as

musical settings to the verses of Metrical Hymns, these

approximate more closely to modem notions of rhythm.
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Second. Because, from traditional association with words
romnienionilh e of the s.'icml events jit-ciilisirly assigned to

distinct seasons of the year, 'plain-song melodies have
attjuircd an interest and doe'.rhial significance only to be
paralleled by the same traditional association with words
which has long been considered one of the chief distinguish-

ing features of the German Choral.

It may be asked—" How does a plain-song hymn melody
differ rhythmically from a modern hymn tune ? " Chiefly in

this respect, that whereas the modern hymn tune provides
cither one ivholc note or, at the most, two half notes for each
syllable of the words, the plain-song melody has often many
whole notes, which may again be as frequently interspersed

with shorter notes, all sung to but one syllable of the words.
Such a group of notes was known as a Ligature or Periclesis,

and generally made its appearance in the tune coincidently

with the penultimate or anti-penultimate syllable of any line of
the poetry in a manner somewhat suggestive of the cadenza

in a modern instrumental concerto. But if sung at the end of a
plain-song melody to a more or less indefinite vowel sound
disconnected entirely with the verbal text, such an irregular

group of notes was known as a Pneuma.
It is, of course, distressing to an antiquarian ear to have

these ancient cadenzas or ligatures curtailed in any way,
or their notes huddled closely together in some modern
rhvlhiiiical form when a plain-song melody is actually sung
to the words of its ancient hymn; but for instrumental
treatment, where contrapuntal exigencies have to be con-
sidered, general expediency, united lo the interest gained by
superposed external surroundings, must be pleaded as an
excuse for slight rhythmical alterations.

Thus, the well-known ancient melody Urbs Beata, which
has two whole notes for the second unaccented syllable of its

first line of words—

Urbi Bo - a - ta, . . Hit - ru - Ba - lem,

would lose much of its inherent statelincss were these two
whole notes sung hurriedly as half notes ; but such
rhythmical alteration does not detract from the native
majesty of the melody when it is used as an instrumental
fugal subject

—

My first illustration will, I hope, atone somewhat for any
violence offered by this rhythmical alteration to the spirit of
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antiquarianism by the interest of the contrapuntal surround-
ings. The following extract is, in fact, part of the stretto of
an organ fugue, in which the subject you liavt- just lu-artl is

given by augmentation to the solo tuba; whilst against tins

main theme the other parts—played by the great and pedal
organs—are perpetually thrusting portions of the same fugal

subject in notes of the original length. On the present
occasion the violoncello will play the part intended for the

solo tuba of the organ.
Illustration I.* Fugal Treatment of Vrbs Deala Hicrusalem,

It will have been noted by every careful observer that

the melody Urbs Beata is written in the first of the
Ecclesiastical modes—that known as Dorian—in which
the seventh degree lies at the interval of a whole tone below
the upper final, and cannot therefore be used with any sense

of propriety as a leading note. Possibly much of the hidcous-

ncss associated in the popular mind with Gregorian music
has taken its rise in the unthoughtful use of this un-
compromising and highly characteristic seventh degree of

the Dorian mode as the minor third of a would-be-if-I-could

dominant chord. I need only refer you to the harmonisation
of the concluding strain of the Advent melody, 0 come,
O come, Emmanuel, as it appears in that most popular book
" Hymns Ancient and Modern." Those of you who have
tried to teach untrained boys to sing a minor third in the

last chord but one will readily understand what I mean

—

Shall come to thee, O cap - tive Is - ra - el.

Indeed, in some Nonconformist collections of hymn tunes
I have seen a tt prefixed to the ear-offending ]) with
the most unblushing disregard of ancient tonality ; but
surely if the accompanying harmonies were arranged some-
what after this fashion and that of the harmonisation of
Urbs Beata in " Hymns Ancient and Modern," there would

• See "Urbs Beata Hierusslem,"
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be no difficulty about getting the very characteristic D
sung—

Here, I venture to think, the modern plagal cadence added
to the sustained final note sufficiently satisfies a reasonable
nineteenth century musical ear; and a somewhat similar

treatment of the seventh degree of the Dorian mode you will

have noticed in the illustrative fugal treatment of Urbs Beata
just played to you.

Ancient plain-song melodies are certainly not without their

poetical associations—a fact 1 h.ive .-ilrcnriy hinted at—and
one which may to some extent be pleaded in defence of such
modes of treatment as I am suggesting to-day. They come
to us as the products of an age which has bequeathed
uiir priceless treasures of architectural art— those grand
Cathedrals and ancient churches—those many ivied ruins of

abbeys which give such an interest and impart so much
picLureiiqui; Lie„titv lo our native English scenery. Most of
the better known ancient melodies in use at the present day—
notably, Urbs Beata and Te Inch ante terminum—have been
handed down lo us in the pages of the Salisbury Hymnal.
As an unworthy native of a city so rich in its ancient

ecclesiastical and musical associations as Salisbury or Sarum,
I may be pardoned perhaps for dwelling a little upon the
poetical surroundings of ancient musical themes, which may
be somewhat unintcresl ing to others who do not share with
me the pride of birthplace. But to stand upon the grassy

heights of old Sarum. in the calm twilight of a summer's
evening, when there is tin sound to hroak ill upon the quiet

of a scene which Nature seems to delight in adorning with
her richest vernal beauty, and to reflect that there down that

very hill-side, where now the sweet wild-flowers swing their

fragrance in the evening breeze—the Briton has driven his

rude war-car—that there, on that now green and mossy citadel

the Roman has waved his imperial truncheon, and the

invading Saxon has planted his dnigon standard, and that,

where the golden corn now waves in the western sunlight,

there once stood a magnificent Norman Cathedral of which
the very foundations have long since disappeared—surely,

with these thoughts in his mind, any musician must be
interested in a melody which was co-existent with the
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ecclesiastical splendour of old Sarum, but which has survived,

ami is sung at the present day almost everywhere, whilst

scarcity a vestige remains of lluj ancient Cat hedi ,il and city

which gave it birth. Of such a melody I am now about to

speak.
Dating as far back as the seventh century, the hymn Te

Ineis ante termlnum was intended to be sun;; daily through-
out the year at Compline, ihc last of the seven hor,t caiionka.

With this never-changing (dice hvnni, as nnvarving as tlii:

night-fall itself, was associated music proper to the pre-

vailing church season; distinctive music which had boon
sung at an earlier hour of rise day to words especially

commemorative of the season's doctrinal teaching. Thus
music, pet !/, was the means cmplovrd, even in tliwse remo'.c

medieval times, for tinging with the glorious hues of Christ-

mas, Easter, and Ascension, and the sombre shadows of

Advent and Lent, words which would otherwise only serve

to mark the close of another day. On days in seasons
marked by no special observance or teaching, what was
known as a Ferial Melody became the musical associate of

this evening hymn. I will now play it to you

—

Observe, that it is marked by a simplicity which distinguishes

all the older plain-song tunes; no syllable being sung to

more than one note. The repeated notes which usher in

three of its strains may be said to resemble the recitative

portions of a chant; but the ruggedness of this feature is

admirably contrasted with the regular tuneful outline of the

third strain, which will, I venture to think, always remain fresh

and charming. Anticipating somewhat the moderr device of

rosalia, the second strain lies at the interval of a third below
the first—a melodic declension which mav ha ve been sii.LTjested

by the summer twilight of the hour of compline, an idea

of which is conveyed by the initial line of the hymn.
I have utilised this melody as the theme of a Prelude and

Fugue for the organ,* for church use on a quiet summer
evening

;
and 1 now ask your kind attention to the figuration

ids ante Ttrmimwu .i Vrr.'-jAc r.ml Vn;;\:c for the organ, by Charles

s. London Music Publishing Co., 51, Great Marlborough Street, W.
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It is a well-known fact that many German Chorals, and
some of our most familiar Standard English Hymn Times
lend themselves to canonic treatment of a character more or
less free. This I need not enlarge upon ; all who know any-
thing of the writings of classical organ composers will at once
remember hundreds of instances of such canonic treatment
as I am referring to. But it is perhaps rather a novelty to

hear what is popularly termed a Gregorian melody go through
the canonic mill. The ancient time which has been revived
by Mr. Helmore for use to the sublime Christmas Office

Hymn Corde Natui cx Parentis is not as old as the melodies
already noticed. It is from a MS. of the 13th century at

Wolfen biittel, and bears a close approximation to modern
tonality. Observe how the fourth strain lies note for note
at the interval of a perfect fifth below the second strain

—

how the fifth strain is in some measure recapitulatory of the
first-

how the sixth strain more than suggests a well ordered
transition to the key of the modern dominant

—

and how the seventh strain, like the fifth, is a kind of re-

capitulation of the first

—

Without changing the relative pitch of a single note of this

melody, and with but slight rhythmical re-arrangement, a
Canon 4 in a at the octave below can be formed out of it.

In the following* illustration the hymn melody will be
assigned to both the violin and violoncello.

* See " Corde NatoB ex Parentis," a Symphonic Poem for the Organ, by
Charles W. Pearce, pp. 10, II. London Music Publishing Co., 54, Great
Marlborough Street, W.
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I have already alluded to the thrilling treatment of the
Plain-Song Melody Vexilla Regis, in the March to Calvary of

Gounod's" Redemption." More than a mere passing reference

to so well-known a number of so popular a work is of course
unnecessary; but it will be as well to remember that the

great French composer secures his dramatic effect by keeping
the plain-song theme chiefly in long sustained whole bar
notes, whilst against this unyielding Canto Fermo he writes

his strongly-marked and highly characteristic march rhythms.
Some such mode of treatment as this would appear to be the

approved, or at least the favourite, method of dealing with
ancient themes, when they arc employed as subject-matter in

modern works. At any rate, we may assume that this is the

case, when we compare "The Redemption " with Sir Arthur
Sullivan's "Golden Legend" or "Festival Te Deum," in

which latter work " St. Ann's Tune " undergoes this kind of

treatment. I believe that an equally dramatic effect could
be obtained by reducing the plain son;; melody itself to

rhythmical shape, and by combining it with secondary
figures and themes of a sustained character, or of slower

rhythm than that of the altered ancient theme itself, I will

now ask you to listen to the opening of an Organ Fantasia,
on this self-same Passion-tidi; melody "The royal banners
furward go," in which, after the introductory trumpet-call,

you will hear the theme twice repeated, The first time for

full organ, with the somewhat characteristic figure

—

which opens its third strain rather dwelt upon. Next, after a
cadenza for the oboe stop, the theme is heard in the bass in

short staccato notes—on the present occasion given to the
violoncello—-whilst above is combined with it the intro-

ductory trumpet-call and other secondary figures and themes.
The third time, our Ancient Ecclesiastical melody is made
to undergo a rather remote modulation in order to prepare
the way for the second subject of the Fantasia appearing
with a certain degree of freshness, in the key of the relative

major ; but the general melodic outline of the tune is

preserved. You will please, on this occasion, look for the

lhi:d pivscu-.latirm of the theme to the violin.*

The rhythmical form given to the last two old melodies

under notice brings me a step further, into rather debateablc

ground. It is one thing to give a clearly defined regular

rhythm to a melody possessing at the best but vague and

•See "The ltoyal Banners," a Dramatic Fantasia for ihc Organ, by
Charles W. Peaice, pp. 3-6.
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irregularly placed accents, it is quite a different matter to
displace, alter, and re-arrange the accents and relative

duration of the notes of a melody already existing in a
perfectly regular rhythmical shape. Let me explain belter

what I mean. You all know the melody of the old German
Choral EinfesteBurg used by Meyerbeennhis" Huguenots"

—

Spohr, in his Symphony, "The Power of Sound," uses this as
one of his themes

—

There is, of course, a great deal of difference, contrast, and
variety in ihe menbil effects created l>y the.su tuu Melius,
and some of you may say that either one of them does not, in

the remotest decree, resemble, or even surest, the otlu 1
;

yet the notes of each were identically t!:t: s;inie in relative

pitch, and two out of four of the strong first-of-the-bar

accents fell upon the same notes in cither case.

I need not trouble you to Jisten to two melodies
rhythmically the same, but each composed of entirely

different notes, and proceeding by entirely different intervals,

because, if we are prepared to admit that either one of these
would be capable of resembling; or of suggesting the other,

we really ought to go just one step further and assert that
the opening phrases of the quick movements in the
Overtures to " Semiramide '* and " Zaubcrflotc " need only a
door knocker performed upon by a supple wrist to make
them recognisable to a musical ear. But, with relative pitch,

Lind interval progression remaining constant, it is at least

open to question whether either of two melodies entirely

varying in rhythm will not, in some faint measure at least,

resemble or suggest the other. If it be decided that a
negative answer must be returned to such a question, I

should like to put to such an objector another question

—

Why is it that sometimes after playing that particular

"Song without Words" in At», by Mendelssohn, beginning
thus

—

&c.

we are insensibly reminded of another and even more
familiar melody by Haydn ?

—

Ac.
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or, again, why does this fragment from the slow movement
of Mendelssohn's D minor Concerto for the Pianoforte

—

in some faint measure, at least, recall the same opening
notes of Haydn's " With verdure clad " ?

—

It seems to me that, if time can utterly annihilate tune, it is

useless to talk any longer about the distinctive "mental
effect " produced by every note of the scale, and every
interval between those several notes upon the ear. Really,

as long as a mere instrument of percussion will not satisfy

one's musical cravings, we may reasonably assume that

some little identity of a tune remains, even after its time and
accent have been materially altered.

In a paper read before this Association in January, 1886,

by Mr.
J, S. Shedlock, B.A., it was pointed out that

Beethoven may have had the possible intention of establish-

ing a connection between the several movements of his
•' Pastoral " Sonata in D, for pianoforte, because he has used
very nearly the same progression of notes as the initial

phrase of each movement. Here and there, other examples
are not wanting in the works of the classical composers to

prove that sometimes a development of a theme is not merely
intended, but actually and cleverly carried out by means of

using the same notes and intervals of a melody in a different

rhythm to that in which it was originally conceived. This
being so, why should not advantage be taken sometimes of
the great difference and contrast of mental effect induced by
a change of accent and rhythm, when it is desirable lo throw
an entirely new light, as it were, upon a certain progression

of single sounds? Let me illustrate what I mean. Most
English people have, from early childhood, been accustomed
to associate with the melody known as Luther's Hymn words
describing the terrors of the Second Advent. Let us
suppose that in an instrumental work like a sonata or a
symphony Luther's Hymn is tivatod in <mv. of tin: movements
as a theme representative of the Final Judgment of Man-
kind. It is required that in another movement, the First

Advent of our Lord, in great humility, as the Saviour of

men, be represented thematica lly. Could not the Personal
Identity of the Saviour and Judge be appropriately

established by the same succession of notes being used in

two opposite and well contrasted rhythms ?

I venture to think that the following re-arrangement of the
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accents usually given to the succession of sounds, commonly
called Luther's Hymn* will convey some idea of the pastoral

character o£ the events which ushered in the first Christmas
Day; and I further venture to think that all identity with
the grim old Second Advent Choral is not utterly lost si(jht

of—

Hitherto I have given but brief extracts to illustrate my
subject ; now I will ask you to kindly listen to an entire

movement, brief, but complete. It is in sonata form, and
its second subject is derived from (he Ancient Ecclesiastical

Melody, Node surgentes, in the Salisbury Hymnal, adapted
by the Rev. Thomas Helmore to the Annunciation Hymn,
Humani generis—

The sighs and the torrowa of this world may cease

;

This happy day bringeth glad tidingB of peace
For suffering mortals.

This movement is the Romania of a Trio for Pianoforte,

Violin, and Violoncello, and the old melody I wish you to

listen for appears in the following form in the " Hymnal
Noted "—

I have very little to say in conclusion, except to apologise
for the unusual length of this paper, and to thank you for

the kind attention you have given me. There is no
necessity for a Coda of any kind. You have heard some
of the arguments capable of being advanced on both
sides of the question. It is for you to judge whether the

methods of using ancient themes in modern work, which
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have now been described and illustrated, are worthy of any
recognition by earnest art-workers. It is very likely that I

may be unduly prejudiced in. one direcrion hv circumstances
of nirth and early education ; but 1 haye, at any rate, done
my best to answer tin: objections raised against the modern
use of ancient melodies, aad I venture to think that, at the
right time and in the right place, a composer may very
profitably avail himself of an opportunity of introducing

into a modern instrumental work an original treatment of

some ancient ecclesiastical melody.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Ladies and Gentlemen, it is my duty, in

the first place, to ask you to record to the lecturer the usual
vote of thanks for his kindness in reading to us the paper to

which yon have just listened. But before I put that to you
I will invite some members of our Association to say some-
thing in addition or reply to the statements which have
been made. This subject is, I may say, entirely new to our
Society. English musicians would probably have their

experience a good deal enlarged if it were customary to

devote to the ancient ecclesiastical melodies, and especially

to the old modes in which they are written, increased atten-

tion ; and one sees that there is now more and more dispo-
sition to go to the records of the past in support of our
modern theories and expectations. The subject of the plain-

song is, I venture to say, interesting and useful. In it, for

instance, we find the first attempt to make what we call a
modulation of any sort or kind ; the introduction of what
was then the new sound " B rotundum" in contradistinction to

the "B quadratum" certainly marks the first departure from
anything like the use of a mode. Our lecturer has given
us many incidental quotations from the works of former
writers. He mentioned, notably, Rheinberger's Organ
Sonatas, and made a particular reference to the treatment
of a certain ancient melody by Bach. You need not be
reminded that Bach, of all writers, was impregnated to the
core with the recollection of old plain-song and of its

treatment. It would be a very interesting reference for any
of you to turn over in that sense the volume of his chorales.

Handel also wrote occasionally in the Church modes; a
notable example being the chorus from " Israel in Egypt,"
" I will exalt him." I might cite many examples of the

same sort—the madrigal, so dear to English recollection,

"Sweet honey sucking bees," of Wilbye is one of them;
"To shorten winter's sadness" and "Sleepest thou" are
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others. These instances might be multiplied ad infinitum,

and I think they should teach the young members of our
profession to examine 'his subject fur themselves. Dr. Pearce
has referred cursorily to two points in which it is necessary
to study the old modal melodies—namely, their rhythm on
the one hand, and their modal peculiarities on the other. In

my early chiys a musician, now :;one to his rust, had an
exceptional knowledge of this ki:ni of music — ('liarlcs Child
Spencer. The work be left behind him, which was published
originally about 1S40 (and a second edition five or six years
later! by NoveLo, is a standard work, so fur as a skett I: of its

length can be, and one volume of Novello's Collection of
Musical Primers was devilled to the subject of plain -song.

The style does not recommend itself at first sight to the
young musician, but I say he ought not. on that account, to

despise the experience to be sained from it.

Sir George Grove.— I would first offer my sincere thanks
to Dr. Pearce for the interesting lecture he has given us.

It is quite a new subject, and I never remember it being
treated before, and it certainly is most interesting to listen

to any explanation of the way in which the old survives in

the new. I think it delightful to find how indestructible so
many wishes and wants arc, and how they will crop up again

in times much later than those in which they were originally

invented. For instance, there is the figure iefeiied to to-

night, which I think Dr. Pearce called the Pnettma, but
which I have been accustomed to call Perielesis. That was,
I think, much used in the old Gregorian service music, but

it is very curious to find it in full vigour in Sir Arthur
Sullivan's " Pinafore," at the end of the famous song " He
might have been a Rooshian," &c. It shows that the same
want exist;: in very different times. Then there was a thing
which struck me as a little questionable. I understood Dr.
Pearce to say that in using ancient melodies, in music
written after them, it was right always to adhere to the
rhythm and proportion in which they were originally written.

That may be right, but it has not been the practice
of some masters. I think, for instance, in Bach, the chorales

which he used were, in some cases, 100 or 150 years older
than himself. He twisted them about in all kinds of ways,
altered the rhythm, and the length, and the proportion; and
certainly Beethoven does so with his melodies. If you
remember, in the Finale to the Choral Symphony, especially

in the movement alia marcia, with the double bassoon, how
wonderfully he has there modified the great melody in II

major, which he gives out at the beginning of the Finnic,

pulling it into 6-8; and there are a great number of oilier

instances in his other works. Certainly, m the investigation

that I have been making lately, which Dr. Pearce referred
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to, nothing is so curious as the way in which my initial

melody has been modified or metamorphosed by different

great men who have written in modern times. One remark-
able instance, which seems to me to open up a new specula-

tion altogether into the nature of melody, is one of Handel's
in "Alexander's Feast," "and unburied remain." The
original phrase would be

—

This Handel puts into the minor mode, and then still further

modifies it by flattening the A on its first occurrence, thus
producing this terribly pathetic phrase

—

But a number of instances can be found in which that same
phrase has been metamorphosed in that way. Wagner uses
its uniform progression in "Tristan," "Parsifal," and many
other cases, and has also altered it by lowering the different

steps of the progression. This is a sort of metamorphosis
which does not seem to be regularly recognised, the metamor-
phosis of increasing or diminishing intervals, and thus altering

a tune while leaving its general physiognomy unaltered.
Another method is by adding notes in the intervals, &c. For
instance, in the tetrachord which Handel was very fond of

using, as in " The horse and his rider," which one may call

the Non Nobis melody, Handel puts the octave in, as in
" For the Lord God '* in the Hallelujah Chorus ; but this

For the Lord GodOm-ni - po-tani reign - eth

was not novel, even in him, for Palestrina did it before him.
This very morning I found a beautiful example, in which
that same melody was taken, altered in the length of its

different parts, and one or two intervals put in so as to really

completely change the character of it, and yet there the
tetrachordal melody remained all the same

!

Mr. Soutiigate.—I think I shall be expressing the feel-

ing of the meeting if 1 say with what pleasure and delight

we have heard the paper read, and how very suggestive it is,

and should be, to us all. It has been my duty (I think I may
say my privilege) to examine a great deal of music which
Dr. Pearce has written in that mode, mostly organ works,
and I have been struck with the very great skill he has
exhibited. He shows that these melodies are susceptible of

effective treatment. I may be perhaps pardoned for looking
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at (hem somewhat in the same way as one would look at the
old Aryan language ; its aeccn Is are feund in I In: ^peeeli of to-

day, some thousands of years after they were first uttered, and
j list so these old melodies still possess vitality. At a very early

age in the history of music, when, perhaps, we had link- more
than a scale, these were gradually built; tlicv were s 1 i I ; i c n : i

i

c

to express the sentiments of those who uttered them, and
sung them, and invented them. Though music has advanced
with very great strides, and we have gone from period to
period in the gradual developing and extending progress of
the art, still these curious old archaic melodies continually
crop up; we find them still useful, still to he admired for

their inherent truth, I think I may say, and always ready to
have a fresh face put upon them. With regard to that very
charming and beautiful slow movement from Dr. Fearce's
trio, I believe there we have something entirely novel. As
Sir George Grove pointed out, this is a somewhat new
subject; indued, there is something entirely li csh as to the

style of a work of that sort. Hitherto we have had such
themes treated on the organ, but Dr. Pearce has very skilfully

shown thai apait from organ work they are susn -pt.il >](_ of

delicate and very beautiful treatment from striiig instruments.

There you can get egressions of pathos which, of ounrse,

we cannot on the organ, because it is an instrument with-
out accent. In the little illustration from Luther's Hymn,
one of the phrases which Dr. Pearce introduced reminded
me very much of the opening of Gounod's "Nazareth."
Thn t again shows the ;;nd\ ins freshness of these old melodies.
Occasionally a great composer seizes them, then his fancy

" '
i, and something fresh is developed from them that

has been now, in fact, exhausted, but I think we are very
much indebted to Dr. Pearce for his very instructive and
most agreeable lecture, He has evidently been down
amongst the dead men, and has invited all young mcsicinns
to follow in hi* wake. 1 think that the best thing for a rising

musician is to go back and find the true and valuable source
of melody, which is the Only source really if you want to

compose works that will last. As regards the different little

motives that have been given to us tins evening, showing how
composers repeal themselves, perhaps some here, will re-

member a paper that I read, in which I brought forward
different c;;aiLSples showing how different composers have un-

consciously taken up phrases that had been previously used

—

of course it was done unintentionally. For instance, if [

take the Beethoven quintet, and the beginning of Mozart's
example, the last few notes are identical, and not only that,

but you have the soothing character of the melody, so that
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anyone who has ever heard these two themes is immediately

Mr. Southgate.—Would you allow me lo remark in con-
tinuation of what Mr. Osborne has said, that the phrase he
has referred to has a very singular habit of cropping up. I

know of two or three ways in whirh it occurs— for instance,

in the third line of the Prince Consort's tune "Gotha." the
third fine of that is identical with a portion of • liatti, Haiti."

Of course 1 do not accuse the Prince Consort of copying
Morart.it is an accident.

The Ctu:RMAS*.—The fact is. there is no such thing as
exhausting the old ani sometime*' much abused diatonic

scale," For instance. 1 think Sir George Grove has himself
given us an instance of the unexpected introduction of the
interval of the octave, which of course is familiar to many of

you in the practice o! counterpoint. What is that f It seems
to me to be but the ornamental repetition by the composer of

the same sound. Wanting to avoid the repetition of the
exact note, he dips to the octave and back again. It is a

1, and does not vitiate or qualify the phrase in

had assisted with illustrations were carried unanimously,
which Dr. Pearce briefly acknowledged.)



Mr. G. A. OSBORNE
In the Chair.

March 7, 1887.

KEY COLOUR.

By Edmund Whomes.

Before commencing my paoer on key colour, T would ask
you to bear in mind that the instruments I refer to are those
with keys—i.e., pianofortes ami organs either pipe or reed.

In saying this, I am not allowing that " colour " will enable
anyone to name the key played in by an orchestra, because,
without perception of pitch this canno! he dune ; hut the

fact is, I know very little, and with regard to ,1 very huge
majority, absolutely nothing of any instrument escep: keyed
instruments. I feel I am quite safe in arguing :':uin this

standpoint, because there must be at least fifty pianos to any
one instrument of any other kind that can be mentioned.
Key colour is rather a vague term for the characteristics

said to belong to certain keys. I remember once hearing of

a lady and gentleman who visited one of our good concerts,

but left very disappointed and dissatisfied because Madame
Norman-Neruda walked on to the stage just like anyone
else, whereas she was down in connection with " Op. 25,

"

And this particular lady and gentleman said, when explain-
ing what they had seen, " she might have tried to do it in 25
hops, although we don't believe she could, the stage was too
wide." I do not suppose that gentleman is here. If he were,
however, he would probably say of my paper on key colour,
" there wasn't even a brush, let alone any colour "

; but as I

understand the subject, I think key colour, or scale colour, is

give tone or colour to a song or a piece. Some keys are

said to be bright, others sombre ; some full, others thin ;

une i^asiv.ill-.ie, another feminine ; for these difleiv:; t shades
of key expression, I do not think a more appropriate term
than " key colour " can he found in our vocabulary.

It is admittedly a difficult subject to explain, Theorists

account for it by saying equal temperament causes it ; that

by going into the scale mathematically, it can be proved
that all keys are out of tune ; that in tuning, a tuner takes
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C, say of 170 vibrations—his D should be 301 ; E, 339*9 ;

F, 360'!
; G, 403*4 ;

A, 453-8 ; B, 509*4 ; C, 540. In other
words, the second should be flat; third, sharp; fourth,

sharp; fifth, flat; sixth, sharp; and seventh, sharp. He
then proceeds to tunc in octaves, which arc supposed to be
perfect. These inequalities of the scale are said by theorists

to materially assist in giving " colour " to keys ; but tuners
vary, so do pianos, and no rule can be laid down as to any
exact ratio.

Professional men argue from another standpoint altogether.

As a rule, they give no reasons whatever ; but quote a
few well known works—well known choruses or solos,

cither vocal or instrumental. They will quote " Beethoven's
Symphony" and the "Funeral March" in C minor;
" Hallelujah Chorus " for D ; the " Heavens are telling," C
major; "See the conquering Hero," G, and so on. Pro-
fessional men express great surprise, and appear almost to

doubt the sanity of anyone who admits his inability to hear
anything of key colour. One or two professional men have
spoken on the subject to me. One I met in Great Marl-
borough Street. In speaking of writing music, he said, " if

ever you write waltzes, or tilings of a light nature, always
write in flat keys." " Why ? " " Because there are orna-

ments and embellishments to be obtained in flat keys quite

unattainable in sharp keys." I naturally asked him to

mention a sharp key not possessing anything possessed by
a flat key, but the question was evaded ; and as a test as to

how far his notions of key colour would carry him, I asked,
" Could yov. tell r.".e whether I played in a flat or sharp key
without looking at the piano ? " " Certainly." " Could you
tell me whether I played in six sharps or six flats?" " Most
decidedly I could. I could sit in one room, you in another
with the piano, and 1 should see every note in the proper
key as you played, in the eye of my imagination."

Although it is staled in one of Xovu!lo*s Priineis thai G? is

soft and rich, and F£ is brilliant and clear, I do not expect

any one in this room to say they can (without looking at

the copy) tell i;ie, or any one eke, whether a piece is being
played in FJ or G>. Another professional man, in speaking
to me on I Ins subject, declared tin; peculiarities of each key
to be most clear to him. I immediately walked to. the

piano, and as I struck a few chords, said, " in which key am
I playing?" After some consideration, he told me the

harmonics rang out so clearly that the fundamental notes

were veiled to such an extent he could not distinguish

the key. Gentlemen, ! am thankful to say my ear is not so

sensitive ;o harmonic influence as his.

Another professional man told me I was thrashing a dead
horse, that colour always had, and always would exist, and
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that I was not man enough to shake it, let alone show
musical people it did not exist. I asked this gentleman if he
could tell me whether I played in six flats or six sharps. His
reply was, "By the character of the piece I could tell you
which you ought to be in." You must all admit that this is

backing up my view:;, for it is obvious that in this j,'i:n tin-

man's view the piece gives character to the key, not the key
gives character to the piece. I have been told my foolish

ideas respecting key colour arise from inexperience, that

being a young man accounts for my odd views—in fact, I

have had enough uncomplimentary and sneering remarks
made to cause many men to hide their views from every
one—but until I am proved to be wrong, I feel justified in

saying I am right.

I now turn to a name known to most of us—Lussy, the
author of Novella's twenty-fifth Primer. He says, " It would
be well if composers gave more attention to the characteristic

qualities of different keys. Classical composers attach

much importance to this." He goes on to say, " An air may
be sung in a key, not being the original key, without losing

its identity; but it is not the less true that cultivated

musicians can recognise and distinguish one key from
another ea 1 t peculiar quality of

piano flat keys are softer than sharp keys. The cause of
this is equal temperament—i.e., it is the compromise which
tuners adopt so as to replace by one single chromatic note
the two enharmonic notes which theoretically and prat (it ally

exist between any major second. The flats for some time
past have been correctly tuned, of course throwing more wolf
into sharp keys. A>, D?, and are sweet and almost
effeminate, whilst E and B are hard and harsh."

The first thought that struck me on reading this has no
doubt occurred to some of you. At1

, D!>, and GB are sweet
and effeminate. H and B arc hard and harsh. Four flats,

five flats, and six flats are soft and effeminate ; four sharps
and five sharps are hard and harsh. Where is the key
having six sharps? If four, five, and six flats are soft enough
to be termed effeminate, surely four, five, and six sharps are
hard enough to be called masculine. But no doubt it occurred
to the author of this very interesting and otherwise in-

structive work, that as Gl? and Ffl are identical in every
sense, except signature and names of the notes, he could not
get people to take that without a large portion of salt—in

other words, to say FJt is masculine and Gt> feminine
(especially when we remember that in Novello's sixteenth
Primer it states that E7 is the masculine key andA minor is [In:

tender womanly key) would not quite go with thinking

people. So Lussy leaves F3 out. But he has said quite
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enough to show the remarkable diversity of opinion in two
men standing high in the musical world. Lussy says, if you
were to play a piece in Eff that was written in EH, you
would find it gain in sweetness in some parts and iose

energy in others. I can tel! you, Ladies and Gentlemen,
that unless you have perception of pitch, you cannot tell

one from the other, and even if you have perception of pitch,

you cannot tell unless the instrument is tuned very closely

to the pitch you arc accustomed to. No doubt m:iny here
are thinking I am wrong, but as the proof of a pudding lies in

the eating, so the proof of perception of colour lies in your
being able to tell the key being played in on each of, say,

three or four different pianos tuned to different pitches. But
more of this later on. Lussy also says " there are people
who can tell the name of a single note struck on a piano,

let the pitch be whatever it may."
Wonderful men have preceded us in the world, men who

had not one-twentieth part of the advantages we have—no
schools of music, no mst nut'.e.Mts— whether permission or wind
—to compare with those we have; no such opportunities
of getting works performed as we have—men to whom even
the most aspiring cannot hope to be anything but as a tiny

twin'dir.j; star is to the sun. So of those who have joined
the great majority I say nothing, but I most unhesitatingly do
say, there is no one here, or in London, or elsewhere, who
can name a single note on a piano the pitch of which is

unknown to him.
Lussy goes on to say, "Flats arc correctly tuned at the

expense of sharps." If there is a tuner here, I ask: Is

there one key on a piano correctly tuned, let alone all those
having flats ?

I now come to a sentence in this Twenty-fifth Primer full

to the brim of importance. " To be able to tell by the ear"

—

mark that ; " to tell the key, by the ear, in which a piece is

being played, is a faculty of the rarest, most essentially

spontaneous and artistic; it is difficult to acquire even with
the most methodical and persevering practice." This I

firmly believe
; in fact, 1 doubt whether the power to name

a key with certainty can ever be acquired ; if it could, how
is it we meet with so few having that ability ? If asked what
per cent. I thought had " pitch," I should say one, certainly

not more. Of professional people possibly ten per cent.,

but not one of those could name a key if the pitch was, say,

a tone below or above. There are, of course, many pro-

fcsEior.al people havhij; rclati\ e pitch, \r.tl this is vcrv different

to absolute pitch. Relative pitch can be acquired, but
absolute pitch, I think, is a great gift, a gift that cannot
be over valued by those who have it, and the value cannot
be estimated by those who have it not. -A man having
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absolute pitch has relative pitch also. He can teach with
less menial strain than another, and, excepting fin fini;i ri

,

he can teach as well, or better, walking about or even in tin:

next room than another not having that gift, even though he
gives the very closest attention; he can sing any interval

without mental effort or chance, of making a wrong note ; he
can learn to play an instrument, perhaps with the aid of a
cheap instruction book, and play in tune, whilst another is

struggling on under difficulties quite unknown to him who has
perception of pitch. These are only a few of the advantages,
but they are not properly valued or even understood. An
exhibition organist will speak of an ordinary church organist
as a church grinder—the great gift of accompanying is of no
value to the exhibition player— and a church organist will

speak of the other as an exhibition firework maker—the
rapid execution is of no value to the church organist ; one
neither appreciates the gift nor cares to understand the secret

of success of the other.

So it is with pitch, absolute and relative. A uv.ui having
relative pilch does not understand or appreciate the gifts of
the man having absolute pitch ; he has not the gift and
generally says be does not want it. But he who has pitch,

absolute pitch, has relative pitch also, and it is rrmarkaike
how many times a relative pitch man can be caught
tripping the other: the reverse of this—never. But to return

to Lussy. He is not alone i;-; saying the gift of distinguishing

keys is rare, exceedingly rare
;
yet almost every one tells you

key colour is plainly observable. Ninety-nine per cent, will

tell you they hear and understand key colour—then how is it

the ability to name a key is so rare ? There :;re two sides

to a question generally. If the ability to hear a " remarkable
difference" in keys, say masculine and feminine, is so

general, how is it that even on a person's own piano it is

most unusual to find one able to distinguish between F
and FJf; but many can between F and BP, although those
keys are said to eiosely resemble each other. Why is this ?

Because F and FJf, being only a semitone apart, are too
near for any, except those having pitch, to lic-ar any dilleivnet:

in, although, from a colourist's point of view, the difference

in character is great ; but when we get to F and descend
to 1*5 1 should say one would have a diiiicuily in finding

anyone who would not notice a great difference, in fact,

in most cases a must nab'-fiil diilerence — yet these two
keys arc said to be much alike. I feel you must admit this to

be a fact. I have never heard anyone say they have any
difficulty in bearing the brightness of sharp keys and the

mellow, sympathetic effect of Hat keys (except the gentleman
referred to, who spoke of w.iltKCfi in flats), and I have never
met anyone who can tell me the key I play in unless the
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piano is very near Philharmonic pitch, and then only those
who have the sift of absolute pitch. Suppose I gave each
of you a copy of a piece to read as I played, and I chose to
play a half tone up or down, how many would know I was
doing so ? Only those who have perception of pitch. I

shrill In 1 pleased to endeavour to prove this to any who are
desirous of proof on some future occasion. It is said by
culijiifisls thai eel run does not exist in vocal music. A vocal
quartet in li? would not he masculine in effect, although it

might he suriir li\ four male voices. Nor would a quartet
for female voices in A minor be feminine in character. The
difficulties in naming a key, whether the music is vocal or
instrumental, are exactly alike

—

i.e., a person who could not
name a key in which instrumental music was being played
could not name the key of a vocal quartet, and he who could
not name the key of a vocal performance could not do so
were the performance instrumental. Yet professional men
will tell you colour exists m instrumental music and not in

vocal; but"colour" tells them no more in one case than in

the other. Is not this a distinction without a difference?

It appears* to me their position is the same in either case,

then why the distinction? What explanation can he offered

for this?

1 now desire to draw your attention to amateurs. They
can hear it, and are anxious to say so too. They think it

would be admitting ignorance if they could not talk of bine
keys, scarlet keys, mournful keys, joyous keys, arid many ollurr

peculiarities. Hut lake their Siirn-.uudmgs. Look at the piano,

perhaps one good one for mamma and the eldest daughter ; but
the children, what have they ? Ar; old worn-out box of rattles,

possibly a few strings off, hammers cut through, centres
worn, and perhaps moif -eaten ; sucker hinges worn, levers

cut, keys rattling, and heads worn ; lessons paid for, possibly
at the rate o£ sixpence per hour. Manv amateurs possess
pianos of this description, and their children are taught as
explained, yet these people will talk to you of the peculiar

effects of different keys, and in turn the young ones add their

testimony as to the charaeleristics- of different keys, although
if anything could he calculates.', to desttoy any knowledge of
timbre or pilch, it would he the instruments on which many
receive their musical education. During a tedious railway

journey I once met an amateur who said it was one of the
easiest things in the world to name a key being played in, or
any single note struck on a piano or sounded in any other

way. I must say this man had no idea of my being in any
way interested in music, and 1 did not tell him. 1 asked him
how was it .so eas;y to him when most people found a difficulty.

" All you have to do is to associate any given sound with a

colour. If you hear D, call it red; if you hear A, call it
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brown ; if E, call it old gold. If you hear Bl>, call it green
;

if F, pale green ; if E|j, olive green, and soon." I said :
" I

have heard of key 1 colour,' that must be what the term
means ? " " Precisely." " Could you name a key by the
;issoci;ition of colours with pieces you have already heard ?

"

" Oh, yes, with absolute certainty."

I said I was sorry there was no instrument at hand by
which I could have proof of what he was saying. He then
said, " I always carry proof with me," and he produced a
chromatic pitch pipe. You all know the construction and
working of these useful little things, it will therefore lie un-
necessary far me to explain them. Before Ik; had tiiiio to

look at it to see the note it would give if blown, I said

:

11 Don't look at it, pop it into your mouth, blow, and tell me
the colour of the note." 11 Pale Green, P." I asked the colour

of D. " Red," said he. I told him he had got his colours
mixed, the note blown was a red one, and hadn't a particle

of green about it. "Oh dear no, look at this" (the chromatic
pipe). I said, there was no need for me to look at it, if he
would look that was all that was necessary ; he looked and
saw proof that his colours were mixed. I could relate
dozens of similar anecdotes did time allow. I could tell you
of amateurs who say they know every note on a piano,
and can tell if anyone plays only " half a note " out, and one
who told me she liked my playing because I kept such good
time—to use her own words, 1 kept lime to the minute; but
all tell you key colour is plainly observable.

Theorists It'll you equal li:ui| it-nunr:',! explains key colour,

and will show, by IVu'iircs. how many vibrations per second
each interval tlillrrs hum a just interval. My reply to this is,

no two tuners tune alike, and, more than that, no one tuner
can tune two pianos alike ; if he tuned two pianos in unison
the results would not be exactly together. Leverage will not
account for the great difference said to exist between sharps
and flats, because six sharps and six flats, seven sharps
and five flats, seven flats and five sharps are respectively
identical. Added to this, if my imagination were half as

fertile as many colourists, I should i;ay, suppose sharps had
never been thought of, and flats had been the only signa-

ture, our tonics, E, A, and D, would be F>, B5i>, and
respectively eight, nine, and ten Hats. No one can deny that
after the difficulty of learning a piece written in ten flats

was overcome, the result of it would be our Dfl.

Professional men give examples from well known works
as proof of colour. Yet " Pop goes the Weasel," or ilasie

to the Wedding " will be as danceable in C as in any other
key. The Dead March is in C, but there are reasons why
no other key woidd be so suitable as C for that March on
modern organs.
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B> is by some said Co be a sombre key. Pauer says it is

open, frank, clear, and bright. Edwardcs says it is remark-
able fur nothing save its dulncss. Robert Sutton, in a most
useful little book called "The Elements of the Theory of
Music," says is the balance between strength and rich-

ness. In fact, unless two men have pu; their heads toother
—so to speak- you cannot get two opinions alike as to the
peculiar characteristics said to belong to each key. Key
colour is very beautiful in theory, it does very well to talk

about to the masses, but to practical minds it is all nonsense.
If a man can transpose he can play a piece on a piano and
no one except those possessing pitch can give the slightest

idea of the key, and those having that gift must bargain for

the pitch of the piano to be within quarter tone of Phil-

harmonic pitch, or they will fail. If a piano is tuned
C 509-4 or 480-8, the key C is still the key having neither

sharps nor Hats, G would still be one sharp and F one flat,

and so on. The seconds on a piano tuned C 480 will be
flat, thirds sharp, fourth sharp, Isftli flat, sixth, sharp, seventh
sharp, and eighths perfect, exactly the same as on a piano
tuned C 540, or Contentinal 5r7 ; and given three pianos,

tuned respectively to the pitches mentioned, I am ready to

undertake to play two or three pieces anywhere to prove
what I have said. Many people will tell you, on failing to

name a key, that the effect is only felt when playing them-
selves. This is no doubt correct, and a professional man
would have no difficulty in naming a key if he could catch
a glimpse of the keys. If he has "pitch" or even relative

pilch, just one note being struck that lie could see would be
sufficient to enable hiin to name the key, and as these are
undoubtedly facts, who can say and prove key colour to

exist ? Suppose a man said be could read music ; as a test

you get two copies each of two pieces, one of each you give
to the pianist, the others you give to the man who said he
could read. The pianist commences playing which he
chooses. The man under examination listens and looks

at his two copies, and then says, " Let me see his copy—just

a glimpse of the name will be enough." What is the
natural inference ? Why, the man cannot read—he only
fancies he can. I once had a boy in my choir who said

he could not sing a note without music ; but it made no
difference whether his music was the right way up or not,

or even whether it was another chant or not. Is not
this the position of the colourist ? He really believes lie

hears and feels the peculiar mourn fulness or joyousness of

Certain keys when he plays, and were he given a piece in,

say, D, to read through, as another played in D \>, my belief

is be would feel the effect of D. In several cases I have
proved this. There is another thing to be mentioned
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in connection with tuning—i.e., the absolute impossibility

of tuning some pianos at all. I could take you to pianos
by Broadwood, Collard, Kirkman, Erard, and dozens of

other makers, that no man breathing can tune, pianos that
have no sweet keys, simply because none are in tune. I

could take you to instruments on which there are notes,

single notes, that cannot be timed. Single strings having
beats, beats as perceptible in the one string as though you
had two vibrating, one three or four vibrations per second
faster than the other. If one string beats, how can you
tunc another to it, or, where a piano is trichord, if each
of three strings beat singly, how will they be when altogether ?

Then consider the usual school pianos, a pianette, an instru-

ment with a fairly good treble, bad middle, very little tenor,

and no bass whatever. Take the ordinary pianette, most
of them have so bad a bass that a kick at a water-butt
would produce quite as much tone, yet these pianos are all

supposed to have " colour,"
It gives me great pleasure to say I have persuaded my

friend Mr. Crook to give us a couple of violin solos. After
the solos I will play a few bars of five different pianoforte
pieces that are well known. I ask each of you to make a
note of the key in which you think each piece is played. I

believe there are a few present who have the gift of
absolute pitch, and more who have relative pitch. I must
ask each one of you not to communicate his idea of the key
to anyone else. The best way is to write

—

1. Ballade and Polonaise.
2. Mazurka.
3. Mozart's Piano Concerto.
4. Beethoven's Sonata.

5. Beethoven Concerto.
6. Mendelssohn.
7. William Tell.

As I play, write down the key you feel each number to be hi.

If each keeps his own impressions iu himself, wu shall, I

think, get different opinions as to the effect, and our Chair-

man will tell you afterwards who are right and who wrong,
for he will know the keys I really do play in.

I have no more to say, except that I sincerely hope that a
good discussion may follow, not confined to p;e:uleuicu only,

for this sulv'cct is quite as interest in-; to Indies as to gentle-

men, and they are in every vai' as able lo give an oph'.ion

on it as we are. I believe my paper has taken longer than
is usual with you, but trust the importance of getting at the

truth in this matter will he sufficient excuse. I now ask Mr.
Crook if he will kindly play No. 1 on the list.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Charles Stephens.—Before proceeding to this test I

think thorn is one thing of which we ought to be assured,
and that is that no deception is to be practised with regard
to the pianoforte. 1 only go upon the basis of absolute pitch,

and I should lie .sorry to be [>ut to shame by saying that you
are playing in the key of B when, through the piano not
being at the proper pitch, it is nominally in the key of C.

Mr. Whomes.— I am not prepared to say that the piano is

Philharmonic pitch, or any particular pitch. If key colour
exists it does not matter what the pitch of the piano may be.

Mr. Stephens.—But in the other point of view, as one
having the gift of absolute pitch, . I should be sorry to be
convicted of an apparent fault in this matter by the fault of
the piano.

Mr. Whomes.—But I do not say it would be a fault in
your case. I should make the same arrangement were I

sitting there and you here. I should use words to the same
effect ; but if key colour exists it docs not at all matter.
Mr. Stephens.—I know my result will be in accordance

with my notions of pitch, and they will be correct throughout.
Mr. Whomes.—I take it for granted they will be.

The Chairman.—Before we proceed to hear these different

fragments of pieces of music which you will have to decide

on, I think it is right we should first offer our thanks to Mr.
Whomes for the very charming lecture he has given to us.

We may get so enamoured of this discussion that wc may, if

it is prolonged, forget that wc have a duty to perform of
thanking him, and, therefore, I propose that it should be done
at once. I am very glad to find that there is a key in music
which I am very fond of, the key of A minor, which has
been called, very appropriately I think, a womanly key, and
being a womanly key it must be exceedingly charming. Now
we shall proceed, and I believe I am to see that Mr. Whomes
is perfectly loyal in wli;it he is ixoia^ lo (,'lvl* us.

Mr. Whomes.—My idea is not that none of you will be
able •'• till ih:- kr y. bi.: <::..: :« ::.[:::• I lilerer.t effects

that certain keys have on different people, and simply to

break clown the rule that one key is sombre and another is

The various pieces enumerated at the close of the paper
were then played. At the conclusion the audience were
requested lo name the keys, which they did ns follows: -

No. t Mr. Stephens gave as being in G minor ; No. 2 was
named by several persons as being in G major ; No. 3 w.is

given by several as in Bb, and by some as A. Mr. Stephens
put it in A. No. 4 was put in E, and by one person in F

;

No. s, C minor and B minor.
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Mr. Stephens said he did not make a. memorandum of

that, but it was not in C minor ; No. G, A by several persons,
or some in Bb ; No. 7, E, and by some in F.
The Chairman then read out the keys in which they were

played as follows:—The Ballade and Polonaise the original

key as printed and published in G minor, but it was played
m'C; minor.

Mr. \\ homes.— 1 he violin played in the original key being
tuned half a tone sharp.

No. 3 was played in G on the violin and Gt on the piano
;

No. 3, B>; No. 4, F; No. 5, C minor; No. 6" Bp ; No. 7, F.
Mr. Stephens.—Now you see, Mr. Chairman, in every

case I am exactly one semitone below the fact, and Dr.
Vincent is precisely the same as myself, and, therefore, 1

unhesitatingly say the pianoforte is half a note fiat. If I had
been listening to a piano at standard pitch I should have
been right throughout.
Mr. Whomes,—You are right absolutely, but the piano is

wrong.
Mr. Gilbert.—Although 1 have not the power of absolute

pitch I was exactly the same as Mr. Stephens and Dr.
Vincent in each case. They go by absolute pitch, but I go
on a system of key colour.

Mr. Stephens.—Permit me to call attention to the simple
fact that in every one case I made no variation. If I had
varied at all, if I had been sometimes a semitone below, and
sometimes above. I should llicu hnvc been convicted of lx im;

in error, but it is not so. Throughout the pieces I have
been one semitone lower than the actual notes played,
therefore I unhesitatingly say (if any one present has a

tuning fork they will be able to verify it) that the pianoforte

is not up to pitch.

Mr. Gilbert.— I have no right to speak on this occasion,
not being a member ; but if you will allow me 1 shall be
very pleased to give you the result of some experience. 1

am not possessed of the faculty of absolute pitch, but I have
the faculty of key colour, and hence it was rather a
surprising fact to me that I was just as Mr. Stephens is

with regard to the keys of these pieces. It seems a remark-
able thing that I should have guessed these pieces, and
guessed them exactly. It must be some intuilive perception
which I have always been taught to consider as key colour

(which I think should be understood as a quality apart
entirely from absolute pilch), which is mi in here nl properly
of each particular scale viiich causes it to ier.d itself ;o lite

expression of certain characteristics and feelings of the
human mind. When I say entirely apart, I think I am a
little in error, because a third or a fourth, or anything less

than half a tone, would make such a great difference that I
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do not think we could then depend upon the colour. A few
days since I had the honour of reading a paper on some
peculiarities of musical organisation. Mr. Whomes was the
first gentleman who put a conundrum to me at the end of my
paper as to the difference between Fg and GS\ Now, I

think he generalises too much. He speaks of Gi? and FJ!

with regard to the pianoforte. Now, I maintain that, if you
keep to the pianoforte alone, between F£ and GS there is

certainly no difference, but 1 will ask any gentleman who
has composed whether he feels the keys that he may remove
to be precisely the same when he composes in FJ that he did
when he composes in G>, and that not being the case, his

feeling of the removal from the key should be somewhat
different. It gives a certain character to the key of Gtl,

which is not obtainable from the key of FJ(. Again, if we go
further and take string instruments, would not a violinist put
his third finger usually on the Gl> on the third string

and the second finger on FJ ? I think that is a sufficient

answer to the difference between G^ and Fjf. If key colour
exists I think that probably the pianoforte is the instrument
upon which we should find it first of ail, because of (he

different leverages, and next because of the different lengths

of our fingers, and next because of the tuning. We all

know that singers arc taught to sing to the pianoforte, and
we all know that in playing the violin and other stringed
instruments, if you want to get a brilliant key, you must
write for those keys where the dominants come in in
harmonics, if you write in the key of A you get the open
strings; if you write in C you get open strings; if you
write in F you get one open string, but I do not think you
very often use that open string. Consequently, all key* are
brilliant on the violin which have open strings with their

natural harmonics, the octaves and twelfths. and A?
would In; both very sombre. As 1 said before, I do not
dogmatise on llu: matter at all, but I have a certain feeling

that I think may be allied to key colour.

Mr. Stephens.—There are two classes of key colourists,

I believe I may say. There are those who hold that key
colour is an inherent property in keys, and there are those
who hold that it is the result of an endeavour to tune in equal
temperament. Now, with the former class of colounsts,
those who believe that it exists inherently in music, I can
sympathise, in so far as I acknowledge that the higher
a sound goes the more brilliant it is. From the very lowest
to the highest we have continually increasing brilliancy,

arising, no doubt, from the increased number of vibrations.
Therefore, to a certain extent, there is a colour in keys,
in so far as the higher one is more brilliant than the
lower ; but with the other class, those who attribute it all to
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temperament, they definitely assign characteristic attributes

to various keys. They are described in books as rich, mild,

sober, contemplative, doleful, solemn, grand, gay, sprightly,

unassuming, gentle, delicate, beaming, charming, religious,

penitential, gloomy, golden, warm, sunny (it does not say
anything about moonshine in this particular case), mournful,
grave, majestic, meek, pensive, melancholy, keen, piercing,

bold, vigorous, comma in lini;, plaintive, :i\vful, dull, noble,

mellow (it does not say whether that is in the opposite sense

of sober). Among these attributes are some of a very high
character indeed, as majestic, pensive, and so on, and can
we for a moment suppose that such distinct characteristics,

instead of arising from any inherent property in the key, are

simply the result of the tuner tuning those notes unequally?
You cannot for a moment suppose that such grand character-

istics as arc claimed for these keys arise simply from the

bunglings of the tuner. It is simply impossible to vindicate

such a position as that, and I think colourists who pretend
to this kind of thing should be put to a very severe test

indeed. The "Dead March in Saul " has been spoken of as
in the key of C, which is one of the brilliant keys, and yet

Handel, who knew what he was about, wrote this, not only in

a brilliant key, but it is a remarkable fact that throughout the
whole composition, with the exception of the close in D minor,
every chord throughout the whole work has a major third.

When you admit, as everybody must, that the " Dead
March " of Handel is most deeply impressive, and goes to

the hearts of the listeners, and at the same time Haydn
wrote the brilliant chorus, "The heavens are telling," in

precisely the same key, what is the commonsense of talking

about the characteristics of the key when you find two
works so entirely opposite in ciiaracter written in exactly

the same tonality? Now, as wc are dealing with funeral

marches, we do not find the key of C prescribed, for Chopin
has written a splendid one in Bt> minor, and Beethoven one
in At» minor, but he did not stick to that in the " Eroica "

Symphony, in which he wrote one in C minor. Mr. Edwards
says that Bl> is remarkable for nothing but its duluess.

\ suppose the gentleman who wrote that never heard
Beethoven's Symphony in B>, for the last movement at any
rate has an amount of hilarity that is perfectly astounding.

in the finale to that Bt> Symphony of Beethoven's in the key
which Mr. Edwards says is remarkable for nothing but dul-

ness. Another writer, Bombet, says the key of B? is least

interesting of any. Ii has not sufficient fire to render it

majestic and grand, and is too dull for song. I suppose
he never heard the song of "Rejoice greatly, from "The
Messiah," which is almost too hilarious for an oratorio
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composition, but that is in the very dull key of Ih'j. Again,
wc find that is the key in which the " Adelaida " of Beethoven
is so beautifully set, and there is no dulness in that compo-
sition surely. How absurd to say that it is not fit for song I

The key of E 1

? has somehow become associated in our minds
with hunting choruses, probably because they arc very often
accompanied by the horn, and the key of i. • is a good key for

horns. Yet this is precisely the key in which Handel wrote
that most touching air •'

l ie was despised." At the same
time, to show that it is not capable of only one phasis, we
find also that the finale to Beethoven's " Les Adieux,
Tabsence, et !e retour," one of the most hilarious movements,
is also in the key of Et». The finale of Weber's Concerto in

K?, which is also suggestive of hilarity, is also in this

same key. I have shown you that a composition of the
most tender and touching character can be written precisely

in the same key as one of the most hilarious. Let us come
to that of A minor, which Horn bet has spoken of as plaintive.

Mr. Bombet ought to have heard Mendelssohn's Saliarello,

the last movement in the " Italian " Symphony, but he un-
fortunately had not an opportunity of hearing that, as he
died before it was written. I think that in this discussion
scincliinet the word;; sharp or )lat are calculated to mislead
us, because the word sharp seems to indicate something
acid, something piercing, whilst flat seems to indicate some-
thing dull ; but in reference to the names of musical notes it

has no such signification whatever. We simply call a
certain note B"7 to distinguish it from B natural, and I wish
to point out that the meaning of sharps and flats refers to

pitch, and not to the character of any notes; that, while we
climb on the left hand the order and cycle of keys, all we
have to do is to pursue our investigation on the oilier hide,

and then the very keys yon call Hat ate shan; keys. We
begin with C, go on to D, A, li, li, F{, and Cjt, G5, D*, Afc,

lijf, and, lastly, IS-, and so we have made them all sharp
keys. It is a matter of expediency to call notes by different

names, and if we start, in traveling, backwards, wc call those

we have hitherto called sharps, flats. There is no difficulty,

in my mind, with regard to the word " sharp " or " flat," it

docs not import character, if merely indicates pitch. 1 wish
to make a very brief summary of my remarks, which is to
this effect, that the character of a work rests on the genius

of the composer, and not on the particular key in which he
writes ;

secondly, as a corollary to that, I would say that the

whole range of keys is ope:; to the composer for whatever
particular phasis of thought he desires to present.

Mr. Whomes.—May 1 just say one word in reference to a
very strange coincidence, vi/.., that Mr. G ubert wrote down
the same notes that Mr. Stephens had written down. In the
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first place, it cannot Lie key colour, because he was clean away
from the key every time—half a tone too low. Mr. Stephens
was perfectly right as far as l'hilhamion ic pitch yo-':;. I

should have done precisely the same thing ; but Mr. Gilbert
was wroiifi in ill is case, and must be iviiii:» if lit' says colour

has anything to do with il, liecausc t ho culoai" (if C and Cj
arc suppose-.! to be entirely diiFcrcnl. I should say the fat I

of Mr. Gilbert writing down those same keys that Mr.
Stephens wrote down was owing to relative pitch ; he heard
the violin tuned, and according to the violin he was quite

right. I should think that his car retained the pitch of
tht: violin, and from that he took the keys. That is relative

pitch.

Mr. Gilbert.— I am much obliged to you for giving me
credit for a power I did not know 1 possessed before.

Mr. Sodthgate.— I take it those who agree with key
colour think it only exists on the pianoforte and instruments
of that nature, and the reason given is probably the corrctt

one, the imperfection of tuners. I do not understand that

they allege it to exist in the violin or other orchestral

Mr. Gilbert.—Oh, yes.

Mr. Southgate.—Only so far as the open notes of the
fiddle, and open notes of tubes are concerned. I would
propose one new test, which might possibly, to a certain

extent, help to settle the matter. Supposing you were
to have two pianofortes of the same character, by the same
maker, one of them an ordinary pianoforte, let us say,

fitted with a transposing keyboard. It is asserted that

tuners have a predilection for certain keys, and that they
accommodate their intervals accordingly

;
""W supposing

we Uint.-d one pianoforte to I 'hiloanuonie pitch, and we
ask him to tune the other pianoforte to the French dia-

pason, or say to exactly a semitone below, and then, having

below the other. Then shift your mechanism of the trans-

posing pianoforte down one semitone, and of course the keys
of both would be found identically the same, or they should
do so. Supposing, then, the two performers, one on each
pianoforte, were to strike the notes together, the ear would
be able to detect whether there were any beats, showing
whether they were tuned exact:;- alike. By that means we
might arrive a; sonieihin;.' like an idea whether the tuning
was the difficulty in question, and had caused what is termed
key colour, or whether any actual difference existed between
the keys. I take it there must be some small difference

found between them.
Mr. Whomes.—There is another way which would not be

quite so much trouble. I have two pianofortes similar in
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power, tone, and condition : tune C 540 on both ; close one,
tune the other throughout—when finished, close it. Go to

the second piano, tune that from the C already tuned, when
finished, try them together : they will be found not in unison.

Showing tuners do not cause " key colour," simply because
they cannot tune twice alike.

(The chairman then put the vote of thanks, which was
carried unanimously, and also a vote of thanks to the

Chairman.)
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In the Chaib.

THE DOUBLE BASS.

By A. C. White.

Mr. Stephens.— Before the paper is read, I wish to make
a few observations on the discussion which ensued on the
very in teres! lag paper which was read ;it [lie lasL minting.
On that occasion Mr. Whomes challenged the audience, and
I accepted the challenge, to name the key nf every piece that

he played, the pianoforte being concealed from us. I put down
on paper, and read afterwards, the ki:y of every piece which
he played, as they appeared to me at least, and the Chair-
man, who had sat at the pianoforte, came afterwards to the
table and read out the key in which he had seen Mr.
Whomes play. In every case the key in which Mr. Whomes
had played on the pianoforte was a semitone higher than
the one I had named. Now I am very anxious that any
impression should be removed that I had been guilty of a
failure on that occasion. It was simply that Mr. Whomes
had, for the special purpose of his lecture, caused the piano-
forte to be tuned a semitone lower

;
consequently, 1 was

right in every instance, and Mr. Whomes has kindly come
here on this occasion to corroborate what I say, am: acknow-
ledge that, for the purpose of his lecture, he was obliged to
practise what, applied to w.y own panieidar case, would
appear a ik:i e];ti(i:i , ami lie will acknowledge, 1 believe, that

I was right in every instance as regards the true pitch, and
when a selection from a Concerto of Beethoven in C minor
was played, I said, not in C minor, but in B minor, and so it

proved. After several oi the .-i udiei-.ee were |;onc av.jiy, we
compared the pianoforte with another one in the room, and
found it was exactly what 1 have: said, half a tone below
pitch ; therefore, whatever the position may be with regard
to tone colourists, I wish to claim that 1 wns in every instance
correct in my judgment as to the key which was played.
Mr. G. A. Osborne.—As the Chairman on that occasion,

1 wish to say that every one who was present, 1 think, were
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all perfectly persuaded before they left the room that Mr.
Stephens was right.

Mr. Whomes.—I think Mr. Osborne and everyone in the
room knew that Mr. Stephens would have been right had the
pianoforte been tuned to concert-pitch, and the fact of his

naming the key a semitone below every time proves most
conclusively that he has the gift of pitch. That everyone
failed in naming the key in which 1 played on the piano
proves, I think, that key colour has no existence whatever.
The Chairman.— I think we need say no more about this,

except, although I was not present, I can answer for this,

that there is no man living who has a more accurate sense
of pitch than Mr. Stephens. I will now call on Mr. White
to read his paper on The Double Bass."

When I was first asked to read a paper on the double bass,

! hesitated, thinking I co:,:d not possibly make it sufficiently

interesting; but as I was informed that there had never
before been a paper read on the subject, I consented to do it,

trusting to your kind indulgence of my shortcomings. It is

not my intention in this lecture to attempt to describe the
history of stringed instruments, as that can be read by
anyone interested in the subject in a very elaborate work
written by Mr. G. Hart. All I need say is, that bowed
instruments were in a very primitive form and shape up to
the sixlcintli cniititry, and thai the groat Italian maker,
Gasparo da Said (who lived in 1550), was the first to raise

the manufacture of bowed instriiiinriits from a rude stale to

an art.

We read that even the ancient Hebrews had some sort of
a stringed instrument, a viol, which they used to sound with
the scratch of a horse-tail how ; and the fiddle which Nero
played upon while Rome was burning must have been a
very different instrument to anything we should call by that
name now. Mr Hart says that Gasparo da Salo and
Magini made many grand double basses

; these instruments
formed the stepping stone to Italian violin leaking, for they
were in use long before the first era of the violin, and the
number of basics at that time, compared with the violins, was
ten to one, a fact which tjoes far to prove that the bass was
the principal instrument then, and that the violin, which we
all naturally look upon as the most important of stringed
instruments, is only the great grandchild of the double bass.
The double bass is, as you are aware, the largest of

stringed ii'.sln:iiie:iis, producing sounds an octave lower
than those written, so that when the cello and bass play
together, as they usually do, the effect produced is the same
as when a passage is played in octaves on the piano. Sir

George Grove, in his Dictionary of M usic, says— in reference-
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to the double bass—" If the violin is the so-called leader of

the orchestra, the double bass is its foundation ; toil is given
the lowest part on which both harmony and melody rest."

All this can be read in books, but, as an exponent of

the double bass as played at the present time, 1 will now
proceed to tell you what I have gained by my own study of

the instrument.

The various methods of tuning and stringing the double
bass have ever been a great drawback lo this inr-triiinciit

;

undoubtedly it was originally mounted with three strings

only (as was the violin], but now the violin, viola, and
violoncello ha vi; four strings, ami arc invariably iuned in

fifths ; not so with the double bass, for we find a different

method of tuning in almost every country. In Italy, as in

England, we formerly used three strings tuned in fourths,

A, D, G. In France they tuned G, D, A, in fifths. In

Germany they have four strings tuned in fourths, E, A, D,
G. This is a very good system, localise the scale lies under
the hand without any need of shifting the position.

The French timing in fifths, G, D, A, necessitates shifting

at every scale. The Italian and English systems were the

same as the German, minus the low E ; basses with three

strings have undoubtedly more brilliancy, but now-a-days
the fourth string for orchestral playing has become a necessity,

since modern composers very frequently write for the lower

There was a very celebrated Italian double bass player

named Dragonetti, who came to London in 1754, and died
as recently as 1H46, aged 01—and thougl 1 1 t I ime
to London to join the musical profession, which I did in

1852, yet Mr. Howell, my master, who succeeded him as
principal at the Opera, and whom I have since succeeded,
used to tell mc many stories about his wonderful perfor-

mances on the double bass.

He was so hale and hearty almost up to the time of his

death, that at the age of 90 he headed the basses at the

Beethoven Festival at Bonn. I was told he tried various

ways of tuning and stringing his basses ; he ever, tried five

strings at one time. He was a wonderful executant, and in

the orchestra he always tuned bis three-stringed bass in

fourths, with A for his lowest note; and that remained for

many years the standard system in England. It had its

drawbacks, because we always had to inverl the low passages

and play them an octave higher, which produced a different

effect from that intended by the composer.
I was among the first to tune my A string to G, gaining

something by that ; but as time went on, and we had so

much modern German and French music to play—Berlioz,

Wagner, Brahms, and others following in their wake— I found
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it necessary to alter my system in order to fulfil my engage-

ment at the Kichtcr Concerts and add an additional string ;

and now that I have done so, I like it very much and find it

very effective at times. But when 1 got a German strung:

bass to see what I could do on it, I found that the strings

were so close together that when I played with any force,

they rattled and produced anything but musical sounds. I

therefore consulted Boullangier, the excellent instrument

maker in Frith Street, Soho, and he carried out my wishes
to the full extent, and I think that the result is in every way
satisfactory; the bridge I hail made very much broader, so

that the distances between the strings should be the same as

they were on the thrce-stniiL;<>il bass, giving plenty of room
for vibration ; the neck 1 had necessarily made larger in

priipovtidii. i ran thrrefore play ivilh as much force on ;uy

four strings as 1 could on three. When I had added the

fourth string, I found that E was not deep enough, as

frequently in Heel hove n's symphonies we find passages
written flown to Eb, as in the Kroica Symphony, and in the

Choral Symphony to double D often ; again, in the Pastorale

Symphony, we find even double C, this beir.g the lowest note

on the violoncello. I imagine Beethoven left it to the

basses to do the best they could with it, and all they could
do was to liven the passage and plav it an octave higher.

As this was the only instance I know of where the double C
was required, I decided to make D my lowest note, and,
when the C was wanted, to let the string down ; but it is

not very necessary, as it only occurs two or three times in

the whole Symphony— in the slow movement and towards the

end of the Finale. Mendelssohn, in "St. Paul " and " Elijah,"

has frequently written down to double D. Thus my bass
stands tuned DD, GG, D, G ; the double D being a very fine

note, having the vibration of its octave in addition to its

own sound. Since I have adopted this manner of tuning, 1

am glad to be able to say that many of our English bass
players have followed my example, and I believe in a few
years three-stringed basses will be as rare in orchestras as
four-stringed ones were formerly. Mr. Manns at the Crystal

Palace, and some other conductors, prefer to have in their

orchestras a mixture of three and four stringed basses. Often
I find a curious conglomeration of basses strung and tuned
in various ways. I cannot think this is good. Other con-

ductors stipulate for four strings only, irrespective of how
they are tuned. My idea is that all the basses should be

tuned in the same manner as the violin, viola, and violon-

cello" invariably are. I think it would be a good thing if

we could have a conference of double bass players and
composers to decide which is the best manner of tuning, as

music written for one system does not suit any other, hence
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the paucity of music written for this instrument. I have
myself just published a solo on the German air known as
" Im tiefen Keller," but unless the bass is tuned as I use it,

it could not be played except with great difficulty and
without effect. Another drawback to the study of the bass
is the great expense of providing an instrument, and then
when you have got it, you cannot carry it about with you,
and it involves much expense in porterage or cab hire. A
good enough violin might he. had for a few pounds, but you
cannot get even a second or third rate bass under at least

£10 or £15, and if a better class of instrument is required

£40 or £50 has to be paid.

I have four basses constantly in use at different places,

and I had to borrow this fine bass (a Montagnana) to bring
here to-day, as my others were all otherwise engaged. I

know of two fine basses at the present time lying idle at the

Royal Academy of Music ; these instruments would be im-
proved by being used, they do not wear out like pianos, but
improve by use and age ; there they are on the top of a cup-
board at the Academy. Now if the owner of these basses would
allow them to be used, he would confer a great boon upon us,

and would encourage students to learn to play upon them.
Formerly the double bass was a most popular ms'.rumimt

amongst amateurs ; the late Duke of Leinster, Sir Frederick
Halliday, Canon Rowden, and many others used to play
upon it, and double basses were at a premium. Now-a-davs
(here is very little sale for them. Mr. Howell's beautiful

Panormo bass (which during hi; life-time he valued at ^300)
was sold some time ago for ^68. Dragonetti was offered

^800 for his Gasparo (his favourite instrument], and he
refused it ; but I hope we shall again seethe day when basses

may be more appreciated than they are at present.

Independent passages for the double bass were unknown
until the nineteenth century, with rare exceptions; but
Haydn and Beethoven (who, by-the-bye, played the bass for

his own amusement) wrote for it independently.

Another point to which I should like to call your attention

is the shape of our bows. In most countries they use a
straight bow, resembling a violoncello bow, though shorter,

and held in the same way. The one we use is called the

Dragonetti bow ; originally the arch was very much greater
than it is at present, but Dragonetti improved it before the

end of his career, and as he left it so we use it and consider

it perfect.

Some think that the freedom of the wrist is impaired by
holding the bow as we do, but I beg to differ from them.
The action of the wrist is as free whether in the downward
or sideway movement, and the advantage 1 claim for our bow
is the greater amount of force procurable for the fortissimo
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passages. This percussion attack cannot be and is not so
loreiije will: tin; straight haw. Bottcsirii, tlx; (Anions artist

and double bass ->l;i who has been plavin;; solus on this

instrument all over the world, and in London quite recently,

similar to this our la straight bow), and tunes each string a

note higher, in order to obtain more brilliancy in the
harmonics, which are very brilliant on the double bass. I

consider it a lesson to any musician—vocalist or instru-

mentalist- to hear Bottusini play, his style, execution, and
phrasing btin.k' perfection. 1 should advise anyone who has
not heard liottesiai perform to take the first opportunity of

doing so. 1 do not think Dragonetti could ever have played
m the delicate manlier of liottesini—the former wen; m more
for volume of tone.

The double bass as a solo instrument is rarely heard, and
yet in the hands of a skilful performer it is capable of

producing most pleasing and sympathetic tones.

-I played a solo at Hereford a short lime ae;o, by rcrpu'st of

the Philharmonic Society there, and such a thing had never
before been heard in that city. The audience at first seemed
inclined to laue;b [they usually dol at the ponderous sounds,

and the gymnastics that f went through, but when 1 arrived

at the slow movement they began to feel it was not intended

Dragonetti with the bass, and Lir.dlev, his companion for

many years, with the cello, used to delight their audiences

with their accompaniments to the recitatives in the oratorios

and operas—now a thin;; of the past, for since Sir M. Costa

died, and the Sacred Harmonic Society passed into other

hands, the recitatives are accompanied on the organ in

oratorios, and with a quartet of strings at the opera.

In the former case the organ is so far from the singer thai

they are seldom together, and for my own part I think when
the recitatives were well done oil the violoncello and bass
the effect was much pleasanter to listen to. There are, how-
ever, various opinions on the subject.

I understand that whe:'. Beethoven's Choral Symphony
was first performed at the Philharmonic Society in London,
Dragonetti played the recitative and presto in the last move-

I do not know whether the other basses were unequal to

it, but now all the basses play it, or try to elo so, so \w have
advanced since those days. I wish, however, that bass

players would no! think, us so many do, that they require no
insti notion to enable them to play in an orchesfra. Many
that I see do not know how to hold the bass, how to finger,

or how to draw the bow across the strings properly, so as to

produce pure tone.
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Five-and-twenty years ago Sir M. Costa prided himself on
having in his orchestra some of the finest instruments in the
world, and players to match, and as they all (with one ex-

ception) tuned their basses in the same manner, the effect

was marvellously powerful and grand; now-n-days I have
seen in orchestras basses played cm which might have been
made by a villnge carpenter, and not worth thirtv shillings.

Since Madame Neruda made it fashionable for ladies to

play stringed instruments, several ladies have had even the

courage to try their hand at the double bass, and the re-

marks I previously made apply equally to them,
I am a Professor at the Hoyal Academy of Music and the

Royal Collir<.*<; of Music a:ui at several minor institutions, and
at the present time I have not a single pupil at either or any
of them.

Considering the bass is the foundation on which the fabric

of a composition is built, it is a pity more young men with
strong muscles do not study this grand instrument. It has
a healthy developing power, expands the chest, and
strengthens the muscles of the arm, and as a proof of the
longevity of bass players, we have Drngonetti playing up to

and over ninety, and at the present time I can name two
octogenarians still playing away, and, as far as 1 am
concerned, I have never had a day's illness since I joined
the profession, thitty six years ago, notwithstanding the late

hours, vitiated atmosphere, cold draughts, and exposure to

the cold after the intense heat of the rooms and opera houses
in which we work.

I will now tell you an anecdote of the great double bass

player. Dragnr.etti ; -At the age of eighteen he succeeded
Beiini as pnmo basso in the orchestra of the chapel belong'
ing to the Monastery of Sa:: Marco. Veuice. The pro-

curators of tl-.tr Monastery, wishing to show their 'nigh

appreciation of his worth, presented the youthful player with
a magnificent conlta bass by Caspaio da SaJit. which had
been made expressly for the convent ol St. i'etcr by the

famous Hres'ian maker.
Upon an eventful night the inmates of the Monastety re-

tired to rest, when they were awakened by deep rumbling
and surging sounds; unable to find repose while the-,e

noises rent the air, they decided to visit the chapel, and the
ne iri f :'.:ry to It. l"r i' luiiii.-: r .e s. i-icK 1" .line

; !(,;., id

ing each other with looks of mingled fear and curiosity, they

reached the chapel, opened 1 lis: door, and there stood the

innocent cause of their fright, Dominico Dragonetti, im-
mersed in the performance of some gigantic passage of a
range extending from the nut to the bridge, on his newly-

acquired Gasparo.
The monks stood regarding the youthful performer in
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amazement, possibly mistaking him for a second appearance
of the original of Tartini's " Sonata del Diavolo," his satanic
eiuljcsIv having substituted the contra bass for his violin.

Upon this instrument Dragonetti played at his chief

concert engagements, and though frequently importuned to

sell it by his numerous admirers, declined to do so, refusing

most tempting offers for his treasure. In his youthful days
he decided iliiit his cherished Gasparo should return to the

place from whence he obtained it—the Monastery of San
Marco'—and this wish was accordingly fulfilled by his exe-
cutors in the year 1846. It was felt by Dragonctti's friends

and admirers thai to consign the instrument on which he had
so often astonished and delighted them with the magic tones

he drew from it to the care of those who possibly knew
nothing of its merits was matter for regret. (" The Violin,"

by G. Hart.)
I was anxious to get all the information I could respecting

the instrument I was about to lecture upon. I wrote to my
old friend, Mr. Charles Severn (one of the octogenarian
bass players I spoke about just now). As I knew he had
piayed for many years in the same orchestra with
Dragonetti, I thought probably he would be able to give me
some information respecting this subject. The letter arrived

too late for me to add to my Paper, but as it contains in-

formation about Dragonetti, with your permission I will read

" Dear Mr White,— I do not know how I can assist you
in the double bass enquiry, but as you no doubt have
ascertained everything in connection with the early history

of the instrument, I can only supplement this with what I

remember of Dragonetti, Dragonetti had experimented all

through his long life in improving and perfecting the

capabilities of the instrument. He had tried four strings,

and he had at last settled down to three strings, as they
were at his death.

"He used to lower the A to G occasionally, and in the

case of ' Softly sighs,' from the ' Freischfltz,' he went down to—

for the first two movements.
" The solo you refer to was in the Choral Symphony, and

it produced a marvellous effect. Mr. Cipriani Potter told me
he once played Beethoven's Sonata (violin) in F, with him—

"361, LtVERf*
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when he played the violin part in harmonies, the same pitch

as the violin; but these notes were produced in the lower
part of the finger-board, as we play ordinarily, so that he
must have produced notes two octaves higher than the
stopped notes.

'* This secret has died with him. Mr. Potter had written

several pieces for him, which he showed me at the time.
It would be interesting to find these pieces ;

perhaps
Mr. Potter, the Society's eminent physician, his son, could
find these things.

" Old Dragonetti was celebrated for his rushing up to a

note like this

—

on all parts of the instrument, producing an effect like

thunder. Old Lindley, the celebrated cello, told roe he
played fifty-five years from the same desk with Dragonetti,
and, in fact, Dragonetti used to lead the orchestra, for

there was no conductor in those days. I am afraid I have
given you very little information.

" I will conclude by saying that you remind me more than
anyone of the manner of old Dragonetti.

" Your command of the four-stringed bass is roost admir-
able, for hitherto the manner of playing the German bass is

of a ' drawling character '—no dash—no attack
; you manage

it with great power of effect, and the attack is perfect, and as
1 said before, brings to my recollection the best points of old

Dragonetti. I say all this tenia complimenti, and in all

truth and frankness.
" I am, yours sincerely,

" Charles Severn.

"I am very well, I have just begun eighty-one years of

age."

The illustrations by the lecturer consisted of the following

pieces :—Romance in E, B. Tours ; Etude Mfilodique,

G. Bottesini ; Old German Air, " Im tiefen Keller " (with
variations), A. C. White; and the celebrated solo composed
by Dragonetti (edited by A. C. White),

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Our first duty, and a very pleasant one it

is, is to accord Mr. White our sincere thanks not only for

his paper, but for the examples he has played to us. At the
same time, I am sure I should only btt representing the
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general fueling when I say I deeply regret the circumstances
which have prevented Mrs. White being here. It now
remains to invite remarks from any of the members present
on tin: vcty intcrc sting paper we have heard, i would say

One thing mysel! with regard to the history of the instrument.
Mr. White commenced by informing us that the double bass
was the parent of all modern orchestral string instruments,
tru I ii Mn No doubt it was so, and remains to a

they still accompany the music only with double basses,

sometimes supplemented by a small organ, but frequent!v only

the double buss amongst voices. We had something akin to

that in the way in which music was taught untii a very
recent period. All students were taught in harmony to con-
struct the bass pan before the melody; now-n-days, when we
have so many ballads, we rarely get a good bass to the

harmony, it is only melody that will set to a barrel-organ

that is produced ; but certainly, up to a very recent period,

down to the time of Purcell, it was not so. He says
distinctly in one of Ins books be wrote for Playford :

" Formerly they used to compose from the bass, but modern
authors compose to the treble, when they make counterpoint
or basses to tunes or songs." He was the first man to

point out that melody was a very important thing, but that

the ancients did not make1 melody, because their basses wcte
always melodious, at least they endeavoured to make
them so. Another thing struck me just now, when Mr.
White was showing the bow and the use of the bow, and
especially the Dragnnett; bow, struck me that form was
adopted, not probably for its better shape or convenience,
but they had not at that time found out the way ot managing
the worm and screw. In all portraits of string players,

down to a very late period, the violins were played with
a bow not quite as much bent as this, but of this kind

;
they

had no nut for screwing up the hair, but were obliged to

tighten the hair by pushing the finger throng;: underneath.
That clearly was the reason why the bow was made in that

shape. When they came to make the nut and screw, so that
the hair could he lighlec.cd, there was no longer any need
for the performers to push their lingers down, which n.ust

have been an extreme inconvenience, to tighten the hair.

That is an impression which I arrived at from studying the

old painters. Yen will find the great plaver of Hie viol dc
Gamba, Abel, is depicted in that fashion,' pushing the hair

out with his linger. A no' her matter touched upon was the

recitative accompaniment. It is not quite the fact that the

practice of accompanying the recitative by the organ or

quartet of Strings was introduced since Costa's time, because

he himself did it. In " Judas Maccabseus " he had the reci-
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tatives accompanied with a string quartet. He did not do
so in all the oratorios, hut when lit: came to write an oratorio
himself, " Eli " or " Naaman," he took care not to write for

the bass and cello solo. I think that shows that he felt the
time had come when some change w;u; needed. 1 would say
that we had got accustomed to the solo bass, as it was
performed in the early days when DragonctLi and Lindley
played it, although 1 cannot say I know much about them,
though I have seen them, and even later than that, when we
had very excellent violoncello players, who were accustomed
to play Handel, it probably went very well indeed; they
studied harmony, and knew how to put the harmonies
in ; but when we got gentlemen from over the water, who
do not know anything about Handel, and they came to
play Handel on the cello, they do not know very much
about harmony, the effect has not been so agreeable.

I remember some years ago, at [he Birmingham Feslival,

after a performance, when we had had one of Handel's
oratorios accompanied with cellos, Theodore Thomas,
the American conductor, came out to have lunch with
me, he said, with regard to recitatives, " Do you always
accompany them in that way ? "

1 said, " Yes, we did." He
said, "By Jove, it is just like a Japanese Festival." Ashe
was a great traveller, I could say nothing to that, I never
heard a Japanese Festival and did not know what it was, but
it struck me as very remarkable that ho should make a
statement like that. I will not detain you longer, as there
are many musicians here capable probably of throwing some
side light 1

; on this interesting subject. We have seen very
clearly what a noble instrument the double bass is in the
hands of such a performer as Mr. White, and I hope his

remarks will lead to some consensus of opinion amongst
double bassists, who will come to the conclusion that
his method of tuning is the best. I am quite sure of it

myself. I do not know anyone who plays the instrument
like Mr. White. When you want accent it is always (here,

when you want phrasing it is [here, and true intonation. If

he will take this matter in hand, and induce his brethren to

follow his example, it will be to the great gain of art, and
much to the advantage of our ears and comfort.

Mr. Matthews.—I do not know that I am entitled to

speak, as I am only a visitor and an amateur double bass
player, which is :io :

. mudi fitle to consideration, but I -think

something is t<i he s.iiii for I ho [ li ret:- string system. There
is no doubt in the old days the effect Mr. W hite alluded to,

when all double basses had three strings, and were all tuned
in the same way, was finer than any we have had since. I

think Kir. While, will agree with ire.

Mr. WniTE.-Certainly, but I think if they were all ti""=d
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the same way that I tuned them, we Should get the same
effect.

Mr. Matthews.—Then (here is another point. The
instrument, I believe, was constructed to carry a tone as low
as A, or possibly G, but if you want to go down a fourth
lower, you must have a larger vibrating table, you must have
a larger instrument. Mr. White is an exceptional player,

but even with his playing the lone of the fourth string was
not to be compared with the tone of the oilier strings.

The Chairman.—The lower you go in sounds, the less

comparable the sound will be. It is more difficult for the
ear to detect it. For instance, the lowest note in an organ
cannot be heard by some people at all, they only know that
there is a rumbling sound.

Mr. Matthews.— I will put it in another way. Probably
most people here are pianists and organists, and they have
had to play on a small cottage piano. You alt know what
the bass of a piano is, and you know what the bass of a
chamber organ is like with that bourdon which officiates for

everything
;
you cannot get the same effect. I think it is

the same with the double bass, if you want a fourth lower
you must have a larger instrument. The thing is not
constructed to go down to that pitch ; and I do not think
it will ever be done satisfactorily ; of course, Mr. White has
a very exceptional tone, and it is hardly fair to compare the

results he obtains ; hut if you mix up with orchestras very
much, as I do, or in audiences to hear the effect of four-

string double bass, I think there is very much to be said in

favour of the old system. If we have a lower compass, we
must have a larger instrument.

The Chairman.—As a matter of fact, most four-string

basses are played with the modern German bow, and then
you cannot get the tone.

Mr. Matthews.—But even with the other bow the tone goes
off, f think ; it becomes very much a matter of personal equal ion.

Mr. White, at present, is the only one almost who plays the

bass timed in that way ;
he has sufficient skill to bring out

the tone, but, I contend, the result will never be satisfactory.

Mr. Southgate.—The tone always appears to be weaker
on the fourth string, in proportion to the others ; it has not

the same power. Now some have the string covered with
wire, docs that make any difference ?

Mr. White.—The reason for having it covered with wire is

that you may have a thinner string. You want a very much
thicker gut string to produce the same depth of tone.

Mr. Gates.—Does covering with wire make any difference

.

in the tone ?

Mr. White.— 1 do not think it makes much difference,

except that it may be easier to play.



The Double Ba:

Mr. Stephens.— I think it is not to be visited as a reproach

to the lowest notes that they do not come with the same
definiteness. With regard to the organ, the 32-ft pipe is not
only a slow stop, but it never can be made so definite— you
cannot get so much attack, the sound is not so precise or
hard, as it is higher in the scale. Therefore, the remark
that the lower notes have not the same effect of attack as

those more within the ordinary range of compass is not

against the instrument going down so low as that. I do not

think it would be possible to get the low E on the double
bass sounded with the same definiteness and point of attack

as the G a tenth above.
Mr. Whitr,—Our ears require some tune to take it in.

Mr. Stephens.— Sometimes, in listening 10 a 3j.f1. tone,

even with my faculty of pitch, 1 fir.il a difficulty in deter-

mining it unless I hear the octave. It is not a reproach
against the instrument which produces it. but against the

gravity of the sound. As you rise in the scale, so the

vibrations increase exactly two to one for every successive

octave, and the more vibrations, the more definite and the

mote piercing the note.

The Chairman.—It is quite clear that a good deal of what
is supposed to be the indenniteness, or want of attack, comes
from the finiteness of our hearing. It is with the ear, like

the evesigtit, movement may be so rapid that the eye cannot
perceive it. Again with the lower notes, to a certain point
yon can hear the note distinctly, but if we get mtlf h below
that wc are net able to say what the note is at all without
the octave above hei::,; -milled ;.:: ng with St—we are all

agreed on this. So with the higher instruments, the Hute
or violin, the harmonics might go so high at last that we
would defy anyone to say what the real note was, although
it would be there. I think the fart which has been men-
tioned, that the lower note has no: the same attack, .ir.i] is

not quite so definite, comes from the fact that our hearing is

not quite so acute as that of some other people. But in

orchestral works it is quite clear that that low D is of the
very Tit must i niponance, for to have a passage inverted and
turned upsnledowu, inakii]i;a s;>ii of harlequinade in themiddle
of a symphony, is very absurd, and the D is wanted very fre-

quently. But I do think with Mr. Matthews that it should
be specially studied

;
probably it needs a wide bridge, such as

Mr. Wliitc has got, ^"^ possibly pjso a little larger (mgcr-board.

Mr. Southgate.—Did I understand Mr. White to say that

there was an instance known of the Jews using a bow ? I

have not met with that statement before, and i should like

to ask his authority for it.

Mr. White.— I read it in Mr. Hart's book, "The Early
History of the Violin."



The Double Bass.

The Chairman.—There are instances of the bow being
found in Egyptian works, and probably, if the Egyptians
had it, the Hebrews would have it from them. It is a
curious fact that although we say this is the grandfather and
progenitor of all stringed instruments, I have no recollection,

in any ancient Cathedral, of seeing any sculptured Cherubim
playing double basses, although there are many with violins.

There is another interesting point which Mr White did not
touch upon, probably Mr. Hart's hook does not go so far

back as that. There is a much finer book than Hart's, by
M. Vidal, a superb book on stringed instruments, in three
volumes. There must have been a progenitor of the double
bass, and that was a one-stringed instrument—a monochord
—and such an instrument is still in existence in the Cathedral
at Basle, which clearly was used in the service as a musical
instrument; an instrument with one string, much longer

than this.

Mr. Southgate.—At Ulm Cathedral, in Wurtemberg, I

saw three or four of these monochords, and I asked the

question whether they were used for the service, or what
[hey wen; fur

;
the answer was that they were used forty or

fifty years ago to start the plain-song and support the voices
of the singers.

The vote of thanks to Mr. White was then carried

unanimously.
On the motion of Mr. G. A. Osborne, a similar compliment

was paid to the Chairman.
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MR, CHAS. E. STEPHENS
In the Chair.

ON CERTAIN NOVEL ASPECTS OF HARMONY.
By Eustace J, Brsakspeare.

Melody and Harmony in music are commonly held to be
two distinct provinces. Strictly, however, the precise shares

of the harmonic and melodic elements of the art are hardly
to be separately evalued, insomuch that a musical strain, even
unaccompanied by supporting harmonies, has its underlying
chord-structure, which Ihe menial ear recognises and adds
to the impression. All affecting such things as scales, keys,

modulations, is essentially dependanL upon a li^htful :ippred-
.itiuii of the harmonic relal io:ishi p of sounds, aiid all i: i, est ions

raised thereupon pre-suppose the latter to a greater extent

in music— the antithesis of concord and discord— reposes

upon this harmonic element. But, apart from this, the
technical distribution and ordering of chonLs, from the

simplest of consonaiices up to the most complex of dissonant
combinations, at the same time that it calls for a certain

differentiation of the study, requires a scientific or theoretic

basis of the most accurate kind. However free art may be,

on the whole, from theoretical control, there is yet no doubt
that in this special department a wrongful theory may detri-

mentally induencc the material, and through it, consequently,
the technicalities and practice of the art.

The question is frequently raised, "How far may science

be claimed to have the tijjht to direct [be practical steps of

art ? " To what extent are the empirical methods in art

justified? Is science throughout relegated the task of

coming in afterwards with its explanations and proofs, or

may it be looked to for light in advance ? In my opinion
there comes a point at which science must resign and {jive

place to the free, artistic selection—to the instinct, intuition,
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term it-of the musician. Let me do my
lerstood one or two of those points, in con-

thc oft-discussed music of the Greeks, we
ided instance of science determining pre-

velopment of the art, or, rather, I should
mining the ultimate arrest of that art. It

in the finding of some natural principle which may accord
with the facts already before them. How often has argument
been rn iscd upon the iiuest u>r., " Is our sr;ik: svitoiii p [(.stinted

to us in nature, or is it man's own invention ? " They who
argue Unit the same is nature's own model mistake, to my
thinking, that use which lias 1 ^coaic a " siirainl nature." It

ought not to he difficult to perceive th.it a election may be
made after a part-arbitrary, part-intuitive manner, as I

take our prcscr.t system to have ln.cn, and yet all the Mine
the process and results to be in conformity with natural
laws, it is :hus possible that even widely divergent systems
might equally tie justified in natural science. What some
cannot he made to understand is, how a system may be both
accordant with natural laws and yet no utensil)- to exist

for precisely this and no other having been arrived at. The
history of our art shows us that, for the greater part, the
evolutionary process of scale formation has been one of

giadual, lent,'line, experimental effort on the part of the
artist

;
that, just in those instances where scientific delibera-

tion has preceded and prevented the artistic choice— as

we find it to have been in the case of the Greeks— the
results, however perfect and satisfactory from the one aspect,

have little (K"i elite:": art, to say the least. This is not to

say that science may not throw much valuable light upon
the methods of the artist—by no means. We have simply

to bear in mind that the rapport of art with science is a
very delicate and critical one, am! that it behoves the worker
to be careful that no wrong leads are suggested or false

inferences prosecuted, through some mistaken interference

of scicr.ee with art, outside its own speciiic boundary. In its

own province science must ngidiy prosecute its own methods;
its examination of the physical side of art-phenomena
is not to be interfered with, nor its results to lie challenged

;

but, on the other hand, the musician—whether intuitively

or with full conscious deliberation— is to be left free to " pick
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and choose," if I may so term it, according to his own specific

illustration of my so far abstract argument.
Had there been time I should have liked to trace the

gradual growth of our present musical system; where the

unfortunate mistakes had occurred—all the tale, indeed, of

an almost blind groping after a safe and certain foundation
for the art. I take there to be no more interesting study
than this of the slow evolution of our present working
elements in art. When wc come to reflect that it

was but 300 years ago that our twin major and minor
modes at last asserted themselves from among the other
artificial scale systems of the early Christian and mcdiieval
ages

;
that, again, it was equally late in the day before the

existing interval ratios of the scale became definitely settled - ;

—thanks to such pioneers as the early scientists Morales and
Zarlino— no wonder, it seems to us, that music should be the
"infant" among the arts. As to any properly theoretical

knowledge of the laws regnlatir.g the disposition of nc;es
in harmony, this was to come evea nine;! later still. As
we all know, the first elementary definition of the simple

"common chord," about the third or fourth decade of the
last century, marked an important era in the history of
musical science, and stamped Ramenii :is a inigiity innuvaJoi

.

Now it is just at this point where I should like to attach
my moral. We have found that the elements of our modern
art have been definitely brought into shape without much
prior enlightenment from purely scientific research; that
what there has been of scientific interference has in some
instances proved most misleading—for I take it that if the

Greek world possessed no " harmony," in anything like the

proper sense of the term, it was owing to the fatal applica-

tion of scientific assumptions. The question so often debated,
whether harmony did or did not exist among the Greeks,
may be disposed of by a simple reference to their impossible

third. It is true that we—or some of us—at this day, might
question whether two notes standing in the ratio 81 : 64 does

Very little, strangely, is

We learn that, in the d(

matte*] Byatenw, as I have termed them, were set aside in favour of a

did manage to " hit upon " the irue ratios of the mr.jor am; minor thirds.

differing only from the modern upon the mere point of ordering of these

early Christian era, wfien the already obsolete (j'reunn modes had become
resuscitated for chiLriii use—Niiictht-r tat- retoic a: [nidations o!' ISidymns and
Ptolemy were in any part fallowed out, or whether Ihe old mathematical
Gn:i:k tun in,' also oianiiied llu: s'.adent is fimplv unisiloimcd. Though
most careful distinctions of the different ecclesi; - '

this important point is passed over as of no claii
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indeed make such a cacophonous combination as to be
alitij.'cther " impossible." But there is no doubt that the
Ciicuk scientists would condemn such, ii prior:, for the simple
reason of its ralial com] ilt-xii y, without any appeal to the ear.

Their writer, Aristoxenus, seems to have been the first to

enunciate the dictum that music was, after all, a fluDg for

the ear, to be judged and discriminated of by that organ,
rather than a subject for arithmetical calculations. Which
teaching, of course, excited much hot opposition. I have
no need to dwell longer upon the music of the ancients. I

simply refer to the Greeks and their art in order to draw a
certain lesson therefrom, for we shall find that very similar

condition? present ; hem selves, again at this present time, to
those which disturbed the elegant musical Athenian of old—
another illustration of the hackneyed adage, as to " nothing
new " being " under the sun."
Much about the same time that musicians had begun to

account theoretically for their chord combination?, scientists

chanced also upon the discovery of certain laws in nature
affco.tine. the elementary musical material—that is to say,

sound— itself. The efforts of Tartini, Sorge, among others,

might almost be taken to mark a temporal division between
the antique a;id modern in music, between the empirical and
theoretical in musical teaching. The theorising of Rameau
was restricted mainly t o the simple triads, lull the importance
of even this advance for the time can hardly be overrated.
Tilusical eomoor-itiei; y.'as undergoing a ti ansfoi illation from
what has been styled the " horizontal " (that is to say, con-
trapuntal) into the modern " vertical " method. Instead of

viewing a certain number of notes as accidentally touching,

the total combination was now conceived of as a "chord."
We find it difficult now to convey ourselves, even imagina-
tively, back into the spirit of a period when there was
absolutely no conception of a harmonic unit; when all that

held notes together in simultaneous sounding were certain

empirical, cut-and-dried, contrapuntal formula, along with a
certain traditionary method of combining the mclodicaliy
independent parts of the score. The axiomatic rules the

youngest pupil assigns to himself now, at the first lesson,

were, as I say, astounding and revolutionary discoveries in

1730. We arc only too apt to judge the phenomena of art

from our present standpoints, bringing to bear the results of

a lifetime of theoretical learning upon the work of a " rule

of thumb " period.

En passant, I may refer to a certain misunderstanding of

terms which seems to be very general. That is, as to what
is properly a " theory " of music, and, more particularly, a

theory of " harmony." I have seen a " theory of music "

advertised which was nothing but a children's primer
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of musical notation. Likewise the many " theories of
harmony," when examined, mini: to resolve themselves into a

collection of technical hints—fur they are little more—as to

the recognised methods in the way ot forming, introducing,

and resolving, the different varieties of chord tabulated.

The student is informed wherein consists the difference

between a "discord" and a "concord"—i.e., what particular

combination ui notes (;o to make the one. what the other;

but how they actually come to be discord and concord, in

the first place, nothing is said. Probably it is held that such
Information would be too abstract and out of place. I know
no other study wherein the mere tabulation of the materials

—and the dogmatic style of recipe as to their employment

—

would 'be so naively accepted for scientific theory as in :hc

instance of the musical. The outcome of all this is, that they
who have received empirical results in this take-it-all

for-granted style—who have accepted the mere hasty
generalisations of practical effort as scientifically proven
axioms—turn the most bigoted ear to any suspicion of a
want of accuracy in that doctrine upon which they them-
selves have been fed. under the belief, all the while— poor,

ridiculous mortals !—that they are thus defending the right

Conservative policy, the true and only scientific " theory."

It must, of course, seem perfectly absurd to any student
who has never examined more closely than this into the
fundamental grounds of his belief, to have such questions

posed as: " Whv does ytiut 'dominant seventh' have to

descend—the whole chord, indeed, require to descend, upon

experience, In have
j:radualcd uiusirnl

does the sun shine ?

the sun?" All su<

argument are held ti

became such a thin

appreciation of mis

kept distinct from :

very place, unfortu:

sought, it became
of the ancient Gr<
Only recently hav
foundatio

und by
roperly
" Why

eason beyond.
2 been fated that e
" harmony," the s

elements should, i

fated that musical theory, like that
cks, should take a wofully false step.

theorists commenced to- sink their
: deeper

;
nevertheless there !

as I said at first, certain critical points upon which alone
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the artistic choice is permitted—whereupon pure science is

ineffectual. 1 presume such a treatise as that of Gottfried

Weber might be proffered in example of the old empirical

style of music.'i 1 didactic writing. On the other hand, certain

of the more scientific modern systems fail in not practically

applying their teaching ; that is to say, there is none or little

working out, in technical shape, of the theories started. It

was, as before said, a new era for musical theory when the
natural laws of sound, especially that respecting "har-
monics," became either discovered or better understood.
Certain chords were seen to coincide with the harmonic
series; that each single note acoustically contained within

itself a whole triad. Here was, then, the natural justification

for the musical scale liikI harmonies in -vogue. So far, so

good. But, unfortunately, the wrongful inference was drawn
that, since the harmonics agreed with the concordant

combination, they also afforded a reason for the antithetical,

"discordant" combinations. The acoustical law, under
which a vibrating string ever divides itself into an increasing

number of sections, in strict arithmetical order, was now
assumed to olti-r tin: source or model of all the more extreme
musical coml >i riali"us. This assumption, which sonns to have
been quietly and ingenuously made, and possibly for that

reason all the more strongly impressed itself, I account to

have been one of the most lamentably mistaken of all

mistakes in or to do with art. It may not have had quite

such fatal practical consequences as did the mistaken
computations of Greek science, for the reason that the
present scale systems had already been definitely fixed, in

advance this time of the scientific element.
The common chord C E G is found, then, to be identical

with the primary upper " partials " of a generating root C.
Had they not proved identical 1 hardly fancy the harmonic
theory could have been nur.taivicd. But having a start upon
the triad, the theory rides easily and gaily over any in-

consistencies and discrepancies further to be met with. Had
any chord of four distinct sounds, say g, b, d, /, likewise

agreed with the harmonic table, then there would have been
still further proof afforded of an underlying and inevitable

natural law. But, beyond the first elementary triad, there

was no agreement or identity—though an escape has been
made for this, in saying that the exigencies of " equal
temperament " render the fourth note out of keeping with
the actual harmonic, but that the ear must theoretically

accept it for the true seventh, to which illusion the ear will

accommodatingly lend itself. It is unfortunate that the
question of chord derivation has been thus confused with
that of "temperament"; and this, again, with that of a
tonal reconstruction of the scale. Even some advanced
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scientific writers seem to mistake the one question for the

other. Our scales, and their interval ratios, have been
adjusted after the well known order

; any dispute hereupon
is quite apart from questions concerning timing and
"temperament." In short, there is the theoretical scale,

which is to be held as wholly unaffected by the practical

exigencies of the keyboard ; and, in any question of theory,

we cannot escape any falsity by pleading a mere practical

compromise. This is simply throwing dust into the
student's eyes.

Mr. Chappcll, for instance, in his " History of Music,"
would have us introduce the true harmonic Fj£ and Bfc>,

while sacrificing our present F and A, since they are rather
harmonics of the lower F than of the tonic itself, C. That
is, he goes upon the assumption that all the intervals of a

scale should be harmonics of thetonic. Whether such inter-

vals would all form concords he doesn't say; if some are to

be discords, where, as 1 said ln;f(in:, is the distinction to \\e.

drawn ; and, above all, what should impel a natural har-

monic so strongly toward " resolution " ? Nature, we know,
never resolves any of her harmonics. Mistaken presumptions
of this kind tend to affect and influence scientific specula-

tions themselves. I presume that most musical scientists,

by this time, have become imbued with the notion that the
harmonic seventh and its resolution in music is a proved
fact; and their future speculations would base themselves
upon this assumption. Thus, we have perfected instruments
in which the C-B 1

? is made to correspond with the harmonic
seventh (7:4); it is found " sweeter in quality " than the
ordinary seventh (16 : 9), this perhaps ascribed to it as a
virtue, and no question raised ;ie;aiii as to why a harmonic 7
should either call for resolution, or, indeed, be classed among
discords at all.

I have done my best to make clear that nature neither

imposes dominant sevenths nor any other chords, for that

matter, upon us ; it is left to our (n-.a discriniiiuilioii,

or artistic perception, whether we choose this or that
ratio for our scale. Tims, the notion of a natural har-

monic combination of !., III., V., VII. (that is root,

second, fourth, and sixth " partials '") ibnuiiij.; chord.

Well and good. What is to follow ? " Oh, the ' resolution
'

of the chord." "But, stay—why should g b d be con-
sonance; the / simply added turn it into dissonance?

"

The reply is, that the limit of consonance is drawn at the
fifth and fourth harmonics in combination—the minor third,

namely; while the sixth and fifth {and consequently the
whole chord in which they enter) stand upon the other
side of the border. But why so, we repeat ; how is it

decided that the line is drawn precisely in this place ?
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No reply we get, except perhaps an intimation that the
interval gets too small here to be consonant. But, again
we urge, was not the minor 3rd at one time similarly tabooed ;

and did not the Greeks exclude, as being too complex, all

ratios higher than 4- : 3. It resolves itself, after all, into a

question of degree rather than of kind. The only perfect

concord, in a sense, is the octave, whose ratio is 2 : I ; all

Other intervals imply vibrational opposition ; even the fifth

is a discord in this sense ; the minor third is thus one degree

more complex than the major, and the lesser ratio 7 : Gjust
one remove further than the minor third.

The German writer, KGster, defines "Harmony" as

unity, and 11 Discord " or " disharmony " as " the expression

of the loss of this unity, and the striving after the restoration

of the same." Objectively considered, discords (I take it)

result from the combinations of chords, or parts of the same,
iuivir.il different roots; and the resolution is the progression

towards the nearest, or most convenient sounds, having
common connection with the opposing elements.

It is my earnest desire to elicit some definite opinion upon
the points here offered. The " novelty " of the theory pro-

mulgated by the authors, whom I will name, is not such in

the sense of their being absolutely brand new; rather, in

the sense that their ideas, though they may have been
current elsewhere for some time, have yet, however, received

little attention at home. The first writer, as far as I am
aware, to break the conventional bonds was Moritz Haupt-
mann. Whether his work is read by musicians or not, I

cannot say; certainly I find it very little discussed or even
referred to. I may say that the " Metrik u. Harmonik,"
after I had overcome the rather formidable style of the

author, appeared to me as a perfect masterpiece of artistic

perception— in its own way as precious to the art as the
" Wohltemperirtes Clavier" of Bach. It would take me
too long to explain every point of what may be termed
the Hauptmann theory of chords ; I may at least convey the

main ideas. Hauptmann holds (hat musical discord re-

sults from the conflict of opposing spheres or ranges of

harmony. The harmonic unit is the triad—root, third, and
fifth. An infinite extension of these triads is possible, in

either direction, the upper element of the one being
identical with the hase of the other, and vim: versa. Any
chord out of this infinite range selected for central or tonic,

will have its positive removes on the one hand—the chords
which are iiimerated from V.-,v. tnmc ; on the other hand, the

negative removes, or those from which the tonic itself

springs. In this way we get both minor and major systems,

the minor third being viewed as the major third from the

upper note of the triad ; the minor chord thus being a
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" reflex " of the major. [" In the major triad C, e, G, C-G
is fifth, C-e third ; the root C has fifth and third. In the A
minor triad, a, C, e, a-t is fifth, C-e third. The uniting
moment (Einheitsmomeiil) E is here not a thing producing
(habendes), but a thing produced (gehabtcs| ; c is determined
by, or dependent upon a as fifth, C as third ; the tone which
forms t lie connuctiiif; link of the two intervals is here not
iiilivL', but passive, not a duti_T:ni:iing, but determined
moment. The minor triad, for that very reason, has the
nature and expression of dependence, of suffering. If we
take one and the same tone, first viewed in its active
principle, then, negatively, in its passive moment—G, for
example—we may represent it thus :—

G,B,D. C,tb, G. C*e\f,G°. 6,5.

C, «!>, G is the contradiction of G, b, D. In the latter, G has
fifth and third ; in the former, G is had from C as fifth,

from e\> as third"]. The tonic harmony with its first

removes, positive and negative, which we call dominant
and subdominant, underlie and afford the natural basis of
the scale.* All dissonant combinations proceed from the
rnn (1 let of rhurds, or elements of chords, buloii.irin^ lu dilit/fc:U

removes. In the chord g, b, d,f, we have the first positive

remove, witli the single note / representing the whole triad

/, a, e. The entire combination would result in the chord

g, b,d,f,a,c—an extremely violent, though not impossible

combination.) The elimination of, first the lower g, and
next the i, give other chords of the 7th.

These, now, are the elementary points of a theory of
musical discords, which, simple as it is, aims at the entire

subversion of the theories now gem.-rally obcr-iin ::i;;. These
questions, before we can proceed further, must be put : Are
the assumptions here correct? Is the important "chord
of the dominant 7th" thus composed? Is the reason
advanced for the requirement of discord-resolution—namely,
in the inclination, or convergence of the two separated triads

towards or upon Lh;ir Tir.-irest harmony to which they stand
commonly related—justifiable ? Remember, that all this

time the teachers of the present system afford no real

explanation why " resolution " of a discord is called for—

* Thus tilt r:ilin 4 : 3 (C.F: r.i-^.illy i-^irnsnns the thai:! of i'' : as like-

wise
5 : \ !U-.V;. Ijivcn iie vibiaticcal ratio oi an; rx:> ?-Lnd; of a scale,

ft artiirc a t the harmonic generator.

t It is 10 be understood, by the way, thai in oritur 10 bring these different

triads into the rtnilircil vp[vii!i;K Ihsy need ".0 be u;v,i;i,l. To t:ie :heni

as they stand in the natural series would he ineffectual, just as the
"harmonics " of any niven sound set up no opposition among tbemselvea.

There they simply remain as they arc formed in nature.
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assuming that the elements of the chord all pertain to one
and the same harmonic scries—nor even ill what resides the

distinction between i'iiiimulhhc and dissonance.

1 may just cojiipii.-l<r [Ins skeU li of the Hauptmann system
with one or two further particulars. Our author finds that

certain of the major chords .in: dim bin able with minor in one
and the same system. [Lei us understand by " system," in

this sense, a certain compass of these triads out of the infinite

range— say to the iimit of two removes, Positive and
Negative, on each hand of any fixed tonic;

Thus, a major tonic chord with minor negative chord—

This forms the harmonic basis of a certain hybrid form of

scale, which Hauptmann terms the " Moll-Dur-Tonart

"

(major-minor scale), having as its peculiar intervals a major
third with a minor sixth—

On the other hand, a minor tonic chord conditions always
the major positive chord— since a minor chord on the
dominant would be unfitted for resolution upon the tonic;

at the same time, there is nothing forbidding the employment,
otherwise, of a minor triad on the dominant, in minor keys.

Hauptmann stays here at the definition of the dominant
seventh, and its various forms of inversion and resolution.

I account the apparent lack of enquiry into his system to be
owing to tl'.i' [>':di^>;ihicid absti useiiess of Ins style of

wilting, he liavia;; Hied to incorporate Hegel's theory of the
" identity of contraries " with his system. The various

relative aspects of dominant, tonic, and subdominant chords
peculiarly favoured this sort of treatment. Though at first

very forbidding to the student, he finds that, after all, the

actual propositions themselves are simple and logical

enough.^
It will be perceived how these simple principles allow of

development and systematic expansion. For example, under
the same conditions which determine the entrance of the first

" I should mention thai a simplified version al that poition of the work
trt^tins upon barmor.y (lint upo:; ibvihir. lieifif; qni:t- Jiilincti lias been
pulilislieJ since [be iiii-lim's Mr., lb; riinipletcl ami crlkid by Dr. Oscar
Paul, Lcijwis BrcitSicr-f 1:. Hiirtcl. liifcK.
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positive and negative removes, so do the second removes
enter into combination

—

Kkv C.

Here we have the triad of the second degree of remove in

combination with one element (C) of the tonic chord. This
discord, which we have commonly styled "the supertonic

7th," is resolvable either directly upon the tonic or upon the

intermediate combination (P. I. with N. I.)

Mr. Parkinson, the author of the " Natural Principles

of Harmony," curiously reproduced Hauptmann's theory,

without being acquainted with the fact, I believe. Unfor-
tunately, in this instance again, the treatment of a very
simple theory was made so seemingly abstruse as, coupled
with the high price of the book, to render the sale of the
later very limited, I fear. The critics dismissed it as one
among the many "faddy" theories upon this subject. If

aught I can say will tend to excite better interest in this

clever work, I shall be delighted.

Mr. C. E. Stephens (our present worthy chairman) who,
we all know, has busied himself very greatly with this

subject of harmonic theory, has also put forward, from time

to time, certain propositions and suggestions in respect to

the origin of these "mixed chords" which, it appeared to me,
were very similar to those made by Hauptmann and again
by Mr. Parkinson. I shall be glad to learn how far Mr.
Stephens feela inclined to support the views already expressed.

In further completion of the musical "system developed
in the way described, it ought to be explained that each
(contiguous) couple of the primary concords originate also a
• secondary " chord, through a selection of the inner sounds.

Thus :—
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Here the major triads form minor "secondaries" between
them, and vice vend—

the minor primary chords give rise to major secondary
chords.
The distinction should be well drawn between certain

accidental (chromatic) elevations or depressions—in agree-

ment with a law of melodic progression—which occur in some
independent part, but which inflect, so to speak, the whole
chord harmonically—between such, and the true, unaltered

components of other triads in combination

—

e.g., in the chord
G, B, D;, the sharpened D must be explained as the simple
melodic striving upward of the natural D towards its ultimate

E. This combination must not be confused with the

possible chord G, B, E'?—wherein the E\r enters as the
essential prime, third, or fifth of some other triad in combi-
nation with that of G ; nor is the notation of these notes an
iutlilTtr: i:iLt uKitLcr. This melodic interference, so to call it,

with the harmonic elements accounts for much that has long
puzzled the musical theorist.

Only recently has the harmonic clement in music become
cultivated with i.-specia; it:;;; nil In its .\pressional significance.

The older writers employed harmony rather in decorative
purpose, as we might term it. In Mozart, and later on, still

more perfectly in Schubert, a definite psychological meaning
becomes attached to the harmonic side of their music ; and,
moreover, chords are employed in a more independent sense
and value. Certain writers show a comparative poverty of
invention in the handling and treatment of chords, while
others, more attracted by this element, tend perhaps to

mannerism even in their continual devices of chromatic
harmony. Likewise, a similar contrast can be noticed
among listeners; while some are attracted, alone, by a
pleasing melody—almost unconscious, indeed, of any other
musical ir.L.'i udic:u bunn pi cscn; oi. iu/rs. -,v j 1 i Llau an i!xtri;i::ir.

and equally one-sided pleasure in the composer's artful

involutions and devices of harmony and modulation. I am
bound to say, however, that the latter are very much in the

minority. The Italian people, on the whole, are noted for

their deficient sense of the beauties of harmony: the simple
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fundamental triads, and a few of the attendant minor chords
of the key, with the different "inversions" of iliese

;
the

" dominant seventh," along with several of the more melo-
dramatic "diminished" of the same species; these, with certain
conventional " passages" in thirds or sixths, making up the
stock harmonic material of the typical old Italian opera.
Each independent chord conveys its own definite ajstheti-

cal impression, impossible though it be to translate the
same into words. All combinations containing chromatic
elevations

—

e.g., the "augmented 5th"—may be said to
convey the feeling of forward-striving: but it would be
absurd to attempt to describe each harmonic combination
after this manner. Again, each "inversion" of the same
dissonant or consonant group differs, !iv some subtle is-stiictic

nuance, from the others ; compare, e.g., the mildly-pungent

5 with the softer, more irresolute 4. Then, again, the same

chord, or inversion of chord, will differ according to its

various aspects or situations towards the tonic—that is to
say, a "chord of the sixth " on the dominant will sound a

much different thing to the same inversion upon the subdomi-
nant. To such who may object to my own "impres-
sions" of the above chords, as not agreeing with theirs, let

me remind that the question of the iktiniteness of aesthetic

characteristics In music is not determined by the success, or
otherwise, of any attempt at interpreting the same: this is

the error so often incurred. The eetthesis of all art elements
and their combinations we must assume to be invariably the

same. How each may explain his own impression is quite

another matter.

DISCUSSION.
The Chairman.—Ladies and Gentlemen, I am sure that

you will agree with me that our first duty is to pass a vote of

thanks to Mr. Breakspeare for the lecture he has kindly read
to us on this occasion.

(The vote of thanks was carried unanimously.)

The Chairman.—As no one has risen in answer to our
lecturer's invitation to discuss the paper, I may say that it is

perfectly true that I have thought much on this subject, and
in a lecture which I read some years ago here, adverse to the

theory of Dr. Day, I promulgated to a certain extent a
system of my own, which I am positively startled to-day by
finding is almost identical with that published sonic years

ago by Hauptmann. Mr. Breakspeare said that it had not
made its way, and probably a great many musicians had not
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heard of it. I confess to nol having ilioe sn myself, but there
is a startling coincidence in the principles upon which he
starts. I think it must be borne in mind that in the selection

of harmonics for a theory, we must impose a limit upon our-
selves. Mr. Brcakspearc only went as far as the seventh
and said that is not a discord, nor should it be called a
discord, when the sixth, which is also a product of the same
note, is not called a discord. He might have gone much
further, the harmonics do not stop at the seventh, the ninth,
the eleventh, or any number, they are absolutely illimitable,

and consequently a process of selection must take place. In
my theory, which is so identical with that of Dr. Hauptmann,
I stop at the very interval which gives us all this trouble,

that is the harmonic seventh ; that is to say, I make that my
barrier, ant! do not use it, I adopt simply the three notes
which form the triad, which, as everyone must feel, are the
elements of our chord system. Given then C, E, G, or
rather I will take the dominant chord, G, B, D, in the key
of C major, we are told when you add 1" iL in a distort!, but
if that distord be derived from the same root as the fifth,

then: is no reason why it should be a discord any more titan

(he fifth. I believe that is your Jtrcu:!:e:;i. Mr. Hreakspeare ?

Mr. Hkfakspfark.— Exactly.

The Chairman.— But suppose it is derived froir: another
root, a bubdomin.int toot instead of thv dominant, ar.d

su[m : : ; >i d. Mr. tin akspcare has shown us, you hav*> a
reason for calling it a discord, Ixicau-u 1 it is a note borrowed
from another root. My theory is a very simple one ir.dotd.

The suhdotmaar.t . as it is vety properly called, implies a

governing note below Ihe key note ; that I hold in the key
of C to be F ; F, A, C gives a triad below, then C, E, G, and
the next superposed triad is G, B, D. Now all those notes
art derivable from the lowest, and as they rise in this

manner, so I maintain they are capable of being used in

combination. Now the Day theory, I must do it the credit

of saying, is one of the few in which a serious attempt is

made to account for the difficulties of musical theory, but
some chords it does not deal with at all ; for instance,
the chord of the eleventh on the subdominant, thus, F, A, C,
E, G, B. I give the chord in its entirety; but eliminating
the warring elements of that chord, you have a chord rhat is

not provided for at all in the Day theory. I call that chord
the eleventh on the subdominant ; it is a very beautiful chord,
provided, by the derivation I have assumed, from the sub-
dominant, with the tonic as the centre, and the superdominant
or overdominant of the key. Another further argument in
support of my view is this, a dominant chord followed by a
tonic chord is not thoroughly indicative of a key. If you
play a chord of C, followed by a chord of G, no one shall say
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that it is in the key of C more than in the key of G, it may
be either one or the other; but the moment you add the
remove on the other side—and I think the word is a very
good one, it is my own word—the moment you have the note
that forms the distinctive characteristic of the chord on the
other side flint is indicative, and you imtuediaii'ly have a

note which determines thi; key. It is those three chords,
which can positively determine the tonality of the key

;

if you have C followed by G, it may be in G. or it may
be in C ending on the dominant: but the moment you
incorporate with it only one note of the subdominant chord,
it immediately fixes the tonality. I think it only just,

although I so widely differ from Dr. Day's theory, to say
that he must have devoted considerable attention and con-
siderable thought, and a great amount of skill to it ; it has
commended itself fo the notice of our very distm;;aisht;il

musician Sir George Macfarren, and, therefore, there must be
something in it, but I have yet to learn to appreciate it as he
does. Nevertheless, I look upon it as an earnest endeavour
to carry out what was never thoroughly done in this country,
or, to my knowledge, in any other. The other theory, that

In which Mi. Ureakspeare alluded, was that of Parkinson,
a musicseller of Manchester, which f really think is one of

the cleverest books of the kind that I ever saw. He pro-
ceeded 011 somcwhal il i

i

LiMl-ti t lines, but in (he in;iin he takes
some, of U'.e views that Mr. 1 'rea kspeati? h;;s show a ,.s being
used by Hauptniann. When I heard Mr. lireakspearo to-

day 1 was tempted to ask him at what period this work of
Ilauptmann was published, anil was endeavouring to
persuade myself thn: possibly :ny ideas had somehow got
abroad and had been adopted, for the startling coincidence
between the views I promulgated, as I have already observed,

was most extraordinary. I have endeavoured very im-
perfectly to show you how I coincide with these views with
regard to the derivation of minor thirds, which is one of the
crucial points in music. I have to thank you very much for

the kindness with which you have listened to me; I feel very
proud that so eminent an authority should have corroborated
the views which I myself have enterlai tied without knowing
that he had come to similar conclusions.

Dr. Vincent.—May 1 ask if it is absolutely necessary to

have a theory in the present state of music ? In the present

state of our tempered seale is it not quite enough to know the

scale as we have it, and from that scale to build the necessary

combinations which all great composers tell us are acceptable

The Chairman.—My answer to that would be simply this,

I think we ought to have some reason for the faith that is in

us, and when you say " taking the scale as you find it," that
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is a purely empirical view of the whole: affair, because any-

one appealing to you on the subject might turn round and
say, oh, the scale might have been anything else but what it

is. Now, the derivation that I have shown you here gives the

identical scale precisely as it exists for our use, thereby
proving that nature and our scale are not at discord with each
other. I think if Dr. Vincent's views were carried out it

would result in this, that every one would invent his own
scale, and compose in it as he pleased ; that could hardly be
considered satisfactory. I think Dr. Vincent will admit that

nature gives us so much of our present scale—as I have said,

it gives us the whole of it, it gives us the intervals that we
use, and I think it would be unsafe to discard so great a guide

Dr. Vincent.— I might add one remark which I forgot.

The first theory of music—the first book on . music that I

studied theoretically was a German system, in which there

were nine notes in the scale—a sharp fourth being added.

The Chairman.—Was that in the minor ?

Dr. Vincent.—No, in the major, the sharp fourth treated

as an ordinary scalic nolo. In that scale evirry possible

harmony can be accounted for with great ease; that is to say,

that you can take a scale, and from it account fur every har-

mony with ease, for the practical purposes of teaching har-

mony, for writing, and for thinking of it. Of course I know
it is outside of the question as to deriving a theory from

nature, and, therefore, I feci that my remarks are not quite in

The Chairman.—You are speaking of the Abbe
;
Vogler's

51

mTsouthca'te.—One would like to have Mr. Stephens's
opinion, as an authority who is very widely respected, as to

whether there is really anv iinali'.y in (be system of notation,

or rather of the notes of the scale as we have them now ; for

it seems to me that, after all, the scale, with its semitonal
divisions, has been gradually built up. I take it, it was not

so originally ;
these sub-divisions were gradually added. One

knows that practically at the present time there are minute
divisions which are made by violinists and persons who play
on stringed instruments with regard to D sharp and E flat

which are not made on keyed instruments, but with which
nevertheless we are quite satisfied. Is it not possible that

we might go on using those interval!;, accompanying them by
others, or new or modified harmonies; if that be the case,

the scale, as it exists at present, and the number of notes
in it, will no longer be complete for the purpose of music?
In that event, I take it, they can hardly be derived from
the vibrating string, because the intervals are not quite

accurate with any mathematical division that we choose
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to make of them. Is it not possible then that those who
hear them wilt gradually become attuned to these new
intervals, and like them just the same as we hear with
pleasure intervals and chords that our forefathers could not
possibly have been satisfied with ?

Mr. Breakspeake.— I beg to suggest that all intervals,

however minute, must accord with some section of a string

in vibration.

The Chairman.—The difficulty in answering Mr. South-
gnte

:

s question is this, if m pursue it to its 1ol:h_\l1 conclusion,
it is really the adoption of anything you please, as I said
before. Instead of that I feel that our major and minor
thirds are all derived from nature, and although the D sharp
and E flat may be found to lie different in pitch, of course
that is really the cum:, and those iivu intervals <loi::itless i:;ay

really be used in just intonation ; but the compromise of equal
lempei'miiL'iil is certainly a very useful one, and even
violinists who are able to play any pitch they please for a

note—I think even to them it is a great boon, because if they
do not play E !lat and D sharp pretty nearly the same, they

would require the bass part as well as the melody- to know
the root they were playing from. It has been claimed for

some that they do make a difference, but really to make this

difference exact they would require to have the root pre-

sented to them at the same time, and that you know would
be utterly impossible, or, if it were possible, would add com-
plications in the way of the artist.

Mr. Southgatr.— It may be remembered that Colonel
Thompson, in his organ, endeavoured to do that, he had
some forty notes in !he octave, which he n;,iii;-.ainrd gave
just intonation; but I believe he found that a certain

amount of compromise was still required; indeed, no perfect

keyed instrument can be made.
Dr. Vincent.—In the Hauptmann system, do you allow

only one root to start from ?

. The Chairman.— No, three roots for each key.

Dr. Vincent.—Where do you get the dominant key from 1

You have the tonic, but where do you get the subdominant
root from ?

Mr. Breakspeare.—The subdominant is the generator of

the tonic.

Dr. Vincent.— Then you begin a key in every tome
harmony from the subdominant root.

The Chairman.— I assume the tonic root, not the sub-

dominant. You must take something to begin with.

Dr. Vincent.—Assuming the tonic root, where do you get

the subdominant from ?

The Chairman.—In this way, in the key of C, the first

triad is C, E, G, then from G I get G. B, D ; there you get

K
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to the extent of your resources in the same direction.

Looking the other way, backwards as well as forwards, I

get that which forms a similar combination below the central

point, and so I surround the root by its various relatives.

Dr. Vincent.—That is very interesting, but I do not think
it is logical.

Mr. Breakspeare.— It is logical, because it is already

existent. It is the principle which governs the formation

of chords.
Dr. Vincent.—Then I think my remarks were quite in

order. If you are going to allow that view just because it

is logical, because it already exists, I say our scale already

exists, and from that you can derive everything.

Mr. Breakspeare.—It exists, but in what way?—as an
artificial product ? I view it as a natural, harmonically

supported scale.

The Chairman.—Treat "your'tooic as the central point and
surround it.

Dr. Vincp.st.-~I think there is a difficulty in getting the

subdominant root naturally from tonic harmony.
Mr. Brkakm'i;ar:;.- 1 think, no one eise wishes to speak

on the subject, I must, in the first place, return you my
thanks for the kind attention with which you have listened

to the paper. I am very gratified, of course, to find that

Mr. Stephens hears out my lemai ks, asu'I (li.it the doctnno
I have favoured coincides with his own. I do not think he
need regret in any way h;-> vin> r he':]] anticipated by Haupt-
mann, for it is with this theory as with many others, perhaps
they await practical fulfilment, and there is sufficient room
no iv for s'miii 1 nnt:— especially one who lias the e\pf ric-iiee of

Mr. Stephens—to form a perfect system. You may remember
I, to some extent, anticipated that objection as to the practical

non-agreement of a tonal system derived in this way from roots

with a tempered system, in which arc: twelve cr:i:a! semitones
or, perhaps, still further minute divisions of the scale. I

should have liked to explain myself on that point a little

more, but I can only repeat, to some extent, what I have
already said, that so long as we employ chords in combina-
tion we must furnish a reason of some sort for that com-
bination. If you simply divide the extent of an octave into

I do not care how many divisions, and you then proceed
to combine the notes thus formed, you are just in the same
predicament as before; you must have soir.e system upon
which you combine those notes. There Still must be roots

of chords. It seems to me that we need not go searching

for the more difficult, while, to my mind at least, there lies

at our door such a simple reason as this given for the scale

and its formation. Mr. Stephens has explained, and I un-
fortunately omitted that point, that the three primary triads
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of the tonic, subdominant, and dominant exactly furnish the
notes of the scale, and that in both minor and major modes.
I repeat, what need have we for imagining further difficulties

which might arise with more minute divisions until we are

obliged ? Why should we assume those difficulties, as we
still have to work under the present system ?* Let us, at any
rate, be content to find some logical reason for the system at

present in use. I have already argued that all questions of

temperament have nothing at all to do with the question of

the theoretical derivation of chords. I do not think there is

anything more I can say. If that point has unfortunately
not been sufficiently explained, I can only regret it ; but I

certainly did not think you would have any difficulty in

accepting that statement—namely, that all difficulties con-

nected with tuning and the equal division of the octave
have nothing whatever to do with this system of chord

Mr. Southgate then proposed a vote of thanks to the
Chairman, which was carried unanimously.

" If our present scale a, indeed, naturally founded upon a harmonic
system, such as eiplained, any future eitenaion of the scale- material can
only be possible in that direction where these elementary harmonic
principles shall alill rale the same as before.— E. J. B.



Juni 6, 1887.

A. H. D. PRENDERGAST, Esq,

In the Chair.

VOICE FIGURES, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.'

By Mrs. Watts Hughes.

It is now about a century since acoustical figures were first

brought to notice by Chladm, and they have been since then
the subject of many interesting experiments by Savart,
Faraday, and others.

As regards such results from vibrations produced by the
voice, however, it is only comparatively recently that
Professor Sedley Taylor sin:<:ci:<lci:. by his little apparatus,
called the " Ph<ineidoscupe,'' in showing upon tlie thin film

of a soap-bubble stretched across the mouth of a one-inch

It was from observing the inconvenient character of a

and study of voice figures that the writer was led to try as

substitutes a number of other media, with the result of find-

ing that almost any closely woven and flexible material may
be made to serve the purpose

—

e.g., calico, merino, silk, or

satin, and in some cases, paper, while velvet will show voice

figures in sand remarkably well.

Considering, however, the delicacy of the forces by which
voice figures are produced— viz., the impulses given to the
vibrating disc by air thrills set in motion by the vocal
organs, it is clear that great flexibility is a most essential

quality in any vibrating medium to be used, and after many
trials, the best I nave found is sheet india-rubber of the most
flexible description. This material eiij'ibir.es also the. advan-
tages of being waterproof, very durable, and allowing a wide
range in the size of discs v.::i: can be formed from it.

Employing, then, as the vibrating medium very flexible

sheet rubber, formed into discs by being tightly and evenly
stretched over the mouths of receivers i>f various shapes and
sizes, I have been able to produce, by means of the voice, a

• These illustrations were specimens of ttie voice figures. It Is not

practicable to give drawings of them here.
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large variety of figures of several distinct classes, all, so far

as I have been able to ascertain, new to science, and seeming

to me suggestive of openings for further investigation.

Incidentally, I may say that in the course of these experi-

ments in voice figures, I met with a very simple way of

producing cohesion figures of great beauty, and possibly some
artistic value ; and although these are not produced by the

voice, yet, as their production inevitably takes place in the

course of the experiments to which this paper relates,

and as some classes of the voice figures themselves are

necessarily complicated by the co-exist unco of cohesion

figures, I have taken leave to place some of these (but

marked " cohesion ") along with the specimens of voice

figures, to which latter our attention is now to be specially

directed.

The apparatus I have generally used is quite simple :

—

ist. A receiver, open at top, and with an orifice below.

and. A piece of sheet rubber, stretched across the mouth
of the receiver.

3rd. A tube, conveniently curved to allow vocal sounds to

be introduced through it into the receiver by the orifice

below the latter.

Sand, lycopodium, powdered colours, and liquids, such as

water and milk, are among the substances which I have
placed upon the discs, and have found to' produce, under the
influence of the voice, figure of various descriptions.

It may be convenient if I liuri! classify these figures into

groups, ills' inguishir.g them by ri liferent letters :

—

Class A are figures formed by heavy powder such as

sand, scattered upon the vibrating disc, and gathering itself

upon the nodal lines of rest.

Class B are figures formed by light powder, such as

lycopodium, gathering at the centres of motion, and leaving

the nodal lines and their vicinity bare.

Of Class B there are two divisions :

—

Bi, when the lycopodium has been dropped upon the
vibrating disc.

Bz, when the lycopodium has been first spread evenly

over the disc whik: at rest, then forming a thin coating, until

upon vibration being excited by a vocal sound, the coating

has been disturbed.

The figures marked A B are formed by a mixture of

heavy and light powder

—

e.g., sand and lycopodium, and in

these the sand marks the nodal lines, while t lie lycopodmui
seeks and shows the centres of rhotion.

Class C are figures ii: liquids. Uy placing liquids, such

as water or milk, upon the rubber discs, and directing

through the tube vocal mills of sukable pitch, and of not

too great intensity, beautiful crispations will at once be ob-
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followed by the
The denser the

men Is, and the c

facilitated by coloi

their appearance, 1 do nut attempt to exhibit any on this

Class 1) are figures in thickened liquids and pastes. The
thickening of liquids to the consistency of a paste has the
ad\ antago of supplying a material at once sufficiently plastic

to shape itself in conformity to ihe thrills imparled by the

voice acting upon the disc whereon it lies, and sufficiently

cohesive to retain, if perm itted to do so, whatever .slit pc is

given to it. In ihis material, therefore, interesting figures

can not only be produced, but preserved.

Division Di of tins class, arc figures produced upon
rubber discs simply in the way 1 have described, anil

belonging to this division is a variety i call " lloral."

Division I>2 are impressions t',por. glass elates, transparent

or opal, taken off the rubber discs while m \ ibratron. In
this division of figures every individual vibration of the
discs may be seen recorded with great delicacy and beauty
in undulating wave lines and forms. Belonging to this

division are also two special varieties, which I may call

"tree" and "fern," and it is to this division that I have
alluded as being more or less complicated by the simul-

taneous action of cohesion between rubber, paste, and glass.

Recapitulating now, for a moment, it will be observed
t;:at, omitting the cohesion figures, we have here four classes

of voice figures, A, B, C, and D, the first two shown by
finely divided solid substances, heavy and light respectively;

the second two by liquids, thin and pasty respectively.

I would now beg attention for a few moments to certain

points of interest in connection with these various classes of

First, in connection with Class A , the sand figures, we may-

remark the striking variety of definite patterns that are
formed, and how they change instantly at certain intervals

in accordance with alterations ir. the pilch of the note sung.

I have made some attempts to form a scale of figures of

this class In correspond with the notes of the diatonic scale,

but have hitherto found this to be impracticable upon a
single disc, or in connection with a single key-note figure, as I

find that in certain parts of the scale there arc gaps in the
chain of figures (I understand that such is also the case with
Chladni's vibrating plate figures, caused to vibrate by a
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violin bow). What may be the reason for these gaps seems
to me an inviting subject for enquiry, as well as what would
lip a natural seale, supposing such lo consist of the notes

successively indicated hv the spontaneous appearance upon
Illy vibrating disc of definite and regular di^Tiims (luring

(Jin singing of an entire ihroma! it; scale.

It is easy to st-c, huivcvtr, (lia( the sets of figures to be
obtained necessarily vary to some extent with the shape and
the* tension of the discs, and by employing more than one
disc, ami thus obtaining more than or.e incomplete set of

figures from which to select, I have been able to make up
one set, which I show here, and which is in so far complete
that it contains one figure produced by each note of the

diatonic scale.

interesting though i: mii.rh; be to give a f::il explanation

of the sets of figures most frequently found, their relations to

their different key-note figures and to each other, and the
remarkable way :

; in which their chu:iges form Are effected,

1 am quite precluded from attempting this by the necessary
limits to the length of this paper.

f will just say that the re-appearance of the same figure, as
the effect of the repetition of the tame note, may be easily

tested by touching the centre of the disc, strewn with a little

sand, with a powerfully vibrating tuning-fork of the same

The range of notes that will affect any one disc is but
limited; some will he found too high, others too low to

influence it, but by taking a number of discs of various sizes,

a very large range can be dealt with altogether.

In size the discs I have used have varied from less than
an inch in diameter to more than twenty-four inches, and
there would lie little difficulty m employing discs even smalli.T

or larger. The figures general Iv increase in size as the size

of the disc is increased, and in complexity as pitch rises,

The simplest figure obtainable 1;, (hat which results from the

lowest note to which the particular receiver employed will

respond.
The penetrating force developed by the vibrations of a

note steadily sung with but ordinary intensity is greater than
would perhaps readily be credited, until verified by experiment.
For instance, I have found it possible to produce a fairly

>ung, when a figure of the same pattern

>f
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defined voice figure in sand by vibrations passed right

through solid substances of very considersWe thickness,

anions others a block of spar three or four inches thick. ;i

book an inch thick, and the top of an ordinary marble
mantelpiece.

Another point which seems worth notice is, that when notes
have been sung with force, I have at times observed, together
with (he hgei-es on.hnai ily apperi aiumg to the notes sung, the
appearance of additional curves and forms, which I am
convinced, briting to overtones actually produced at the same
time, although inaudible even to a well-trained ear. If so, it

is a striking illustration of the sensitive!] en!, (if (his apparatus
as a test lor musical sounds, revealing in these cases to the
eye what the ear itself is incapable of delecting.

;e of complexity
accompanying a rise in pitch. 1 have found

—

e.g., upon
various discs and with an ascending series of notes—the

9, II, 1 1, is and upwards. The figure exhibiting [5 centres

is usually a very clearly defined one, and it has indicated

a note sung of a tenth interval from the fundamental.
During the course of these experiments, I have had to

employ vocal sounds in a ureal number of differing degrees
of intensity, varying from such as would be inaudible at a

few yards' distance, to others producing vibrations powerful
enough 10 lift a glass plate a foot square when lying upon the
disc, a in: I ha\ e been nuici: si nail,- with the :nrn ked differences

shown as the results of the various intensities.

It has, therefore, I may say, occurred to me that seeing we
here notice with the eye differences so material resulting

from variarious in intensity in degrees that have not hitherto

been deemed worthy of any special notice in connection with
singing, it might be well that both the voice and the ear
should be trained to greater precision in regard to this

matter of intensity.
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I may specially instance the very different results of (1)

ceasing stuiilenlv from singing when sustaining a loud note,

and {2) of letting the note die off diminuendo. In the
former oast:, '.lie cloud of lycopoib 11m previously hanging iu

vibration over ttu 1 disc simply dr; >ps Hal upon il, wtiLe in the
latter it becomes separnlei 1

. into a large number of small but
beautifully regula: dome. shaped mounds.

In connection with this and the preceding class of figures,

1 am obliged to notice an interference with the experiments, to

which I have been frequently exposed, a ad that at ises, 1 '.huik,

from the development by friction of electrical attraction

between the discs and the light powder strewn upon them,
which attraction of course prevents the free formation of

voice figures.

To vocalists it is, I think, a point of special interest that,

in these experiments, when singing through the tube into the

receiver, it is by no means every note that permits itself to

be sustained with ease. Certain notes, so to speak, suit each
bell. Singing these notes one feels just the same case as

when in ordinary vocalisation a perfect fixing has been
secured for the note sung. And the result is that in such
cases we have also for the eye a clearly defined diagram,
with sharply cut outlines, so as sometimes (and particularly

in the second division of this Class IS) to resemble a carefully

executed crayon drawing.
With regard to Class C. figures in liquids, as I am not

to-day showing any of these, I will only say that, while
experiments with this class are subject to the great dis-

advantage that the appearances displayed are necessarily

but momentary and evanescent, liquids are of course ex-

tremely sensitive to all impulses, so that it is quite possible

for the singing of a note lo cause a thin layer of water ;:pou

the disc to spring into spray several inches above it; and
this sensitiveness has enabled me to observe in this class of

figures more than in any of the others indications of differ-

ences arising from differences of quality in the notes sung, as

distinguished from differences of pileh aad of intensity, which
can easily be observed in other classes.

But coming lastly to Class D, I may say that it is to it

that I have lately Ylevolcd most attention, and perhaps 1

may be permitted to add that the more I have studied these,

the more interesting I find them to become, both in regard
to their remarkable forms when produced, and to the very
strange ways by which they spring into shape.

It is much to my regret that I have not so far found any
means of preserving 111 their perfection the most complex ard
beautiful of these forms, and in consequence the specimens I

am able In exhibit do not afford an adequate idea of their

character ; and I am also sorry that a precise account and
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explanation of their manners of taking shape would require an
extension of this paper to loo great a length. Let [lie. however,
direct attention to the figures here shown, belonging to this

Class D, in its two divisions, ami speeiallv now to llume coming
under the variety I have called "floral," as also to a few
sketches which show roughly some of the stages through which
these figures pass la-fore settling down into their linal forms.

One general observation, I think, cannot now fail to strike

the eye of the observer

—

viz., that while until now the

general character of the figures we have been noticing has
been that of geometrical diagrams, we have come to a class

of figures of a di:cid.:dly difiuiem character,

Taking Division j)j,"for instance (figures formed in paste

on rubber discs simply!, llu-m :s sunn-thing about the general

appearance of many of these that seems distinctly " floral,"

and it needs no effort of the imagination on our part to

recognise among these the outlined tonus of the forget-me-

not and the daisy, as well as in miniature of the sunflower,

the marigold, and the chrysanthemum.
The prime characteristic of this variety is a raised centre,

surrounded hy petals. The numbers of petals 1 have noticed

as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, J, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 20, 22, 24, 26,

and 30, and no doubt others could be added. In arrangement
I have noticed that while commonly the petals lie in a single

layer around the centre, yet in some cases I have obtained

2, 3, or 4 layers of petals partially overlapping each other,

and illustrating exactly the difference wo find between some
of the composite cultivated flowers of our gardens and the

simple wild native varieties. The centres, too, of these tiny

floral figures deserve careful examination, as I have often

found them to rise in either circular or starlike shape for

two, three, or more tiers, the topmost sometimes crowned
with a cross.

it is particularly tantalising that these tiny edifices built

up by voice vibrations, far more fragile than "a house of
cards," need not even a breath to bring them down, which
renders it extremely difficult to preserve them for exhibition.

They require for their production vocal impulses of the
greatest delicacy, and in some cases the singer is called upon
to employ notes so gentle and subdued that in a concert-
room they would altogether fail to be heard.

In this respect the 2nd Division of this Class D, to which
we now pass, is quite a contrast, however. In fact, when
about to produce this particular description of voice figures,

the experimenter is recommended to ascertain, in the first

instance, that no musically sensitive neighbours are within
earshot.
The figures coming under the Division D2, indeed, usually

demand for their production the full power of the lungs, as
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the voice vibrations have, in (liis division of figuia-s,

contend with cohesion of considerable force acting between
the rubber-disc, the colour-paste, and the glass plate that
are employed.

Still, I think, the results repay the trouble. For here
we find ourselves at once in a world of new forms, those

arising from cohesion recalling the lovely frostwork traceries

of winter upon our window-panes, but with faculty given

us either to chancy thrill at will with kaleidoscopic variety,

or to preserve t/'.or; for further investigation which they
seem themselves to invite. {Not only are many of these

cohesion figures remarkably beautiful, but I; will be noticed

that many of them are strangely like representations of
natural objects ; sometimes caves, rocks, and landscapes,

but oftener the forms ot the vegetable kingdom, its foliage,

its ferns and its trees, its reeds, rushes, and passes ; and
considering the simplicity with which these figures can be
produced, cither on flat or convex surfaces, it appears
probable that they may be found freely applicable to

decorative art).

But if into these cohesion figures, in the moment of their

formation, there are introduced powerful vocal vibrations,

the consequences are yet more strange. What do we get ?

Well, first of all, usually, and if the vibrations are only
moderate, all that occurs is that, right across the direction of

the coin-skin lines, there appear a complete ai'd delicate set

of wave lines, recording every individual vibration that the

y.jice has caused, each tiny undulation of the surface of the

din; stamliii;: registered with strict accuracy, and with a
beautiful minuteness that resembles the lines of an extremely
delicate engraving.

But if the action of the voice is powerful, and the
cohesion force is not too strong, results occur which I must
confess my inability fully to account for.

I can only say, that it seems clear that in these cases the
cohesion lints are broken ::p by the voiee-erealed vibrations.

But why, in variety £>2, the results should be so
startiin;;ly like leallcss trees, alone or in groups, and why,
in variety Dz, they should be so like to a kind of fern, or

to a catkin, but now and then with a semblance of added
roots and branches, is what I cannot pretend to determine.

Yet neither can I prevent from presenting itself the

thought, whether nature's own myriad ordinary yet beautiful

forms, many of which we see here so strangely counterfeited,

are not themselves in like manner the resultants of the

struggle of vibrations against internal cohesion and external

pressure ?

Here, with these few remarks, which I feel to be very
inadequate, and in no manner at all exhaustive, upon
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a subject that is to me most attractive, permit me to leave

it to the further consideration of the Members of this

Association.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Ladies and Gentlemen, it is evident that

we arc. all agreed thai this h:is been a ir.eM interest mi: paper,

and I would ask any lady or gentleman present who may
have investigated this subject murcthan 1 have, for I confess

it is quite new to me, to say a few words upon it.

Mr. Blaikley.— It is a very interesting subject, but one
that I have very little practical acquaintance with myself,

although a few years ago I did try sonic experiments on
the vibrations of membranes, with a view to confirm for my
own satisfaction some experiments made about the year ifieb,

I think, by Bourget, and reported in one of the Parisian

scientific papers. Mrs. Hughes has, in her interest in this

matter, obtained results under very complicated conditions.

In case there are any present who desire to w ork bv them-
selves 111 this line, 1 may touch upon one or two conditions li>

be observed in the simplest form of experiment, which is the

only one I practically have any acquaintance with. The
experiments by Bourget were made with the view of

determining what vibrations a strained membrane could
adapt itself to, what were its proper tones, its succession

of intervals, and so forth. For this purpose the great aim
was to strain the membrane over a hoop in such a manner
that it should be dissociated from any resonator which could
in any way influence its own proper vibrations. The great
distinction is that Mrs. Hughes 1:1 her experiments combines
the diaphragm with a resonator. Taking the membrane or.ly,

the results give a series of proper tones utterly distinct from
the tones of the harmonic series. The various nodal lines

possible with such a strained membrane are diameters- -

either one diameter or more, on the one hand ; and on the

other hand, annular divisions by means of nodal circles.

These two may be combined so as 10 obtain segmems formed

by diameters combined with segments formed by rings. But
whichever series is taken, we get nothing approaching the.

ordinary harmonic series ol notes ; the intervals are dis-

cordant. There are two practical difficulties in the way
of .such cxperir.'.cr.ts, as these. In the iirst place, there is the

difficulty of getting uniform tension. Mrs. Hughes seems to

have succeeded very well in many cases with thin india-

rubber. I have tried thin paper strained over hoops, and M.
Bourget tried the same. The difficulty is to get a nice even
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Straining. Any one accustomed to sLriiin wait: r-col our dial-

ings and tilings of that kind will know how to do it. The next
thing is to get the nodes level. To get the nodal lines fairly

defined it is essential to level up the strained diaphragm by
means of a builder's level—you could not judge by the eye
with anything like sufficient accuracy to get good results. In
these interesting experiments of Mrs. lli:t,'ln:s far more com-
plicated conditions are introduced. There is a note or notes
proper to the membrane covering the resonator, and there is

also a note or notes proper to the resonator itself, and there are

notes or a note proper to the two combined, the resonator

and the diaphragm. So that although we may get the prime
tone of the membrane by means of a vocal impulse (the prime
tone being one showing no nodal line—the only nodal line

being the circumference) the form would be simply that of

the hoop. It may be possible on the same membrane to

get a second tone proper to the resonator; it might be
discordant with the membrane to such an extent, that the

scale due to the vibrating membrane would no longer be
applicable to such a case as this, and it is quite possible that

by adapting the tension and size of the membrane to the

contents of the resonator by experiments you could get a

succession of tones, that would, at any rate, give you
some of the notes of the diatonic scale, which you cannot
get with a membrane unattached to a resonator. Again,
a given form may be obtained from different notes. Sup-
piistrtg we take a given form produced, we will say by

G, on the second line in the treble staff. You could get

that form by singing the note an octave below, only the

second partial would be the one giving the form originally

given by Hie note of the pitch G, the second line in the treble.

Again, you might get the same form by sounding a twelfth

below it. In that case it is the third partial of the

bass C which is registered. So that what Mrs. Hughes
suggests with regard to the presence of overtones, from what
little I have done in the matter I feel inclined to carry very
much further, and to imagine that in some cases it is an
overtone which is causing the figure that we see, and not

the prime tone. I understand there arc some persons
who are in doubt about a certain firm representing a

certain note, in experimenting with Sedley Taylor's phonci-

doscope. I do not know that particular apparatus, but I

know that in experimenting with vibrating membra-ies
simply, for that is all I have done, I find no difficulty

whatever in getting exactly the same form with exactly the

same note, and with also whatever instrument is tried to

produce the note. I have tried different wind instruments
and singing, and all give exactly the same form for

the same note. Further, we might notice that one of the
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results due to slight inequalities in the tension of the

membrane is that if a certain form is established with a
certain note, and you raise the pitch of that note or lower

it in a very slight degree— I do not mean anything approach-
ing a semitone, but merely raise or lower it slightly— il

will often happen that the figure will commence travelling

round the membrane in one direction or another until it

finds a position in which, owing to the tension being
irregular, it can adapt itself exactly to the new pitch.

I think these cases of travelling forms are easily to be
accounted for in this way, that the membrane is not
strained into perfect uniformity, and when yon slightly allci

the pitch of the note, the sand or whatever is tin; sii:iM;itu'i!

which lies upon it, travels until it attains a position in which
the membrane is vibrating in accordance with the new pitch

gradually growing out of the old 0:1c. lieforc silting down,
I would only express the great interest I have had in Mrs.
Hughes' paper, and the pleasure it has given me to see her
work in the matter.

Mr. Behnke.— I have for many years tried to get whatever
help I could from scier.ee in the treatment of the human
voice, and when Professor iiculey Taylor, some years ago,

brought this phoneidoscope under my notice I was very
highly delighted. He told me it would be possible by means
of a soap film to get different figures for different pitches,

for different degrees of intensity, and for different qualities

of tone. It seems to me, there can be no doubt that if

we had a little instrument of that kind which would indicate,

we will say, differences in the quality of tone in an un-
mistakable manner, it would be one of the grandest things

a teacher could possibly make use of. He would be able
to call in the eye to assist the ear ; he would have to call

the attention of his pupils to certain figures associated with
certain qualities of tone, and he would have to get his pupils

to look fur certain figures, winch, of course, would mean
certain qualities of tone. I did not find the phoneidoscope
answer in practice. In the first place, there was j:il:;::

difficulty about these film?, which would continually burst.

In the second place, there was no doubt I did get a
variety of figures, and not only that, but a variety of

exceedingly beautiful colours. The experiments were most
fascinating; but 1 did not gel the same figures regularly

for [lie same changes in cither pitch, or intensity, or quality,

and, therefore, so far as practical results were concerned,
the instrument was of no use. Since then I have not had an
opportunity of seeing Mr. Scdlcy Taylor myself about this

matter, but my wife had a conversation with him, and he
admitted that his experience had been the same as mine
had been. Of course it does not follow because we have
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r.o: yet nifceeded in these matters we never shall. a:id

it is en thai ground r ha t 1 a:n delighted t<> he here tins

afternoon, I am verv much interested ;n Mrs. Hughes'
paper, and it seems tu im- that everybody connected witii

the jjr:iil'.i(-tinn ol the voice in any shape or form ought to do
whatever is possible to further these experiments and (o

assist ir. them, because I am quite sure we are only at
:':.< t!.n ..I -in •.- .:.«. e-.i- [ v:, ,,k :n-h: ^!y I

say I can appreciate the: disappointment l-xjh-i imeuters have
to go through. Cold water is continually thrown on all these
things, people arc satisfied with wha: they have learn; when
they were young. We are all apt to run in grooves, and if

anybody h.is the harihhood to conn? forward and .show us
anything now, fir that we have not found out ourselves, we
are inclined to pooh-pooh it, and give it the cold shoulder.
I think that ought not to be. Such experiments as we have
witnessed this afternoon are most interesting, and I am sure
we are all much indebted to Mrs, Hughes for hcr very
instructive paper.

Mr. Southgate.—I should like to ask Mrs. Hughes
whether she has experimented with any square resonators,

as these are all circular ; if so, whether the figures are the

same as those produced with the round resonators ?

Mrs. Hughes—They are the same. The centres of
motion are just the same.
The Chairman.—It now becomes my pleasant duty to

propose a vote of thanks to Mrs. Hughes for the very
interesting paper vve have had this a i'te: :a n )i!

.

[The motion was earned.!
.. Mr. Stephens.—We are also much indebted to Mr.
nh-nkley for Ins kindness in leading the paper, anil also for

the very valuable remarks with which he supplemented that
reading. I be.if to propose a vole of thanks to Air. i;l:i;kl<:y.

Mr, Blaiklev,— I am much obliged to you, but it was
nothing but a pleasure to me to read it.

Mr. Penna then proposed a vote of thanks to the Chair-
man, which was carried unanimously, and the members then
proceeded to inspect the various figures exhibited.
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